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Abstract
Large-scale organizations, such as Siemens, develop a broad field of products for varying
domains. Software constitutes a major innovation and cost factor to their development.
Organizational-wide reuse of software across products, even across domains, gives these
organizations a competitive advantage. This involves large-scale reuse approaches where
software is developed in a decentralized manner by several internal, yet self-contained
organizational units – those units are separate profit centers with own business objectives, organizationally independent with own product management, and have widely
autonomous processes and software-engineering life cycles. I define those systems as
internal software ecosystems.
The intra-organizational, yet decentralized development context increases the amount and
complexity of dependencies among both software assets and the responsible organizational
units. This significantly impacts collaboration in software engineering. Traditional processcentric coordination mechanisms become increasingly inefficient, calling for a suitable
software architecture to enable effective collaboration.
However, in order to make informed architecture decisions, applied modes of collaboration
and resulting architecture challenges must be understood. As first major contribution in
this thesis, I provide strong empirical evidence on collaboration and resulting architecture
challenges for two of the largest internal software ecosystems at Siemens – based on a
total of 46 hours of semi-structured interviews with 17 leading software architects from
all involved organizational units. I identify three collaboration models on a continuum
that ranges from high to low coupling and a classification of architecture challenges
together with a qualitative and quantitative exposure of the identified recurring hurdles.
My results outline a broad field of real-world challenges that need to be investigated by
researchers, and my results support practitioners who follow the collaboration models to
make informed architecture decisions based on empirical evidence.
Besides taking informed architecture decisions, it is equally important to manage and
control adherence to the specified architecture at an ecosystem-wide level. However,
feature and schedule pressure regularly require to accept architecture violations by several
organizational units, which decreases quality and increases maintenance costs.
As main finding of my investigation on collaboration and architecture challenges, I
identify the explicit and systematic management of architecture violations as the key
challenge for internal software ecosystems, in particular the lack of developer support
for resolving violations. As second major contribution within this thesis, I elaborate the
T R AV I M approach, a framework that comprises seven violation-management capabilities
for internal software ecosystems. Their main purpose is developer support for resolving
architecture violations, aiming to reduce the developers’ effort required to handle them.
I develop a prototype that instantiates the approach. Using the prototype, I conduct an
in-depth case study on the capabilities’ usefulness, involving 9 experts from my study
systems. All of them expressed that the capabilities are highly valuable and hold great
potential to ease violation management for large-scale software engineering.
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Zusammenfassung
Sehr große Unternehmen, wie beispielsweise Siemens, entwickeln ein breites Produktportfolio für unterschiedliche Domänen. Software stellt dabei einen bedeutenden Innovationsund Kostentreiber in der Produktentwicklung dar. Eine unternehmensweite und produktübergreifende Wiederverwendung von Software, auch über Domänengrenzen hinweg,
liefert diesen Unternehmen einen Wettbewerbsvorteil am Markt. Dies beinhaltet umfangreiche Wiederverwendungsansätze, bei denen Software in einem dezentralisierten
Kontext von mehreren internen, dennoch eigenständigen Organisationseinheiten entwickelt wird – diese Organisationseinheiten sind separate Profitcenter mit individuellen
Geschäftszeilen, organisatorisch unabhängig mit eigenem Produktmanagement und haben
weitestgehend autonome Prozesse und Softwareentwicklungslebenszyklen. Ich definiere
derartige Systeme als interne Software-Ökosysteme.
Der unternehmensinterne, dennoch dezentralisierte Entwicklungskontext erhöht die
Anzahl und die Komplexität der Abhängigkeiten zwischen Softwareanteilen und den
jeweils dafür verantwortlichen Organisationseinheiten. Dies beeinflusst erheblich die
Zusammenarbeit in der Softwareentwicklung. Traditionelle prozessorientierte Koordinationsmechanismen werden zunehmend ineffizient. Stattdessen wird eine geeignete
Softwarearchitektur benötigt, um eine effektive Zusammenarbeit zu ermöglichen.
Um jedoch fundierte Architekturentscheidungen treffen zu können, ist es zwingend
erforderlich, die eigensetzten Kollaborationsmuster sowie daraus resultierende architektonische Herausforderungen zu verstehen. Als erste wesentliche Kontribution dieser Thesis
liefere ich umfangreiche empirische Evidenz hinsichtlich der Zusammenarbeit und der
daraus resultierenden architektonischen Herausforderungen für zwei der größten internen
Software-Ökosysteme innerhalb von Siemens – basierend auf insgesamt 46 Stunden
semistrukturierter Interviews mit 17 Chefarchitekten aller beteiligten Organisationseinheiten. Ich identifiziere drei Modelle der Zusammenarbeit auf einem Kontinuum von enger
bis loser Kopplung sowie eine Klassifizierung von architektonischen Herausforderungen
zusammen mit einer qualitativen und quantitativen Darlegung der je Klasse identifizierten
wiederkehrenden Probleme. Meine Ergebnisse liefern ein breites Spektrum an realen
Herausforderungen, welche von Wissenschaftlern erforscht werden müssen. Zudem
unterstützen sie Praktiker, welche vergleichbare Modellen der Zusammenarbeit einsetzen,
fundierte Architekturentscheidungen auf Basis empirischer Evidenz zu treffen.
Genauso wichtig wie das Treffen fundierter Architekturentscheidungen sind das ökosystemweite Management und die Sicherstellung der Einhaltung der spezifizierten Architektur. Aufgrund des Funktionalitäts- und Zeitdrucks müssen jedoch häufig Architekturverletzungen zahlreicher Organisationseinheiten akzeptiert werden, welche die Qualität
mindern und die Wartungskosten erhöhen.
Als wichtigste Erkenntnis meiner Untersuchungen bezüglich der Zusammenarbeit und der
daraus resultierenden architektonischen Herausforderungen identifiziere ich das explizite
und systematische Management von Architekturverletzungen als Kernherausforderung für
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interne Software-Ökosysteme, insbesondere die fehlende Unterstützung der Entwickler
bei der Auflösung von Verletzungen. Die zweite essentielle Kontribution dieser Thesis
ist die Entwickelung des T R AV I M-Ansatzes, welcher sieben Fähigkeiten zum Management von Architekturverstößen zur Verfügung stellt, deren Ziel die Unterstützung von
Entwicklern bei der Auflösung von Verstößen ist, insbesondere die Reduzierung des dafür
erforderlichen Aufwands der Entwickler. Zudem entwickle ich einen Prototyp, welcher
den Ansatz instanziiert. Unter Verwendung des Prototyps führe ich mit 9 Experten aus
meinen Studiensystemen eine gründliche Fallstudie zur Validierung der Nützlichkeit der
Fähigkeiten durch. Alle Experten haben ausgedrückt, dass die Fähigkeiten von sehr
hohem Wert sind und ein beträchtliches Potential zur Erleichterung des Managements von
Verstößen in der groß angelegten Softwareentwicklung haben.
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Introduction
1.1 Motivation

Technical systems comprise a steadily increasing amount of software that adds to the development costs. Moreover, the mass customization trend requires significant investment to
develop software tailored to individual customers’ needs. At the same time, organizations
must ship products of high quality and low cycle time to remain successful on the competitive market. They must be able to rapidly respond to customer needs and to quickly
and effectively enter new market segments. Two major software engineering paradigms
emerged in the recent decades to accomplish those business drivers at reasonable costs:
Software Product Lines. Reuse has been identified as the biggest opportunity area in
software industry to improve software quality and cycle time at low cost. Software
product lines have proven to be one of the most successful approaches to enable intraorganizational reuse [WL99, Bos00, ABB+ 02, PBL05, vdLSR07, CN09]. Adopting product
lines involves the development of a platform for a defined scope and the derivation of
products by reusing it in a prescribed way, governed by a centralized management [CN09].
Software Ecosystems. The involvement of parties external to the organization is partially
required to provide the variety of functionality customers expect. This insight resulted in
the discipline of software ecosystems [MS05, PM10, JBC13, MH13]. Adopting a software
ecosystem approach requires an organization to make their platform available outside
their organizational boundary in order to involve external self-contained businesses that
autonomously contribute functionality, motivated by individual business drivers [Bos09].
Large-scale organizations, such as Siemens, develop a broad field of products for varying
domains. Organizational-wide reuse of software across products, even across domains,
gives these organizations a competitive advantage. This involves large-scale reuse approaches where software is reused across products developed by several internal, yet
self-contained organizational units. What makes these units self-contained? They are
separate profit centers with individual business drivers, organizationally independent
with own product management, and have to a wide extent autonomous processes and
software-engineering life cycles. This results in a development approach where, similar to
software product lines, software development targets extensive intra-organizational reuse
and, similar to software ecosystems, software is developed in a decentralized manner
involving several self-contained businesses. In the context of this thesis, I define those
large-scale systems as Internal Software ECOsystems (ISECOs).
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1 Introduction

...
Organization
Organizational Unit
Platform
...

...

Application
Relationship
Customer

Figure 1.1: Internal Software ECOsystems (ISECOs).

1.1.1 The Role of Software Architecture for Collaboration in ISECOs

Within this thesis, I investigate two of the largest (about 500 and 950 active developers)
ISECOs at Siemens. They comprise a keystone organizational unit that provides a platform
and multiple client organizational units that develop applications upon it (see Figure 1.1).
The intra-organizational, yet decentralized development context increases the amount
and complexity of dependencies among both software assets and the responsible organizational units. This significantly impacts collaboration practices in software engineering.
Within such a decentralized environment, traditional process-centric coordination mechanisms become increasingly inefficient, calling for a suitable software architecture to
facilitate collaboration among involved organizational units [BBS10a, BBS10b, BBS10c].
The relevance of a suitable software architecture for effective collaboration in large-scale
software engineering has been studied and confirmed for decades [Con68, Par72, YC79,
PW92, GS93, SG96, Gri98, HG99]. However, in order to support informed architecturedecision making, applied modes of collaboration among involved units and resulting
architecture challenges must be understood in detail. Whereas several researchers investigated software product lines [Bos00, BBS10c, ABB+ 02, PBL05, CN09] and software
ecosystems [Bos10, BBS10c, CH10, RLR12, LRL10, KGW12] in this regard, to this end,
insufficient empirical results exist on collaboration and emerging architecture challenges
for intra-organizational, yet decentralized software engineering. There is still a lack of
empirical evidence to support practitioners to carefully reason on suitable architectural
measures in advance. Frequently, they face arising challenges later on and need to employ
counteractive measures reactively, which generally results in increased efforts.

1.1.2 The Need to Manage Architecture Compliance in ISECOs

Large-scale software systems like ISECOs are usually developed and maintained for
decades. If organizations do not employ effective countermeasures, the software will erode
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over time, which decreases quality and increases maintenance costs [Par94, EGK+ 01].
The platform chief architect of one of my study systems stated:

„The most serious misconception that can be done by a platform provider is to
believe that the platform is used as intended.“
—Platform chief architect at Siemens

Besides defining a suitable software architecture to enable effective software engineering,
it is equally important to manage and control compliance to the defined architecture at
an ecosystem-wide level. This involves the establishment and execution of architecture
guidance (such as the definition of allowed dependencies, recommended performance
patterns, or API design guidelines) that must be adhered to across organizational units
along with architecture governance to assist and check for compliance.
Feature and schedule pressure regularly require violations to the imposed architecture
guidance by several organizational units, which can be regarded as a special kind of
technical debt1 , calling for countermeasures to combat or, at least, to explicitly manage
architecture degeneration. A prerequisite for avoiding and resolving those architecture
violations is efficient process support that reduces the developers’ effort required to handle
them. Currently, numerous existing violations, late developer feedback, heterogeneous
tools and technologies, and the partial need to collaboratively handle violations across
units result in high violation-handling effort. Due to the limited effort that can be spent
for handling all those violations the number of violations increases over time, eroding the
software.
ISECOs represent a consensus-based environment. The keystone acts in a creative role
but does not have authority to give directions. Many clients are on a par regarding their
priority for feature and change requests, their position within the ecosystem, and their
influence. Involved organizational units must mutually agree on guidance and governance
actions to be established. However, they have individual business drivers and primarily
focus on the realization of features their customers pay for. Currently, varying benefits
and efforts may result in long negotiation phases or actions that are not adopted at all,
eroding the software.
Architecture compliance must be managed and controlled at an ecosystem-wide level. The
decentralized development across several self-contained organizational units results in a
set of significant hurdles that need to be considered. A successful solution must support
both efficient process assistance for handling architecture violations as well as consensus
building on guidance and governance actions to be established.
1 Technical

debt is a metaphor to describe long-term consequences of shortcuts taken in development
activities due to feature and schedule pressure. The metaphor was coined by Cunningham [Cun92] to
communicate technical issues to non-technical stakeholders.
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1.2 Objectives and Questions of This Thesis
Within this section, I outline major objectives and the research questions to be answered.

1.2.1 Empirical Evidence on Collaboration and Architecture Challenges

ISECOs require a suitable software architecture to enable effective collaboration. However,
the intra-organizational decentralization causes architecture challenges that must be understood. Within this thesis, I intent to provide strong empirical evidence on collaboration
and resulting architecture challenges for ISECOs in order to support architecture-decision
making. To address this objective, I investigate the following two research questions:
RQ1: How do organizational units collaborate in internal software ecosystems? Are there
common collaboration models?
RQ2: Which architecture challenges become particularly crucial due to collaboration? Can I
relate them to collaboration models?
Research Method

To answer RQ1 and RQ2, I conduct an in-depth qualitative case study on collaboration and
architecture challenges for two of the largest ISECOs at Siemens, based on the grounded
theory method [Mar86] and according to the guidelines by Runeson and Höst [RH09].
In a nutshell, I perform a total of 46 hours of semi-structured interviews with 17 leading
software architects from all involved organizational units. The participants’ average
professional experience is about 21 years.
Contributions

My major contributions are (1) the identification of three different collaboration models
among ecosystem partners on a continuum that ranges from high to low architecture
and process coupling; (2) a classification of architecture challenges, including platform
openness strategy, composition of decentralized developed software, preservation of the
organizational-units independence, guarantee of software qualities across the ecosystem,
and compliance to architectural intentions and cross-cutting regulations; together with
(3) a qualitative and quantitative exposure of respective recurring hurdles along each
collaboration model.
Implications

My results are valuable for both industry and academia: Practitioners that find themselves
in one of the collaboration models can use empirical evidence on challenges to make
informed architecture decisions. Researchers can focus their attention on real-world
challenges faced by practitioners to make large-scale software engineering more effective.
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1.2.2 Architecture Guidance and Governance Framework

Once architecture decisions are taken, compliance to the defined architecture must be controlled across the ecosystem, calling for architecture guidance and governance. However,
as a major finding of my case study on collaboration and architecture challenges, I identify
a set of hurdles for managing architecture violations and for establishing architecture
guidance and governance actions, in the following referred to as the Compliant Software
Development challenge. Within this thesis, I elaborate an integrated architecture guidance
and governance framework for ISECOs that implements a set of capabilities required to
overcome those hurdles, in particular seven violation-management capabilities to support
the management of architecture violations and two action-negotiation capabilities to
support the establishment of guidance and governance actions. The major objectives and
contributions of this thesis are summarized in Figure 1.2.
1.2.2.1 Violation-Management Support

As part of the framework, I propose a violation-management approach that realizes the
desired violation-management capabilities. Their main purpose is process support for
resolving violations, aiming to reduce the developers’ effort. I develop a prototype that
implements the approach for my study systems. According to the technology acceptance
model [Dav89], the actual acceptance and usage of a tool depends on the users’ perceived
usefulness and usability for performing their job. For that reason, I investigate the
following two research questions from the perspective of industrial end users:
RQ3: What is the usefulness of the violation-management capabilities to overcome the
identified hurdles of violation management for ISECOs?
RQ4: What is the usability of the violation-management capabilities?
Research Method

To answer RQ3 and RQ4, I conduct an in-depth qualitative case study involving 9 participants from my study systems with an average professional experience of about 17 years.
They use the prototype to perform 8 violation-management tasks. I observe, survey, and
interview them to understand the capabilities’ usefulness and usability.
Contributions

My major contributions are (1) the elaboration of violation-management capabilities
for ISECOs, (2) a collection of concepts that realize the capabilities along with their
prototypical implementation, and (3) a thorough analysis of the capabilities’ usefulness
and usability along with implications for improvements.
Implications

All study participants consider the capabilities as highly relevant to tackle the well known
hurdles they have to deal with in their daily business. I am in ongoing discussions to
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Figure 1.2: Major objectives and contributions of this thesis: First, I identify three collaboration models
among ecosystem partners and a classification of resulting architecture challenges along with
recurring hurdles. I identify Compliant Software Development as the key challenge. Second, I
elaborate and validate an architecture guidance and governance framework to tackle the identified
hurdles of Compliant Software Development, comprising violation-management and action-negotiation
support.

productize the prototype for an industrial roll out. While I do not claim generality of all
results, the outcomes of the study give evidence that the results can contribute to the
development and improvement of violation-management tools in software engineering, in
particular for ISECOs.
1.2.2.2 Action-Negotiation Support

Moreover, as part of the guidance and governance framework, I tailor and apply selected
state-of-the-art software-engineering methods that realize the desired action-negotiation
capabilities. Involving 5 experts from my study systems, I assess the methods’ strengths
and weaknesses for establishing architecture guidance and governance actions in order to
derive further research directions valuable to explore.

1.3 Research Scope
Multiple software-engineering concerns must be considered for software product lines and
software ecosystems. For software product lines, van der Linden et al. [vdLSR07] suggest
to differentiate between business, architecture, process, and organization aspects, which
has become known as the BAPO model. For software ecosystems, Campbell et al. [CA10]
distinguish between business, architecture, and social aspects. All these dimensions are
relevant for ISECOs, too. They relate to each other and cannot be considered completely
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separately. For this thesis, I focus on the architecture dimension and its relations. I sketch
other dimensions only if necessary for clarification.
In this thesis, I present two major contributions with the following scope restrictions:
First, I provide empirical evidence on collaboration and architecture challenges for ISECOs
to support architecture-decision making. To that end, I present an in-depth qualitative case
study involving two of the largest ISECOs within Siemens. The study targets architecture
challenges that become particularly crucial due to collaboration across organizational
units. Out of the scope are unit-internal challenges.
Second, I elaborate an architecture guidance and governance framework for ISECOs to
support architecture compliance. The framework comprises violation-management and
action-negotiation support. Both study systems have to deal with a steadily increasing
amount of violations, which decreases quality and increases maintenance costs [Par94,
EGK+ 01]. For that reason, I devote a high priority to the development and validation of
a solid violation-management approach. With regard to the negotiation support, both
study systems are already capable to define guidance and governance actions, although
arrangements are partially hard to achieve. Negotiations are influenced by political factors,
which makes it difficult to assess the benefit of a new approach. Hence, when it comes to
negotiation, I do not intent to provide a sound and rigorously-validated approach, but
rather explore further research directions valuable to investigate.
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1.4 Structure of This Thesis
The thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2: Background and Context
Within the second chapter, I provide a brief background on software product lines
and software ecosystems, and I position ISECOs in between. I discuss coordination
challenges for large-scale software engineering and the need to facilitate collaboration by a suitable software architecture. Finally, I motivate my case study on
collaboration and resulting architecture challenges for ISECOs.
Chapter 3: Collaboration and Architecture Challenges
Within the third chapter, I present my case study on collaboration and architecture
challenges. I introduce my study systems and outline my research method. I present
my study results, including three modes of collaboration among involved units and
a classification of resulting challenges along with recurring hurdles. As a major
finding, I identify Compliant Software Development as the key challenge for ISECOs.
I discuss related work, threats to validity, and implications.
Chapter 4: Architecture Guidance and Governance: Capabilities, State of the Art, and
Framework
Within the fourth chapter, I elaborate a set of capabilities to tackle the Compliant
Software Development challenge, in particular seven violation-management capabilities and two action-negotiation capabilities. I outline existing software-engineering
methods and tools with regard to the capabilities and emphasize the need for a
new architecture guidance and governance framework that realizes all desired
capabilities, comprising violation-management and action-negotiation support.
Chapter 5: Violation-Management Support
Within the fifth chapter, I present a violation-management approach that realizes the
desired violation-management capabilities. For each capability, I discuss underlying
concepts and its prototypical implementation. I present a case study conducted to
evaluate the capabilities’ usefulness and usability. I outline my research method,
present key results, and derive implications and recommendations for tool developers and researchers.
Chapter 6: Action-Negotiation Support
Within the sixth chapter, I tailor, apply, and discuss selected state-of-the-art softwareengineering methods that realize the desired action-negotiation capabilities. I assess
the methods’ strengths and weaknesses for establishing guidance and governance
actions and explore further research directions valuable to investigate.
Chapter 7: Conclusion and Outlook
Finally, I conclude the thesis, state its contributions, and provide an outlook on
on-going and future work.
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Parts of this thesis have been published in the following publications:
[SEL13a] Klaus-Benedikt Schultis, Christoph Elsner, and Daniel Lohmann. Architectural
guidance and governance in industrial software ecosystems. In Slinger Jansen,
Thomas Kude, Karl Michael Popp, and Peter Buxmann, editors, Proceedings of
the European Workshop on Software Ecosystems, EWSECO 2012, pages 26–31,
Norderstedt, Germany, 2013. Books on Demand.
[SEL13b] Klaus-Benedikt Schultis, Christoph Elsner, and Daniel Lohmann. Moving towards industrial software ecosystems: Are our software architectures fit for
the future? In Proceedings of the 4th International Workshop on Product Line
Approaches in Software Engineering, PLEASE 2013, pages 9–12, Washington,
DC, USA, 2013. IEEE.
[SEL14]

Klaus-Benedikt Schultis, Christoph Elsner, and Daniel Lohmann. Architecture
challenges for internal software ecosystems: A large-scale industry case study.
In Proceedings of the 22nd ACM SIGSOFT International Symposium on Foundations of Software Engineering, FSE 2014, pages 542–552, New York, NY, USA,
2014. ACM.

[SEL16]

Klaus-Benedikt Schultis, Christoph Elsner, and Daniel Lohmann. Architectureviolation management for internal software ecosystems. In Proceedings of the
13th Working IEEE/IFIP Conference on Software Architecture, WICSA 2016, pages
241–246, Washington, DC, USA, 2016. IEEE Computer Society.

In [SEL13a, SEL13b], I was the leading author of the publication and the main contributor
to the concepts. In [SEL14], I was the leading author of the publication and the main
contributor to the design, execution, and analysis of the case study – the publication
was honored with an ACM SIGSOFT Distinguished Paper Award. In [SEL16], I was the
leading author of the publication and the main contributor to the design, development,
and validation of the approach.
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2

Background and Context
In the previous chapter, I have motivated the paradigm of internal software ecosystems
(ISECOs) – a powerful approach for large-scale intra-organizational reuse.
Within this chapter, I provide the necessary background on internal software ecosystems.
I describe the paradigm of internal software ecosystems by positioning it between two
well known approaches for large-scale software engineering: Software product lines and
software ecosystems. I discuss coordination challenges for these large-scale software
engineering approaches and the need to facilitate collaboration among involved parties
by a suitable software architecture. I reveal the current lack of research on collaboration
and architecture for internal software ecosystems, and I define the research questions to
be answered in the following chapter.
The chapter is outlined as follows: In Section 2.1, I introduce software product lines,
software ecosystems, and internal software ecosystems. In Section 2.2, I discuss the
relevance of software architectures for effective collaboration, and I underline the current
lack of research for internal software ecosystems in this regard. In Section 2.3, I conclude
the chapter.
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2.1 Positioning of Internal Software Ecosystems
As motivated in the previous chapter, internal software ecosystems are a powerful approach
to enable extensive intra-organizational reuse across various products developed by multiple self-contained organizational units. Within this section, I position internal software
ecosystems between software product lines and software ecosystems: Software product
lines have proven to be one of the most successful approaches for intra-organizational
reuse [WL99, Bos00, ABB+ 02, PBL05, vdLSR07, CN09]. Software ecosystems leverage
networks of self-contained organizations to generate revenue that no single player could
achieve stand-alone [MS05, PM10, JBC13, MH13].

2.1.1 Software Product Lines

Traditional software-engineering techniques support the separate development of single products. In contrast, software–product-line engineering targets extensive intraorganizational reuse of software across a set of related, yet distinct products [Bos09,
vdLSR07]. Adopting software product lines involves the development of a platform for a
defined scope and the creation of products by reusing the platform in a strategic and prescribed way [CN09]. Both activities are governed by a single, common management and
target improvements for common business drivers like time to market, mass customization,
cost, and quality [CN09, vdLSR07, PBL05]. A prominent industrial example is Cummins’
diesel-engine software product line, where the control logic for varying diesel engines can
be efficiently derived from a reusable platform [CN09]. Below, I briefly outline the main
activities during product-line engineering:
Platform Development. The development of a reusable platform – also referred to as
domain engineering – intents to establish a production capability for similar products
[CN09]. Besides developing a platform to be reused by these products, variable and
common parts must be defined [Sch02] and documented [SD07]. Variable parts
of the platform are only reused by some products. Common parts are reused by
all products. Moreover, products the product line is planned for must be carefully
defined in advance, which is called product-line scoping process [PBL05, CN09,
Sch02]. Finally, a production plan must be provided that prescribes how products
are actually derived from the platform [CN09].
Product Creation. During the product creation phase – also referred to as application
engineering – individual products are built based on the defined scope, the reusable
platform, and the production plan [CN09, DSB05]. To be successful, the upfront
investments required to develop the reusable platform must be outweighed by
the benefits from deriving multiple individual products [DSB05]. The previously
defined scope indicates whether it would be economically advantageous to develop
a product by reusing the platform [CN09, Sch02]. The production plan describes
how the platform is to be reused in order to build the product [CN09].
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Figure 2.1: (A) Single software product lines and (B) multi software product lines.

Centralized Management. Platform development and product creation are governed
by a centralized single management that ensures that all development teams are
engaged in their activities, adhere to defined processes, and track progress [CN09].
The management must define a suitable organizational structure, ensure that all
teams receive required resources, orchestrate technical activities, mitigate risks that
threaten the overall success, and create a plan for adopting the product line [CN09].
It targets improvements for global business drivers relevant for all products and that
give the organization a competitive advantage, including decreased time to market,
increased product quality, decreased product risk, consistent user experience across
products, and increased customer satisfaction [CN09, PBL05, vdLSR07].
A well defined scope is crucial for the success of a product line [CN09, PBL05, vdLSR07].
However, having reached a certain degree of maturity, organizations tend to stretch
successful product lines significantly beyond their original scope [BB12, Bos06, OB02],
for example to develop a broader range of products or because the proven success of a
product line justifies the inclusion of previously unrelated products [Bos06]. Frequently,
this involves the transition from a single product line to a multi product line, also referred
to as product population [vO02], hierarchical product family [Bos00, BB11], or program
of product families [Bos02]. Holl et al. [HGR12] define multi product lines as a set of
several self-contained but still interdependent product lines that together represent a largescale system. Figure 2.1 illustrates possible architectures for single and multi product lines.
Organizations may even open their product lines to parties external to the organization
in order to leverage a variety of externally developed functionality [Bos09]. Once an
organization decides to make their product line available outside the organizational
boundary, the product line transitions towards a software ecosystem [Bos09, McG10].
2.1.2 Software Ecosystems

The idea of software ecosystems encourages organizations to open their platform to
external businesses in order to leverage a variety of externally developed functionality
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[Bos09, MS05]. Those businesses are usually autonomous, act within a decentralized
environment, and cannot be directed by a common management [Bos09, MS05]. Platform
provider and external businesses have widely varying business drivers, like innovation,
market expansion, profit, or visibility [MS05, PM10]. Involved parties and relationships
among them are illustrated in Figure 2.2. A prominent example is Apple’s iOS where Apple
acts as platform provider for thousands of autonomous application developers who may
distribute their applications through Apple’s App Store. Another well known example is
the Eclipse ecosystem, where the Eclipse Foundation established a flourishing marketplace
for commercial products and services based on Eclipse. Below, I briefly outline the main
characteristics for software ecosystems:
Opened Platform. Within software ecosystems organizations open their platform interfaces to external businesses [MS05, MH13]. The term interface is broadly defined,
including application programming interfaces, plug-in mechanisms, services, scripting languages, or standards. There are several reasons for organizations to make
their platforms available outside their organizational boundaries, for example to
foster innovation through external contributions, to focus on core company expertise by externalizing the development of common functionality, to increase value
for existing and attractiveness for new customers, or to establish a value chain
[MS05, PM10, Bos09]. Once the platform has been opened, the platform organization – also referred to as keystone – must establish a set of measures to coordinate
all parties involved and to maintain a healthy ecosystem [JBC13, MH13, Bos10].
Frequently, the keystone also provides a shared marketplace to distribute externally
developed functionality, such as Google’s and Apple’s App Store.
External Contributions. External businesses leverage the opened platform to realize
their business cases [MS05, PM10, JBC13]. They autonomously develop functionality that extends the platform, ranging from simple script files to sandboxed
applications to separate programs with own control logic. In contrast to traditional outsourcing approaches, they are not reimbursed by the keystone nor do
they transfer intellectual-property rights to the keystone [Bos09]. Commonly, the
keystone does even not know all involved parties. Rather, external businesses independently select the most attractive ecosystem they want to contribute to as well as
the functionality they want to develop upon the platform to generate business value
[Bos09, MH13]. In some cases, the keystone may have strategic partnerships with
selected external businesses, which allows the keystone to partially influence the
functionality to be developed [Bos09]. Similar to natural ecosystems, all involved
parties coexist in an interdependent way [MH13]. As example, within the iOS
ecosystem, Apple provides a marketplace for distributing applications in return for
a yearly fee, which allows to jointly generate revenue that no single party could
achieve stand-alone [MH13].
Decentralized Management. All parties involved in the ecosystem are self-contained
organizations with individual incentives, business objectives, and business cases
[MS05, PM10]. They have autonomous software-engineering life cycles and pro-
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Figure 2.2: Software ecosystems.

cesses, and independently select length, frequency, and time of their product-release
cycles [BBS10c]. All involved parties have their own product management and
product roadmap. Within such a decentralized environment, cross-organizational
software development cannot be directed by detailed managerial orders [Bos09].
Traditional software-engineering practices that tend to rely on centralized mechanisms to coordinate development are no longer sufficient [Bos09]. Nevertheless,
the keystone must ensure that externally developed functionality satisfies his quality
expectations and, even more important, does not negatively affect platform qualities. This requires a transition from a process-centric to an architecture-centric
and composition-oriented development approach [BBS10b]. The keystone must
define, install, and exercise suitable architecture measures to control decentralized
development [Bos09, BBS10c, BBS10b, Bos10], such as sandboxing mechanisms
to minimize or remove the risk that externally developed functionally affects the
platform [BBS10c, BBS10b].
2.1.3 Internal Software Ecosystems

Software product lines enable extensive intra-organizational reuse across products, governed by a single management to improve common business drivers. Software ecosystems
encourage organizations to open their platform to external parties with individual business drivers that autonomously develop functionality upon the platform. Within internal
software ecosystems, the reality is somewhere between the archetypes of those two
development paradigms: They involve a set of internal organizational units that are
self-contained profit centers with own business objectives, organizationally independent
with own product management, and have to a wide extent autonomous processes and
software-engineering life cycles. A keystone organizational unit provides a platform for
multiple client organizational units that develop applications upon it (see Figure 2.3).
Thus, the view on the organizational structure moves from strict hierarchies towards
more decentralized topologies. Below, I briefly outline the main characteristics of internal
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Figure 2.3: Internal software ecosystems.

software ecosystems on the example of two of the largest internal software ecosystems
within Siemens:
Platform Development. The keystone unit is responsible for the platform and acts in a
creative role, but does not have authority to give directions. The platform comprises
infrastructure (e.g., data management) and domain-specific (e.g., workflow management for user guidance) functionality, common features requested by multiple
clients, and software development kits to support application development. It is
designed for but not limited to a particular set of related application domains. The
keystone provides basic maintenance support and processes feature and change
requests by clients. For my study systems, platform development involves about 100
respectively 300 active developers for more than 10 years to date.
Application Development. Several client units develop applications upon the platform.
Compared to open ecosystems, the number of clients is low and each client develops
only one to a handful, but large applications. Today, both study systems involve
six clients each with 90 active developers on average. Initially, both platforms
were designed for three clients but, over time, further clients joined the ecosystems
for reuse. Clients are organizational self-contained and have individual customer
relationships. They may collaborate to generate synergies but also compete among
each other for platform features required to realize requirements their customers
request. Involved parties can and commonly do communicate directly if required.
Decentralized Management. Similar to software ecosystems, involved parties are selfcontained profit centers with individual business goals, processes, management, and
R&D department. Similar to software product lines, software development takes
place within a single organization and targets extensive intra-organizational reuse.
However, the keystone and involved clients are not arranged in strict organizational
hierarchies. Rather, involved units are organizationally independent and may span
over several organizational sectors. There is no centralized management that explicitly targets the global optimization from an ecosystem-wide perspective. Rather,
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self-contained organizations.

∗ Involves multiple internal, yet selfcontained organizational units.

Table 2.1: An archetype comparison of software product lines, internal software ecosystems, and software
ecosystems along the dimensions of the BAPO model [vdLSR07].

involved units collaborate but also compete among each other to optimally achieve
their individual business goals for generating revenue. Due to the units’ organizational distance, the next common top management may be the organization’s
managing board. There is the option for escalation of conflicts and for taking of
decisions through this common top management. However, this is no generally
viable way for deciding on day-to-day collaboration practices. Decision making on
this operational level consists much more in negotiation and mutual agreements
among involved units. Similar to software ecosystems, these intra-organizational,
yet decentralized projects require suitable architecture measures instead of detailed
managerial orders to coordinate development.
Above, I have described and compared the archetypes of software product lines, internal
software ecosystems, and software ecosystems. In Table 2.1, I summarize their differences
along the dimensions of the business, architecture, process, and organization (BAPO)
model [vdLSR07]. It is important to note that it is possible to combine these development
paradigms. For example, a multi product line may involve self-contained organizational
units for the development of each product line, becoming an internal software ecosystem.
This is actually the case for one of my study systems. In addition, interfaces may be
opened to external parties in order to leverage externally developed functionality the
organization is unable or unwilling to develop by itself.
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2.2 From Process-Centric to Architecture-Enabled Collaboration
Software product lines, internal software ecosystems, and software ecosystems have one
important aspect in common: Compared to traditional software-engineering approaches
where software products are commonly developed separately, they increase the amount
and the complexity of dependencies among both software assets and the responsible
development teams, organizational units, or organizations. This significantly impacts
collaboration practices in large-scale software engineering, in particular for the more
decentralized approaches where traditional process-centric coordination mechanisms become increasingly inefficient [BBS10a, BBS10b, BBS10c]. Rather, software development
must be coordinated by suitable architecture measures.
The relevance of a suitable software architecture for effective collaboration in large-scale
software engineering has been studied and confirmed for decades: Conway [Con68]
propose that, as a necessary consequence of communication needs, the architecture of a
system mirrors the structure of the organization that has designed it, which has become
known as Conway’s Law. According to Parnas [Par72], a system should be decomposed
into modules that hide difficult and unstable design decisions from each other, which
allows to assign modules to groups that independently develop and maintain those
modules with little need for communication across groups. Yourdon et al. [YC79] present
the concept of structured design to improve productivity and lower maintenance costs by
dividing a system into components that can be developed and maintained separately. Perry
et al. [PW92] state that software architecture plays a vital role in the process associated
with the development of large-scale software systems. Garlan and Shaw [GS93, SG96]
provide an introduction to the field of software architecture, and they illustrate the ways
in which architectural design can improve understanding and engineering of complex
software systems. Herbsleb et al. [HG99] confirm Conway’s and Parnas’ position that the
essence of good design eases coordination, particularly among globally distributed teams.
Medvidovic et al. [MT00] consider architecture description languages as a powerful tool to
aid understanding and support communication in software engineering, and they propose
a classification and comparison framework for architecture description languages. Based
on action research, Bosch et al. [BBS10a, BBS10b, BBS10c] perceive software architecture
as enabler for effective collaboration in large-scale software engineering, in particular for
software product lines, global software development, and software ecosystems.
The bottom line is, a well defined software architecture facilitates1 collaboration in largescale software engineering. However, in order to make informed decisions about suitable
architectural measures, it is necessary to understand the modes of collaboration among
involved parties and resulting architecture challenges in detail. As shown below, software
product lines and software ecosystems already received attention in literature in this
regard, but there is still a lack of research on collaboration and emerging architecture
challenges for intra-organizational, yet decentralized software engineering.
1 Architecture

enables effective collaboration but does not define the actual collaboration. Collaboration
practices are still defined explicitly and implicitly by processes.
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2.2 From Process-Centric to Architecture-Enabled Collaboration

2.2.1 Software Product Lines

There exists a large body of research around collaboration practices and architectures
for software product lines: Based on experience in industry and research, Bosch [Bos00]
proposes a method for designing product-line architectures. Furthermore, he investigates
different modes of collaboration applied for product-line engineering [BBS10c, BBS10b].
Atkinson et al. [ABB+ 02] outline a methodology for modeling architecture components,
and a product-line approach to support their development and evolution. Pohl et al.
[PBL05] propose a framework that arranges and relates product-line–engineering activities
around distinct domain-engineering and application-engineering processes. Van der
Linden et al. [vdLSR07] present business, architecture, process, and organizational
experiences from adopting software product lines in industry. Clements et al. [CN09]
provide a comprehensive set of practices and reusable patterns for implementing product
lines, including architecture definition, component development, and technical and
organizational management to coordinate development work.
2.2.2 Software Ecosystems

Although, in contrast to software product lines, there exists not yet research that provides a
holistic perspective on the emerging discipline of software ecosystems, several researchers
investigated collaboration practices and architectures for software ecosystems, too. In the
following, I outline a set of example publications: Bosch [Bos10] elaborates architecture
challenges for software ecosystems, including interface stability, evolution management,
guaranteeing security and reliability, and composition of independently developed software. Moreover, Bosch et al. [BBS10a, BBS10b, BBS10c] analyze collaboration practices
within software ecosystems. They propose a transition from a process-centric to an
architecture-centric software-engineering approach to coordinate development. Cataldo
et al. [CH10] introduce the concept of interface translucence as an architectural mechanism for ecosystems to overcome challenges faced by transparency and modular system
design. Robbes et al. [RL11, RLR12] analyze the impact of API deprecations and ripple
effects on external developers. Lungu et al. [LRL10] present and evaluate an approach
to recover dependencies between software projects within an ecosystem. Kazman et al.
[KGW12] recombine foundational architecture principles (e.g., quality-attribute models,
quality-attribute scenarios, tactics, and traceability from business goals to quality-attribute
requirements) to analyze software-intensive ecosystems.
2.2.3 Internal Software Ecosystems

Several researchers [RW05, OB02, TCO00, SAH01, BvdGH+ 02, Bos01] investigate intraorganizational, yet decentralized software projects where the development takes place in
multiple self-contained organizational units – defined as internal software ecosystems for
this thesis. Based on experience, they discuss challenges they face and approaches that
are applied to counter them. However, to this end, there neither exist empirical results on
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applied collaboration models among involved organizational units nor on architecture
challenges that become particularly crucial due to collaboration. A detailed overview
on existing contributions to the state of the art will be provided in Section 3.4. To fill
this significant gap in literature, as discussed in Section 1.2.1, I phrase the following two
research questions:
RQ1: How do organizational units collaborate in internal software ecosystems? Are there
common collaboration models?
RQ2: Which architecture challenges become particularly crucial due to collaboration? Can I
relate them to collaboration models?
Insights to these questions would support practitioners to carefully reason on suitable
software architectures in advance in order to enable effective collaboration within internal
software ecosystems. Currently, due to the lack of empirical evidence, practitioners
frequently face arising architecture challenges later on and need to employ counteractive
measures reactively, which generally results in increased efforts.

2.3 Chapter Summary
Within this chapter, I have outlined the background and context for internal software
ecosystems: I have presented the engineering paradigms of software product lines and
software ecosystems, and I have positioned the paradigm of internal software ecosystems
in between. I have highlighted the relevance of a suitable software architecture to enable
effective collaboration within these large-scale software-engineering approaches, and
I have revealed the current lack of empirical evidence on collaboration and resulting
architecture challenges for ISECOs, which would be a prerequisite to take informed
architecture decisions.
To account for this, in the following chapter, I will present an in-depth qualitative case
study on collaboration and architecture challenges for two of the largest ISECOs within
Siemens.
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3

Collaboration and Architecture Challenges
In the previous chapter, I have highlighted the importance of a suitable software architecture for effective collaboration in ISECOs. I have motivated that, for taking informed
architecture decisions, applied modes of collaboration among ecosystem partners and
resulting architecture challenges must be understood and that there is still a lack of
research in this regard. I have defined Research Question 1 and Research Question 2 to fill
this significant gap in literature (see Section 2.2.3).
Within this chapter, I present an in-depth qualitative case study on collaboration practices
and resulting architecture challenges for two of the largest ISECOs at Siemens, in the
following referred to as I SECO -A and I SECO -B. To that end, I performed a total of 46
hours of semi-structured interviews with 17 leading software architects from all involved
organizational units. I identify three collaboration models on a continuum that ranges
from high to low coupling, which addresses Research Question 1. Moreover, I classify
resulting architecture challenges, and I provide a qualitative and quantitative exposure
of the identified recurring hurdles along each challenge and collaboration model. This
addresses Research Question 2. We will learn that the key challenge for ISECOs targets the
establishment of architecture guidelines to coordinate cross-organizational development
and the management of guideline violations to control software quality, which will be
investigated in the remaining thesis.
The case study was published at the 22nd ACM SIGSOFT International Symposium on
Foundations of Software Engineering [SEL14] – the publication was honored with an
ACM SIGSOFT Distinguished Paper Award.
The chapter is outlined as follows: In Section 3.1, I depict both study systems and outline
my research method. In Section 3.2, I introduce the collaboration models and characterize
them along the dimensions of the business, architecture, process, and organization
(BAPO) model. In Section 3.3, I classify the identified architecture challenges and discuss
respective recurring hurdles along each collaboration model. In Section 3.4, I provide an
overview on related contributions. In Section 3.5, I highlight, from the set of the identified
challenges, the key challenge for ISECOs. In Section 3.6, I discuss threats to validity and
implications. Finally, in Section 3.7, I conclude the chapter.
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3.1 Methodology
Within this section, I depict the research settings I have investigated and the research
method I have applied for conducting the case study. Both study systems, I SECO -A and
I SECO -B, serve as study systems for the remaining thesis.
To increase transparency, I relate performed study tasks to involved researchers: I am
the first researcher. The second researcher is Christoph Elsner, a Senior Key Expert for
Architecture Management of Software Ecosystems at Siemens. The third researcher is
Daniel Lohmann, the first supervisor of this thesis.
3.1.1 Study Systems

Both study systems comprise a keystone organizational unit that provides a platform and
multiple client organizational units that build applications upon it. Involved units are
self-contained profit centers with own business objectives, organizationally independent
with own product management, and have to a wide extent autonomous processes and
software-engineering life cycles. The keystone acts in a creative role but does not have
power to direct. Compared to open ecosystems, the number of clients is low and involved
parties can and commonly do communicate directly if required. Moreover, clients develop
only one to a handful, but large applications. Below, the study systems are described in
more detail. I use the notation (x/y) to roughly denote for each organizational unit the
number of developers and development years, respectively.
3.1.1.1 ISECO-A

I SECO -A initially involved K EYSTONE -A (100/11), C LIENT-A1 (110/10), C LIENT-A2 (100/10),
and C LIENT-A3 (85/10). They defined the original scope, develop a set of software products for a shared market, and collaborate based on a strategic reuse approach.
Later on, the clients T RACY (40/4), S USAN (40/6), and S TEPHEN (40/7) recognized the
high reuse potential of the platform and joined the ecosystem. They are outside of the
initial scope and independently develop software products for different markets. The units
collaborate based on a platform reuse approach without strong strategic coupling. In the
remainder, I depict the successful reuse story of S USAN, the initial struggles when including
S TEPHEN, and the transition of T RACY into the group of strategic clients. Figure 3.1 depicts
a simplified illustration of I SECO -A.
3.1.1.2 ISECO-B

I SECO -B started with K EYSTONE -B (300/8), client D ONNIE (150/7), C LIENT-B2 (70/7), and
C LIENT-B3 (30/7). As for I SECO -A, they set the initial scope and develop a set of software
products for a shared market. Compared to other clients, D ONNIE is more dominant and
takes more action to influence the ecosystem.
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CLIENT-A1

CLIENT-A2

CLIENT-A3

SUSAN

STEPHEN

TRACY

KEYSTONE-A
ISECO-A

Platform

Applications End User

Figure 3.1: A simplified illustration of I SECO -A.

Later on, the platform scope was explicitly broadened to involve client P INO (150/2),
C LIENT-B5 (200/1), and C LIENT-B6 (60/1). They apply a decoupled and compositionoriented approach to develop software products for different, partially overlapping markets. P INO was the first added client and acts as a pioneer. An illustration of I SECO -B
would be similar to the one of I SECO -A.

3.1.2 Research Method

My case study targets the identification of collaboration models and emerging architecture
challenges within I SECO -A and I SECO -B. The study was carried out over a period of one
year and involved the main architects of all organizational units. I structured my case
study based on the guidelines by Runeson and Höst [RH09], developed a case-study
protocol, and followed the method outlined in Figure 3.2 and discussed in detail below. In
a nutshell, I (A) performed a literature review as well as (B) workshops and unstructured
pre-interviews with architects of my study systems to draw a guideline for (C) 17 semistructured interviews (lasting 135-240 minutes each) involving the main architects of all
organizational units. Furthermore, I (D) inspected both developer networks and dozens
of documents that are applied to coordinate development. I (E) drew my conclusions per
interview based on the grounded-theory method [Mar86], (F) received feedback from the
interviewees, and (G) performed a cross-interview analysis.
A) Literature Review

I analyzed existing literature for software ecosystems to collect already known issues that
target architecture and collaboration, such as [Bos10, BBS10c, KGW12, McG09, MS05,
PM10, JBC13, MH13]. I condensed them to discuss and refine insights with the second
and third researcher in several iterations.
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C) Main Interviews

B) Workshops and
Pre-Interviews

E) Transcribing, Coding,
and Concluding

F) Member Checking

Interview
Guideline

A) Literature Review
Design and Planning

D) Archival Data
Data Collection

G) Cross-Case Analysis
Data Analysis

Validation

Figure 3.2: Research method.

B) Workshops and Pre-Interviews

I performed two half-day workshops involving 7 respectively 8 architects from Siemens
with an average professional experience of about 20 years to discuss how they qualitatively
perceive collaboration and emerging architecture challenges for ISECOs. Furthermore, I
performed 7 unstructured interviews [RH09] (lasting about 2 hours each) with architects
of I SECO -A and I SECO -B to get a basic understanding of the study systems and to jointly
sketch collaboration among organizational units in a scenario-based fashion. Two of those
architects were interviewed again during the main interviews, since they are relevant
architects for the case study. The second researcher joined the workshops and interviews
and participated in discussions.
As a result, I identified four categories of architecture challenges that become particularly
crucial: First, least-impairing Co-Evolution of platform and applications is required. Second, Interface Stability must be ensured. At least, interfaces must evolve predictably. Third,
internal and external Qualities must be guaranteed across the ecosystem. Fourth, Technical
Integration must be enabled to compose the software developed in a decentralized manner.
Based on those insights, I defined interview questions that target the identification of
recurring hurdles1 that have been arisen for each of those categories. Furthermore, I
defined one open question that targets the identification of further architecture challenges
I was not aware of. I used those questions and the sketched scenarios to draw a guideline
for the main interviews.
C) Main Interviews

I contacted both platform chief architects, briefed them on the goal and process of my
investigation, and asked them for suitable interviewees for each organizational unit.
I contacted the nominated architects to clarify if they feel suitable or if they would
recommend another one. Thus, I got 17 architects for the main interviews: 1 for each
1 The

term hurdle is broadly defined for this case study. A hurdle is considered as any kind of recurring
problem or issue that relates to the categories of architecture challenges.
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client, 2 for the keystone of I SECO -A and 3 for the keystone of I SECO -B. Their professional
experience ranges from 11-28 years with an average of about 21 years, and most of them
are architects of the study systems since their initial phase. Each architect was interviewed
separately. The interviews were semi-structured [RH09], lasted 135-240 minutes with an
average of about 160 minutes, and were digitally recorded with the interviewee’s consent.
I guided the interviews, the second researcher took notes and participated in discussions.
After each interview, the interview guideline was refined for the following interviews
when new insights were gained.
Each interview was structured as follows: (1) Briefing. I started with a short briefing on
the objective of the interview and case study, and introduced my notion of decentralized
software engineering and the categories of challenges I had identified. To build confidence,
I assured that collected data will be anonymized and that my conclusions will be send
to the interviewee before publishing to get feedback and to avoid misunderstandings.
(2) Model Collaboration. Based on the sketched scenarios, we discussed the collaboration
among the interviewee’s organizational unit and other ones. Thus, I also fostered the
mindset that my focus is on challenges that emerge due to cross-unit collaboration, and
not on unit-internal issues. (3) Analyze Architecture Challenges. Finally, we performed the
main interview based on the interview guideline. Its semi-structured nature allowed me
to reorder questions depending on the course of discussion while guaranteeing that all of
them are handled.
D) Archival Data

Afterwards, most architects provided archival data that turned out to be relevant during
the interviews. Thus, I inspected both developer networks, dozens of documents applied
to coordinate development, and results of an ATAM [CKK02] review that was previously
performed for I SECO -B. In doing so, I achieved triangulation across data sources, which
improves validity [RH09, Sea99].
E) Transcribing, Coding, and Concluding

Data analysis was carried out in parallel with data collection, which is recommended
practice to consider new insights [RH09]. I fully transcribed the audio recordings, coded
the transcripts as described by Seaman [Sea99], and documented first insights in the form
of memos. In total, this resulted in 2732 chunks of coded text by using a hierarchy of
168 codes and sub-codes. Conclusions were drawn and summarized separately for each
interview: This was an iterative process where I searched for patterns and trends in the
coded data, grouped the data accordingly, and analyzed related archival data and the
notes that were taken during the interview. For each interview, I created a conclusion
summary (about 3000 words on average) that comprised my key conclusions regarding
the mode of collaboration, the categories of resulting architecture challenges, and the
identified recurring hurdles for each category of challenges. The results were carefully
checked by the second researcher.
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Challenge# .Hurdle#

Interviewee1

Challenge1 .Hurdle1

confirmed

Challenge1 .Hurdle2

confirmed

confirmed

...

...

...

Challenge2 .Hurdle1

confirmed

...

...

Challengen .Hurdlem

Interviewee2

Interviewee3

...

Interviewee17

confirmed

...

confirmed

...

confirmed

...

...

...

confirmed

confirmed

...

confirmed

...

...

...

...

confirmed

...

confirmed

Table 3.1: An illustration of the cross-interview–analysis table.

F) Member Checking

Member checking is a recommended method to validate conclusions [Sea99]. I sent my
conclusion summaries to the respective architects and sought for feedback. All architects
agreed with my conclusions, only minor adaptations were suggested.
G) Cross-Interview Analysis

I performed a cross-interview analysis inspired by Eisenhardt [Eis89]. Using the same technique as above, I created codes for my conclusions and coded the conclusion summaries
while considering the interviewees’ feedback. As proposed by Runeson et al. [RH09], I
arranged the coded data in a table where rows represent the categories of architecture
challenges and the corresponding recurring hurdles, columns represent interviewees, and
cells are marked if a hurdle is confirmed by the respective interviewee (see Table 3.1).
This technique supported me to group study subjects by findings and to identify crosscutting hurdles that are confirmed by multiple data sources, which increases validity
[RH09, Sea99]. The results were carefully reviewed by the other two researchers.

3.2 Collaboration Models
Software development within an ISECO context results in dependencies among both software assets and the responsible organizational units. This requires collaboration across
organizational units in software engineering. I identified three different collaboration
models ranging from high to low coupling. As mentioned before, the involved organizational units commonly are self-contained profit centers with own business objectives and
autonomous software-engineering life cycles and processes. They are organizationally
independent and have their own product management and R&D department. Although
there is the option for an escalation and decisions through common top management, this
is no generally viable way for deciding on day-to-day collaboration practices. Decision
making on this operational level consists much more in negotiation and mutual agreement
than in strict management decisions.
Below, I provide a brief introduction for each collaboration model. In Table 3.2, I
characterize the three models along the business, architecture, process, and organization
dimensions of the BAPO model [vdLSR07].
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Core Assets

CLIENT

CLIENT

CLIENT

CLIENT

KEYSTONE
PLE for ISECOs

CLIENT

KEYSTONE
Platform Reuse for ISECOs

Platform

Applications End User

CLIENT

CLIENT

KEYSTONE
Decoupled PLE for ISECOs

Figure 3.3: Core clients share a common platform instance and create added customer value by synergies
(left). Consumer clients independently develop and distribute applications upon dedicated platform
instances (middle). Extended core clients develop applications upon dedicated sets of highly matured
and reusable core assets in a decoupled and composition-oriented manner (right).

3.2.1 Product-Line Engineering for ISECOs

The collaboration model Product-Line Engineering for ISECOs (PLE for ISECOs) was the
starting point for both ISECOs. It comprises the keystone and clients, in the following
called core clients, who set the original scope. Those organizational units are the core
participants and thus can significantly influence the direction of the ecosystem. The
keystone is responsible for the platform and acts in a creative role, but does not have
authority to give directions. The core clients build their applications upon the platform
and, for this purpose, require additional features, changes, and support by the keystone.
Their influence differs regarding their strategic importance, active participation, human
resources, and geographical proximity. In fact, both ISECOs contain core clients that are
more dominant compared to the others, for example D ONNIE within I SECO -B. Involved
units have coupled product-release schedules, share a common version control system, and
apply continuous-integration processes to share the source code that is under development.
Core-client applications usually share a common platform instance (see Figure 3.3 – left).
In some cases, core clients collaborate to generate synergies. All units have dedicated, yet
interconnected software-engineering life cycles and processes. They need to synchronize
on crucial milestones, such as a code freeze prior to release. For that reason, they
established several cross-organizational boards involving key stakeholders of all units, for
example an architecture board involving all lead architects.
3.2.2 Platform Reuse for ISECOs

The collaboration model Platform Reuse for ISECOs enlarges the original setting of I SECO -A.
It additionally involves clients, in the following called consumer clients, that were not
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1. PLE for ISECOs

2. Platform Reuse for ISECOs

Business:

Business:

Business:

∗ Organizational units are self-contained

∗ Consumer clients are self-contained

∗ Extended

profit centers that have different incentives and business objectives, but similar business cases.

profit centers that have different incentives, business objectives, and different business cases.

core clients are selfcontained profit centers that have
different incentives, business objectives, and different business cases.

∗ Organizational units jointly distribute a

∗ Consumer clients distribute their appli-

∗ Extended core clients distribute their

cations independently, along with the
reused platform.

applications independently, along with
the core assets.

∗ Consumer clients develop stand-alone

∗ Extended core clients develop stand-

common set of products.

∗ Synergies among applications provide
added value for customers.

∗ Organizational units provide the core
funding for the ISECO.

applications.

3. Decoupled PLE for ISECOs

alone applications.

∗ Financial models for refunding exist,

∗ Extended core clients refund the key-

but there is more emphasis on leveraging reuse synergies than on exact cost
accounting.

stone for the deliveries, based on financing models.

Architecture:

Architecture:

Architecture:

∗ Deep integration of and among core-

∗ Decoupling of consumer-client applica-

∗ Reuse of mature and common core as-

client applications.

tions.

sets only.

∗ Strongly-interconnected architecture.

∗ Partially-decoupled architecture.

∗ Highly-decoupled architecture.

∗ Multiple core clients share one com-

∗ Each consumer client gets a separate

∗ Each extended core client gets a sep-

mon instance of the platform.

instance of the delivered platform.

arate instance of the delivered core assets.

Process:

Process:

Process:

∗ Organizational

∗ Consumer clients have widely au-

∗ Extended

units have dedicated, yet interconnected softwareengineering life cycles and processes,
and need to synchronize on crucial
milestones.

∗ Coupled product-release schedules.

tonomous software-engineering life cycles and processes, but there is an
implicit need to synchronize to stay in
pace of the platform.

∗ Partially-coupled

product-release

schedules.

core clients have autonomous software-engineering life
cycles and processes. They independently select length, frequency, and
time of iteration cycles.

∗ Decoupled

product-release

sched-

ules.

∗ Commitment for collaborative devel-

∗ Widely independent development and

∗ Commitment for collaborative develop-

opment and to align processes and
toolchains.

limited commitment and possibility to
align processes and toolchains.

ment, but limited possibility to align
processes and toolchains.

Organization:

Organization:

Organization:

∗ Organizational units are associated

∗ Organizational units are partially asso-

∗ Organizational units are associated

through similar and also overlapping
domains.

ciated through related domains.

through similar and also overlapping
domains.

∗ It is beneficial if organizational units be-

∗ Organizational units generally can

∗ It is beneficial if organizational units be-

long to the same organizational sector
to facilitate the collaboration required
to apply PLE techniques.

span over several organizational sectors.

long to the same organizational sector
to facilitate the collaboration required
to apply PLE techniques.

Collaboration models on a continuum that ranges from high (left) to low (right) coupling regarding processes and architecture, but
not the influence on other ecosystem partners.

Table 3.2: A characterization of the three identified collaboration models along the BAPO dimensions.

considered in the initial platform scope, but intend to leverage the high reuse potential.
The key goal is to leverage reuse synergies within Siemens without requiring to extend
the set of core clients. The resulting relation is similar to a supplier-consumer relationship,
where the keystone offers its platform to consumer clients to build their applications upon
it. Consumer clients employ separate version control systems, have widely independent
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software-engineering life cycles and processes, and build and distribute their applications
upon dedicated platform instances (see Figure 3.3 – middle). They may use either
released platform versions or the current stage of development. The latter one involves
monthly development drops from the keystone with the latest sources. Although they may
completely decouple release schedules, there is an implicit need to partially synchronize
with the keystone in order to stay in pace of the platform. The keystone provides basic
maintenance support for the current stage of development and the previous release of
the platform. For older versions, consumer clients must take over the maintenance. They
have less influence on the direction of the ISECO and less priority for feature and change
requests. The fact that the platform may be still under development, and is not explicitly
designed for their needs results in significant effort and initiative on consumer-client side.
Creating awareness for this fact is essential for successful consumer-client applications.
Whereas this worked well for S USAN, the collaboration practices required significant
readjustment in case of S TEPHEN, as the initial expectation of a „ready-to-use“ platform
could not be fulfilled.
3.2.3 Decoupled Product-Line Engineering for ISECOs

Similar to product-line engineering [Bos06], organizations tend to stretch successful
ISECOs significantly beyond their original scope to additionally involve related, not yet
considered organizational units. This was the case for I SECO -B and resulted in the
collaboration model Decoupled Product-Line Engineering for ISECOs (Decoupled PLE for
ISECOs). Those organizational units, in the following called extended core clients, have
related but also unique application requirements. They have decoupled product-release
schedules, autonomous software-engineering life cycles and processes, and independently
select length and frequency of their iteration cycles. Extended core clients want to reuse
selected sets of core assets with high reuse potential only, but not the platform as a whole.
They build their applications on dedicated instances of the core assets (see Figure 3.3 –
right), either upon released versions or in parallel upon the current stage of development.
The keystone provides basic maintenance support for all released sets of the core assets.
However, additional features are implemented in the current stage of development, only.
Extended core clients need to migrate to the latest version to leverage them. Regarding
their priority for feature and change requests, their position within the ISECO, and their
influence extended core clients are on a par with core clients and the keystone. To
support collaboration, they also participate in the established cross-organizational boards.
Nevertheless, as for product-line engineering [Bos06], the broadened scope requires a
more decoupled and composition-oriented software development approach.

3.3 Architecture Challenges
In this section, I present the architecture challenges I have identified for ISECOs. I
reclassify the categories of challenges identified in the workshops and pre-interviews
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Figure 3.4: Architecture challenges for ISECOs.

(see Section 3.1) to simplify reporting. That is, I divide Co-Evolution into Independent
Platform Development and Independent Application Development to present the challenge
in separate from the two different perspectives. Furthermore, I aggregate Independent
Platform Development and Interface Stability, as these two challenges are strongly related.
Finally, I have identified two further challenges: Platform Openness Dilemma and Compliant
Software Development. As we will learn in the remaining chapter, Compliant Software
Development is the key challenge for ISECOs since improvement at this point would tackle
multiple aspects of all other challenges. The classification is depicted in Figure 3.4. The
challenges are related to each other and can often not be treated strictly separately.
Below, I discuss the identified recurring hurdles for each challenge and collaboration
model. The collection comprises those hurdles that turned out as most crucial for the
respective challenges and collaboration models within I SECO -A and I SECO -B. However, I
see the possibility that many of my results may be generalized to further similar ecosystems.
I discuss the generality of my study in Section 3.6. My results are summarized in Table 3.3.
In the remainder of this section, I use the notation (x/y) to denote that a hurdle is confirmed by data of x out of y interviews that were relevant for the respective collaboration
model. None of the hurdles is contradicted by any collected data.

3.3.1 Platform Openness Dilemma

The Platform Openness Dilemma targets the selection of an appropriate point in time where
the platform should be opened to the clients. There are contrary forces that justify either an
early platform opening approach or a late one. On the one hand, requirements engineering
was to a major part performed in the organizational units who have the appropriate
knowledge in their domain. Therefore, an early involvement of the clients was essential
in order to understand their development use cases. On the other hand, providing a
platform to clients that is still growing, changing, and maturing almost inevitably results
in technical debt that needs to be costly refactored as a part of a maturing process. The
focal questions are: Which level of maturity is required before opening the platform and to
which extent the clients’ business pressure and requirements are missed if the platform is
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opened too late? For both ISECOs, the schedule pressure for product releases of multiple
clients required the keystone to open the platform in early development phases. Below,
the challenge is discussed in detail for each collaboration model.
3.3.1.1 Product-Line Engineering for ISECOs

In this section, I present recurring hurdles that relate to the Platform Openness Dilemma
and that were stated by architects who collaborate based on the PLE for ISECOs model.
Platform Opening Approach

For both ISECOs, the core-clients’ requirements differed according to their business
objectives. All of them were involved in architecture-decision making, so that coming
to mutual agreements could take significant amounts of time. Furthermore, the clients’
development use cases were not completely fixed right from the beginning. The mission
to meet the different and partially unknown needs led, for both ISECOs, to an optimistic
opening approach that supported different concepts. A large number of interfaces2
were publicly accessible and implemented extensibility in advance. This development
context delivered more than one way to achieve the same goal. In conjunction with
the difficulty to collect data on how clients are actually using the platform, and the
not yet matured architecture guidance and governance measures, technical debt was
accumulated, for instance, through unintentional dependencies, unexpected platform
usages, or inconsistencies. Furthermore, influential clients like D ONNIE were taken too
much into account and directed unilateral architecture decisions in early stages that
needed to be costly innovated afterwards.
Maturing Process

The maturing process worked iteratively based on the clients’ feedback. Yet, due to the
feature-driven development, the remediation of technical debt requires strong arguments
for the benefit of its removal. Especially changes without visible customer benefit have
proven difficult to negotiate. The business impact needs to be argued to the product
management of all affected organizational units, whose primary focus is on the realization
of features their customers request. The explicit and systematic management of technical
debt has been identified as one of the core issues to achieve transparency and take
informed decisions.
3.3.1.2 Platform Reuse for ISECOs

Within this section, I outline recurring hurdles that were commented by architects who
are involved in the collaboration model Platform Reuse for ISECOs.
2 The

term interface is broadly defined for this thesis. An interface is everything that is offered to clients, for
example APIs, extension points, services, or scripting languages.
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Finding 1.1:
The number of core clients, their schedule pressure, and their unknown needs require
an optimistic opening approach (9/11).
The optimistic opening approach provokes technical debt (9/11) that must be managed
explicitly (8/11).

Platform Opening Approach

The primary focus of the platform as well as of the architecture guidance and governance
did not include the business cases of consumer clients. Their development use cases
are not well known and of lower priority compared to core clients. Combined with
an optimistic opening approach, this increases the risk of unanticipated platform usage
and, consequently, of technical debt. This was especially the case for S TEPHEN, who
joined the ecosystem in the initial phase where the absence of experiences hampered the
identification of technical risks. In fact, this led to problems regarding performance and
memory consumption, as concepts were used formally right, but significantly differed in
the expected qualities, which was not anticipated by the keystone.
Maturing Process

The platform matures based on the needs of core clients. Whereas the mutual understanding of the business cases has improved, the keystone is, due to the organizational
distance, still not constantly aware about the actual platform usage by consumer clients.
Thus, as part of the maturing process, consumer clients have to spend considerable efforts
to adapt to changed or discontinued platform interfaces. This is a challenge all clients of
this collaboration model were concerned with.
Finding 1.2:
The low involvement in platform scope and decisions significantly increases technical
risks during the optimistic opening approach for consumer clients (5/5).

3.3.1.3 Decoupled Product-Line Engineering for ISECOs

Within this section, I present key hurdles with regard to the Platform Openness Dilemma
mentioned by interviewees of the collaboration model Decoupled PLE for ISECOs.
Platform Opening Approach

The keystone’s core competence has not been in the domain of the extended core clients.
Hence, an early alignment and involvement is even more important to understand their
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needs. On the other hand, a more restrictive opening approach is required since reactive
removal of technical debt will be extremely costly within this decoupled context. However,
this is a challenging and time-consuming task. For I SECO -B, the core assets are interconnected within the architecture and need to be carved out first. Additionally, the core
assets have dependencies to core-client applications that should not be broken. Finally,
for maintenance reasons, the aspired result is only one single code base for the keystone.
In fact, the carve-out activities are still in progress, but extended core clients have already
started to develop their applications upon it.
Maturing Process

The decoupled software development requires using already matured core assets only,
which possess a high degree of stability. For I SECO -B, the main challenge is to complete
the carve out of the core assets with least possible side effects. Experience has shown that
forbidden, but programmatically reachable parts of the platform are used under schedule
pressure when needed, carrying the risk of technical debt. Consequently, there is the
need to explicitly define those parts of the core assets that are allowed to use and to
either strictly govern extended core clients for adherence or perform explicit violation
management right from the beginning.
Finding 1.3:
The decoupling requires a restrictive opening approach (5/5), although extended core
clients need to be involved in early stages (5/5).
Architecture guidance and governance must be established to avoid or, at least, to
explicitly manage technical debt (5/5).

3.3.2 Technical Integration

This challenge is concerned with processes and architecture measures that need to be
applied to enable clients to integrate their applications into the platform. Below, I discuss
the specific challenges that arise for each collaboration model in more detail.
3.3.2.1 Product-Line Engineering for ISECOs

For both ISECOs, the keystone and core clients develop a common set of products that
are jointly distributed. Thereby, synergies among client applications shall generate added
value for customers. Furthermore, clients often need to extend the platform with specific
functionality that is not offered as commonality3 . Thus, the applications need to be
3 For I SECO -A

and I SECO -B, commonalities are features that are required by more than one core client or
extended core client.
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integrated deeply into all layers of the architecture. Additionally, in some cases, there is
the need to enable integration among client applications, which increases complexity once
more. The deep integration implies dependencies that restrict independent development,
discussed in detail in a challenge below. Finally, the coupled product-release schedules
as well as the strongly-interconnected architecture require short integration cycles and a
comprehensive understanding of the others’ contributions.
Finding 2.1:
Core clients require a deep integration of their applications (11/11), short integration
cycles (10/11), and an understanding of the others’ contributions (10/11).

3.3.2.2 Platform Reuse for ISECOs

S USAN, S TEPHEN, and T RACY have the sole responsibility to integrate their applications. In
principle, they can select their integration frequency independently. In practice, the need
for added features, improved qualities, and feedback call for achieving short integration
cycles. To shorten the comparatively long loops was a critical factor for T RACY’s decision to
become a core client. The fact that the platform is not explicitly aligned with the consumerclients’ needs inevitably results in higher integration efforts. Awareness about this and
appropriate measures are crucial for the client’s success – S USAN proactively investigates
about a quarter of her work for contributing to platform development. Furthermore, all
clients reuse components from their legacy systems that need to be integrated into the
platform. Finally, some consumer-client applications not only build upon the platform but
also on top of several core-client applications that are reused. The integration problem is
rather obvious: Those applications were initially not designed as platform and thus have
no stability guarantees and lack supporting architecture guidance and governance.
Finding 2.2:
Consumer clients have to cope with increased integration effort (5/5), and intend to
shorten integration cycles despite sacrificing autonomy (4/5).

3.3.2.3 Decoupled Product-Line Engineering for ISECOs

I SECO -B comprises several extended core clients with autonomous software-engineering
life cycles and decoupled release schedules. They only reuse selected core assets of the
platform. There is the need for integration processes and architecture measures that enable
them to independently integrate their applications into provided sets of the core assets. In
addition, they also need to integrate existing components from their legacy systems they
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want to reuse. For I SECO -B, there is even the challenge to cope with interoperability, as
some of their existing components were designed for different runtime infrastructures.
Last but not least, the keystone as well as the clients independently employ third-party
libraries, frameworks, and tools. Their application needs to be managed to avoid version
conflicts.
Finding 2.3:
Extended core clients require processes and measures that allow integration of the
core assets with their applications independently and with little effort (5/5).

3.3.3 Independent Platform Development

Independent Platform Development targets the capability of the platform to evolve independently. The platform regularly needs to incorporate new features to fulfill the clients’
requirements. Likewise, out-dated features need to be removed to keep the complexity
of the platform manageable. Finally, accumulated technical debt needs to be refactored,
for instance interfaces are closed reactively due to the optimistic opening approach. The
architecture challenge is twofold. First, the keystone must consider dependencies to client
applications, which restrict the keystone’s possibilities of action. Second, breaking changes
must be managed, communicated, and need to be carried out incrementally over a long
period to give clients enough time to align their applications. Below, I discuss the recurring
hurdles of this challenge for each collaboration model.
3.3.3.1 Product-Line Engineering for ISECOs

Within this section, I summarize recurring hurdles that relate to the Independent Platform
Development challenge and that were stated by architects who follow the PLE for ISECOs
collaboration model.
Dependency Management

As mentioned above, the optimistic opening approach exposed a vast number of interfaces
accessible at the beginning. Along with the initially lacking guidance and governance, the
architecture eroded as clients used non-matured or for their use case improper interfaces,
in parts explicitly allowed by the keystone due to the lack of alternatives. This led to
undesired dependencies that reduce the evolution capability of the platform.
As a part of the maturing process, it has been becoming more and more clear which interfaces should be exposed to clients. Today, there is the need to close the platform reactively,
based on the clients’ feedback. However, the reactive closure necessitates refactoring
activities that, generally, do require clients to change working applications while having
the pressure to release new features. Furthermore, clients often require those interfaces
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and, if they are commonalities, the keystone first needs to offer alternatives. There is the
need to manage those dependencies explicitly. That is, existing dependencies need to be
removed incrementally when alternatives are available, and new undesired dependencies
need to be tracked and are only allowed temporarily upon explicit consultation. Thereby,
consensus among all affected parties is required as the keystone does not have authority to
give directions. Furthermore, the keystone relies on the clients’ cooperation as adherence
to architecture guidelines cannot be strictly enforced.
Breaking Changes

Interfaces cannot be kept strictly static and need to evolve over time. Thus, the keystone
must manage breaking changes for interfaces that are explicitly intended for client use.
Breaking changes not only concern the syntax but often also semantic aspects, such
as assumptions on external qualities or execution orders, which turned out to be the
key challenge. As consensus is desired, core clients can veto the adaptation if they can
provide conclusive arguments. A transparent decision process weighting up the different
arguments is required at this point. There is also the need for a change process that allows
to negotiate and communicate changes significantly ahead of time of adjustments to give
clients the opportunity to assess the impact, to vote, and to align their applications if
mutually agreed.
Finding 3.1:
The optimistic opening approach leads to undesired dependencies of applications
(8/11) that block the platform’s evolution capability (8/11) and must be managed
explicitly (7/11).
Breaking changes must be mutually agreed (11/11), communicated in due time (9/11),
and carried out incrementally (10/11).

3.3.3.2 Platform Reuse for ISECOs

Within this section, I outline recurring hurdles that were commented by architects who
are involved in the collaboration model Platform Reuse for ISECOs.
Dependency Management

The platform evolves when required by the business of the core clients, even in the case
that adaptations break applications of consumer clients. Nonetheless, the keystone tries
to consider their needs and platform adaptations are not appropriate when they endanger
the business success of the consumer clients. The actual difficulty is rooted in the different
business cases, the low influence in platform scope and decisions, and, for I SECO -A, the
large organizational distance. The keystone does generally not know about the exact
interface dependencies of consumer clients to the platform. In order to consider them
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there is the need to provide these information to the keystone along with the estimated
impact of potential adaptations.
Breaking Changes

As for core clients, semantic changes turned out to be the key problem. As mentioned
before, consumer clients are of lower priority, so their possibility to veto changes is much
more restrained. A crucial challenge all consumer clients were concerned with is the fact
that the change process is not aligned with their more decoupled collaboration model.
This is discussed in detail in a separate challenge below. As a result, consumer clients
restrict the independence of the keystone only to a limited extent.
Finding 3.2:
The platform commonly evolves when required by its core business, even if adaptations break applications of consumer clients (5/5).
The keystone tries to consider them (5/5), but does commonly not know which
interfaces are used and how they are used (5/5).

3.3.3.3 Decoupled Product-Line Engineering for ISECOs

In this section, I present recurring hurdles for the Independent Platform Development
challenge stated by architects of the Decoupled PLE for ISECOs model.
Dependency Management

The keystone needs to deliver selected sets of core assets to extended core clients. In order
to fulfill their varying business cases, extended core clients need different combinations
of the core assets, partially in different versions. As a consequence of the decoupled
product-release schedules, it must be possible to develop, build, release, and deliver those
required sets independently from each other. Hence, strict dependency management
between the different core assets is required. That is, additional dependencies among
core assets must not introduce additional dependencies among defined sets of core assets
as those dependencies may prejudice the independence.
As for core clients, also the dependencies among client applications and core assets need
to be managed to preserve the keystone’s independence. The decoupled development
context and the potentially large number of extended core clients make this particularly
challenging, as the keystone will not be able to track dependencies. Consequently,
significantly more restrictive approaches are required. There is the need to explicitly
define those dependencies that are allowed and to govern clients for adherence as the
keystone will need to act resting upon those assumptions. However, the not yet finished
carve-out activities already required four violations at P INO’s pioneer application that are
noticed with concern.
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Breaking Changes

As for core clients, the keystone must manage breaking changes. In particular, there is the
need to differentiate between changes that affect clients who built their applications upon
released core assets and need to migrate to newer versions, and those that only affect
clients who build their applications in parallel upon the current stage of development in
order to release their application upon the latest version. Again, the focus is on semantic
changes.
For changes between releases, the situation is as follows. The decoupled life cycles
and the higher heterogeneity among extended core clients require a higher degree of
stability, longer periods to undertake the adjustments, and a more predictable change
process compared to core clients. However, the keystone cannot always assess the impact
of interface changes as, first, the keystone’s core competence is not in the domain of
extended core clients and, second, clients partially need to deviate from architecture
guidelines to achieve their business objectives. Hence, they must support the keystone in
testing interfaces according to their actual usage.
Breaking changes during development are allowed, but need to be published through a
change process attending the development phase, similar to the change process for core
clients.
Finding 3.3:
The keystone must manage dependencies among core assets (4/5) to guarantee an
independent delivery (4/5).
Allowed dependencies to applications must be defined in advance and adherence
must be governed (4/5) to preserve the keystone’s independence (4/5).
Breaking changes of released core assets are not allowed or must be undertaken
predictably over long periods (5/5).
Extended core clients must support the keystone in testing interfaces according to
their actual usage (4/5).

3.3.4 Independent Application Development

Most clients are self-contained profit centers. They aim at preserving their independence
for being able to optimally achieve their objectives. For that reason, some clients chose to
explicitly decouple their development from the keystone to fulfill their varying business
cases and to reduce the impact of platform adaptations. Furthermore, not all features and
changes required can be processed by the keystone instantly. Hence, innovations, even
if there is reuse potential among clients, sometimes take place on client side. To enable
reuse afterwards, those innovations either need to be handed over to the keystone or need
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to be shared directly with other clients. Below, I discuss the challenge in more detail along
each collaboration model.
3.3.4.1 Product-Line Engineering for ISECOs

Within this section, I outline recurring hurdles for the Independent Application Development
challenge stated by architects of the collaboration model PLE for ISECOs.
Decoupling

For both ISECOs, the keystone and core clients develop a common set of products that are
jointly distributed. Thereby, synergies shall generate added value for customers. Thus,
a decoupling of the client applications is only partially desired. Nevertheless, clients
partially need to decouple in order to optimally achieve their objectives and to reduce the
impact of platform changes.
Feature and Change Requests

A crucial challenge for both ISECOs are the limited development capacities of the keystone.
As a bottleneck, the keystone may slow down the innovation potential of the ecosystem.
Multiple clients require plenty of platform adaptation and features. In addition, the
generic and reusable implementation within the platform is normally time-consuming
and at the expense of other qualities, for example, lower performance. Nevertheless,
commonalities shall not be realized many-times on client side. In fact, the keystone can
frequently not satisfy the great demand instantly, resulting in long waiting times or feature
and change requests that cannot be processed at all. Consequently, in some cases, clients
of both ISECOs tend to develop required innovations with platform impact by themselves,
in particular, for example, influential clients like D ONNIE. Further clients may then want
to reuse those developments afterwards. To enable reuse, exchange mechanisms are
required so that either the keystone can incorporate the innovations into the platform or
that clients can share them directly among each other. This is a challenge all interviewees
were concerned with.
For example, D ONNIE handed several components over to the keystone. The architecture
challenge was twofold. First, the transfer implicated loss of control and effort for D ONNIE,
as the components were interconnected with his application architecture. Second, the
keystone needed to incorporate them into the platform without breaking applications
built upon it. This has been quite challenging as there has not been immediate benefit for
all other clients, who still work with an old variant of the components. Due to that, the
keystone still needs to maintain both variants. However, to reduce maintenance effort,
the old components will be discontinued in the future. Thus, clients will either need to
adapt their code or take over the maintenance for the old components. Furthermore,
D ONNIE also provides few components directly to clients he has strategic partnerships
with. Again the challenge is twofold. First, the provider role decelerates and restricts
further development and maintenance activities by D ONNIE, as dependencies to other
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clients need to be considered. Second, there are change and feature requests that need to
be processed. As D ONNIE cannot allocate unlimited resources for other clients, there is the
need for models that allow clients to develop components collaboratively even without
involving the keystone. These examples illustrate how single clients can significantly
influence the ecosystem.
Finding 4.1:
The limited development capacities of the keystone limit the innovation capabilities
of the ecosystem (11/11).
Clients develop innovations with platform impact by themselves (9/11). To enable
reuse, either the keystone must incorporate them into the platform (9/11) or the
clients must share them directly among each other (5/11).

3.3.4.2 Platform Reuse for ISECOs

Within this section, I present recurring hurdles that relate to the Independent Application
Development challenge and that were commented by architects who are involved in the
collaboration model Platform Reuse for ISECOs.
Decoupling

As already mentioned, platform adaptations are generally performed when required by the
core business. Furthermore, the change process is not aligned with the needs of consumer
clients. Instead, they have to take the initiative to get informed about changes and to
estimate their impact. The high effort that results from changes, especially for those that
were not announced in due time, is a problem all consumer clients are concerned with. It
is one of the most crucial reasons for T RACY to become a core client. As a consequence,
consumer clients must decouple their applications to a large extent to reduce the impact
of changes, even if at the expense of other qualities, for example, lower performance.
Furthermore, the platform was not explicitly designed for the purposes of consumer
clients. Hence, they partially need to decouple to realize their varying business cases.
For instance, S USAN needs to develop two versions of her application. The first one is
intended for experts and is build upon the platform. The second one is more lightweight,
intended for service staff, and developed independently. Functionality that is required for
both applications shall be developed and maintained only once. However, the platform
is designed for deeply integrated clients and, thus, the functionality could not be reused
directly. Consequently, there was the need to decouple S USAN’s expert application.
Whereas S USAN and T RACY decoupled their applications right from the beginning,
S TEPHEN initially built his application directly upon the platform. The changing interfaces of the evolving platform resulted in adaptation effort and the final decision to
refactor the application to be less dependent on the platform.
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Feature and Change Requests

Due to the comparatively low refunding of the deliveries and, for I SECO -A, large organizational distance, additional features and changes generally need to be requested officially,
in some cases with top-management support. They are of lower priority and processed
dependent on the current workload for the core business and the urgency of the request.
This often results in long waiting times or requests that may not be processed at all and,
thus, finally require workarounds by consumer clients.
S TEPHEN develops his application upon an old platform version, which complicates the
incorporation of requirements even more. Experience has shown that a collaborative
agreement is generally most efficient. What matters is the consumer-clients’ willingness
for solutions that also implicate effort on the own side.
Finding 4.2:
Consumer clients must decouple applications to reduce the impact of platform changes
(4/5) and to realize their business cases (4/5).
The low priority for feature and change requests often cause long waiting times or
require workarounds by consumer clients (5/5).

3.3.4.3 Decoupled Product-Line Engineering for ISECOs

In this section, I present key hurdles that were highlighted by interviewees who collaborate
based on the Decoupled PLE for ISECOs approach.
Decoupling

Each extended core client has a different business case and partially needs to make design
decisions different from the keystone’s recommendations. For example, P INO wants to
execute core assets in dedicated processes, without using the container the keystone
provides. The question that needs to be answered is the following: Which degree of
independence do the extended core clients require for fulfilling their business cases and
how many error sources are provoked through this additional flexibility that need to be
costly eliminated afterwards? This is a controversial issue all parties of this collaboration
model discussed. The fact is, independence is an important characteristic that the keystone
must enable if the clients’ business drivers require it. However, this also implies the need
for additional architecture guidance and governance to hinder architectural erosion that
the additional flexibility enables.
Feature and Change Requests

As discussed for core clients, the limited development capacities by the keystone are
also a crucial challenge for this collaboration model. In addition, the keystone’s core
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competence is not in the application domain of extended core clients. So even if several
clients require the same feature, the keystone might not be able to provide it. Therefore,
similar to the model PLE for ISECOs, there is the need to develop those features on the
client side, ideally even collaboratively across client organizational units. Finally, due to
the decoupled product-release schedules, extended core clients use different versions of
core assets. However, new features are generally implemented for the latest release only
to keep the effort manageable. Thus, clients often need to migrate to the latest version in
order to leverage new features.
Finding 4.3:
The varying business cases of extended core clients require additional flexibility (5/5),
which provokes error sources (4/5) calling for additional architecture guidance and
governance measures (4/5).
Similar to PLE for ISECOs, they partially need to develop commonalities by themselves
(5/5), in some cases aspiring joint development across clients (5/5).

3.3.5 Qualities

Products developed within the ecosystem consist of developments of several organizational
units. Compliance with quality requirements generally must be managed across all
involved participants. The most prominent qualities are the developers’ habitability and
maintainability with regard to the internal software quality, and reliability, time behavior,
and memory utilization with regard to the external software quality. Below, I discuss the
recurring hurdles of this challenge along each collaboration model in more detail.
3.3.5.1 Product-Line Engineering for ISECOs

In this section, I present recurring hurdles that were stated by architects who follow the
PLE for ISECOs collaboration model.
Internal Software Quality

The varying needs of the numerous clients require a very generic, highly configurable, and
extendable platform, often by means of metadata or internal domain-specific languages
(DSLs) for which there exists only limited tool support. For both ISECOs, this led to a
rather uncomfortable and error-prone development context for metadata and DSLs. Error
sources are often not obvious and can only by identified by means of time-consuming
debugging. In addition, the resulting complexity extends the settling-in periods for new
developers. Most interviewees argued that there is the need to establish a more habitable
development environment that supports developers to understand the construction and
intentions of the system in this regard. Furthermore, clients feel the need to support their
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efficiency by providing more developer guidance and governance with early feedback.
However, respective issues are often specific to the development context and the creation
and maintenance of counteractive measures, such as tool support, is generally costly.
The interviewed architects considered it essential to strive for consistent internal quality
and to balance it with feature development accordingly. However, external-quality issues
with direct customer and product-management visibility tend to gain more attention.
To achieve transparency, there is the need for a quality model that correlates respective
measures with the relevance for the product objectives of all organizational units.
External Software Quality

Core clients develop their applications upon one common platform instance and share
available resources. Hence, there is the need to ensure that applications do not impair
each other in order to preserve the reliability of the overall system. Furthermore, for
both ISECOs, this situation leads to challenges regarding time behavior and memory
utilization, and requires the keystones to manage resource consumption, for example to
restrict memory usage. Reliability, time behavior, and memory utilization are the qualities
the interviewees were most concerned with. It is a tradeoff among them as respective
design decisions often negatively influence each other. In addition, design decisions are
often for the benefit of a generic and extendable solution, the need for synergies among
applications, and the objective to preserve the organizational-units’ independence.
Frequently, those quality issues do not arise until several applications are executed
simultaneously. Therefore, they need to be handled jointly by the keystone and multiple
clients. For both ISECOs, there is the need to guide developers with quality patterns.
Furthermore, there is the need for measures that allow visualization and analysis of causes
and effects of quality problems across organizational units. This must be done close to
point in time where code is created in order to assist developers with early feedback.
Finding 5.1:
ISECOs require special attention on measures that increase the developers’ habitability
(10/11).
There is the need to achieve transparency on the business impact of internal-quality
issues (9/11).
External qualities often must be handled across units (11/11). The most crucial ones
are time behavior (11/11), memory utilization (9/11), and reliability (7/11).

3.3.5.2 Platform Reuse for ISECOs

In this section, I summarize recurring quality hurdles mentioned by architects of the
collaboration model Platform Reuse for ISECOs.
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Internal Software Quality

With regard to the developers’ habitability, this is a similar situation as for core clients. In
addition, platform as well as guidance and governance measures are not explicitly geared
to the needs of consumer clients. For instance, whereas some interfaces reveal too much
functionality or are not needed at all, some required functionality is missing. This may
result in a lack of orientation points for developers. Moreover, the low priority for support
and, for I SECO - A, the large organizational distance, complicate the identification of
suitable contact persons and the access to architecture guidance and governance. In terms
of habitability, the consumer-clients’ architects are in charge to align the environment
with the needs of their developers.
External Software Quality

As a result of the different business cases, consumer clients generally have different
requirements regarding external qualities. For example, S USAN needs to process much
more data compared to core clients. In fact, the business cases of all consumer clients
are at the capacity limit of the platform, leading to considerable challenges regarding
time behavior and memory utilization. In order to consider them in further decision
processes, the keystone must be aware about their actual platform usage, their quality
requirements, and the quality problems they have. Furthermore, consumer clients need
to know how the platform should be used to accomplish their business. There is also
the need to visualize the problems and to guide and govern developers. However, most
important is the common commitment to jointly analyze problems and identify solutions,
and own initiative by consumer clients.
Committed consumer clients may even influence the ecosystem. For instance, S USAN
developed test cases to access time behavior for their amount of data which were handed
over to integrate them into the keystone’s test suite. In contrast, refactoring activities that
improved time behavior of core clients led to a tenfold loss in performance for S TEPHEN.
The problem was rooted in the irregular communication as the keystone did not know
that S TEPHEN made excessive use of data structures that do not harmonize with the new
performance concept.
Finding 5.2:
ISECOs require special attention on measures that increase the developers’ habitability
(5/5).
Consumer clients must cope with increased external-quality problems (5/5) due to
their different business cases (5/5).
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3.3.5.3 Decoupled Product-Line Engineering for ISECOs

Within this section, I outline recurring hurdles that were commented by architects who
are involved in the collaboration model Decoupled PLE for ISECOs.
Internal Software Quality

The situation is similar as for core clients. In addition, for I SECO -B, extended core
clients generally also make use of legacy components that are developed and maintained
independently, partially by use of different technologies and tools. Consequently, it is the
business of the clients’ architects to bring the different worlds together in order to create
a more habitable environment for their developers. Furthermore, the more decoupled
development approach requires more formal guidance and a higher degree of tool support
to assist developers.
External Software Quality

As the keystone’s core competence is not in the application domain of extended core
clients, they must achieve transparency for their quality requirements, and they need
to be involved in concept development and architecture-decision making. Thereby, the
identification of tradeoffs to satisfy the differing needs turned out as particularly challenging. Furthermore, the keystone is not able to test core assets extensively with regard
to external qualities. Instead, as with the challenge Independent Platform Development
(see Finding 3.3), it is the clients’ responsibility to support the keystone in testing and to
provide feedback. As for core clients, there is the need to visualize arising defects along
with the responsible organizational units and to guide and govern developers.
Finding 5.3:
ISECOs require special attention on measures that increase the developers’ habitability
(4/5).
With regard to external qualities, extended core clients must support the keystone in
architecture-decision making (5/5) and testing (4/5).

3.3.6 Compliant Software Development

Compliant Software Development is a cross-cutting challenge that relates to all challenges
discussed so far. It targets the establishment of architecture guidance and governance actions
to coordinate cross-organizational development and the management of guidelines and
their violations to control software quality. This requires involved organizational units to
build consensus on priorities, to establish processes and measures to execute architecture
guidance and governance, and to define roles and responsibilities across the ecosystem
to support the overall approach. In doing so, the keystone acts as driving force behind
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but does not have power to direct. Below, these topics are addressed in detail for each
collaboration model.
3.3.6.1 Product-Line Engineering for ISECOs

Within this section, I outline recurring hurdles for the Compliant Software Development
challenge that become particularly crucial for the PLE for ISECOs collaboration model.
Establishment of Architecture Guidance and Governance Actions

For I SECO -A and I SECO -B, employed guidance and governance actions relate to all
challenges discussed so far and target intended platform reuse and those issues that need
to be regulated across organizational units, such as architecture dependencies, interface
changes, performance patterns, or code quality (see example actions on page 48). ISECOs
represent a consensus-based environment. Organizational units must mutually agree on
actions to be established. A crucial hurdle for establishing actions are varying efforts
and benefits for involved units, resulting in different priorities. This may imply long
negotiation phases among ecosystem partners or actions that are not adopted at all,
eroding the software. An important step towards establishing compliance is to have the
organization enabled for exercising compliance. For that reason, efforts and benefits
need to be transparent to all partners upfront and agreed. Furthermore, a transparent
and fair decision process is required at this point. What matters is to build a consistent
understanding and consensus on actions to be established. Different expectations may
lead to effort on all sides. For instance, for I SECO -B, there initially was no consistent
understanding on which parts of the platform serve as sample application only and are
not intended for direct reuse. This led to undesired dependencies which, today, increase
maintenance effort.
Management of Guidelines and Their Violations

As this is a consensus-based environment strict adherence to all defined guidelines cannot
be enforced across the ecosystem. It is the self-responsibility of each organizational unit
to maintain compliance. Unfortunately, feature and schedule pressure within both ISECOs
regularly result in guideline violations by several units. Most hurdles for Compliant
Software Development relate to the management of detected violations, in particular to the
lack of process support for resolving them. This results in increased violation-handling
efforts for developers, and, thus, in a steadily increasing amount of violations. Below, I
outline major violation-management hurdles stated by the interviewees:
In both ISECOs, guideline compliance is checked by heterogeneous measures that are often
specific to the development context, including static-analysis tools, test frameworks, and
manual reviews. As a consequence, developers have to deal with a variety of compliancechecking tools. In addition, guideline documents are frequently spread across repositories,
which hampers the identification of relevant information. Most interviewees argued that
the heterogeneity of tools and methods significantly increases violation-handling efforts.
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Definition: Architecture Guidance and Governance Action

Architecture Guideline. An architecture guideline is defined as a recommended
architecture, quality, or implementation pattern or practice.
Architecture Guidance. Architecture guidance is defined as a set of prioritized
architecture guidelines along with suitable measures to communicate the
involved guidelines.
Architecture Governance. Architecture governance is defined as the set of measures, processes, roles, and responsibilities that are established to assist and
check for compliance to architecture guidelines.
Architecture Guidance and Governance Action. An architecture guidance and
governance action is defined as architecture guidance along with corresponding
architecture governance necessary to achieve a particular requirement.

Moreover, for both study systems, actions were not fully defined at the beginning, but
evolve progressively over time. Usually, the adoption of additional actions requires to deal
with a potentially large set of already existing violations that may overwhelm developers
and that may block the acceptance of affected units. Consequently, there is the need to
allow for pragmatism if required, but violations must be managed explicitly in order to
keep them in mind and to remedy them incrementally later on.
Another crucial hurdle for managing violations is late feedback on added violations. Late
feedback results in additional efforts for developers as they need to get familiarized again
with already completed tasks for resolving those violations. Most interviewees argued
that it proved very difficult to resolve guideline violations that are not handled close
to point in time where code is created. This is especially the case for efforts without
immediately-visible customer benefit, such as internal-quality improvements.
Furthermore, the resolution of specific violations may require effective collaboration, in
some cases, even across units. For both study systems, developers may require resolution
support, they need a permit for ignoring violations, and fixes of manually-identified violations must be reviewed. This also involves the establishment of roles and responsibilities
that support the compliance process. For I SECO -A and I SECO -B, initially not specified
contact persons led to loss of development efficiencies and technical debt as required
guidance could often not be requested and governance was not executed continuously.
Reports of automated governance measures depict static and temporally-dependent snapshots of currently existing violations within a software system. They allow generation of
status and trend reports counting violations, which is important to track progress and to
take informed technical-debt removal decisions. However, they do not allow continuous
assistance and tracking of resolution processes of individual violations through software
evolution, which was considered as essential by most interviewees.
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Example Architecture Guidance and Governance Actions

The decentralization within ISECOs significantly impacts collaboration in software engineering. Traditional process-centric mechanisms become increasingly inefficient to
coordinate cross-organizational development. Rather, suitable architecture guidance
and governance actions are required. Those actions relate to a variety of architecture
concerns, such as dependency management, interface stability, guarantee of software
qualities across the ecosystem, or the preservation of the organizational-units independence. Below, I outline example actions employed by I SECO -A and I SECO -B. To
maintain confidentiality, a complete list of all employed actions cannot be provided.
Platform-Internal APIs

The clients’ schedule pressure required both keystones to open the platform in early
stages and to expose a vast amount of APIs publicly accessible (see Section 3.3.1).
This led to undesired dependencies between client applications and platform APIs
that need to be costly refactored today (see Section 3.3.3). As a part of a maturing
process, the keystones explicitly marked those APIs that are intended for client
usage as public and those APIs that are only intended for platform-internal usage as
non-public. APIs are marked directly within the source code using a flag in the APIs’
documentation comments (see Listings 3.1 and 3.2). Clients should only use APIs
that are explicitly declared as public.
Listing 3.1: Flagged as public for client usage.
/// <apiflag>API:YES</apiflag>
/// <summary>...</summary>
public interface ILayoutRepository {...}

Listing 3.2: Flagged as platform-internal API.
/// <apiflag>API:NO</apiflag>
/// <summary>...</summary>
public interface INavigationSetupOperations {...}

The keystones developed a custom guideline for the static-analysis tool FxCop [FxC],
in the remaining thesis referred to as Do Not Use Platform-Internal APIs. FxCop is integrated into the nightly build processes to detect undesired dependencies. Additional
dependencies are not allowed. Already existing ones are handled incrementally.
Behavioral Breaking Changes

For both ISECOs, the keystone does not always know which and how platform APIs
are used. Hence, the client-side impact of API changes cannot always be assessed,
in particular with regard to behavioral aspects, such as assumptions on external
qualities or execution orders (see Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.5). Hence, clients must
support the keystone in testing interfaces according to their actual usage and needs.
For both ISECOs, clients deliver test cases to the keystone. In this regard, guidelines
are implemented by dedicated test cases. They are integrated into the keystone’s test
suite and executed as test governance to detect behavioral changes. Siemens-internal
test frameworks are used. Detected behavioral changes are handled jointly by the
keystone and affected clients.
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Example Architecture Guidance and Governance Actions
API Design Guidelines

Public platform interfaces must be of high quality to reduce the amount of rework
and testing for clients when the keystone integrates new features or bug fixes into
the platform. For I SECO -B, the keystone established a set of guidelines for designing
high-quality APIs that follow two basic design principles: First, make APIs easy to
find, to understand, and to use. Second, make APIs evolution ready and backward
compatible. An example for the former principle is the guideline Do Document PreConditions to communicate the non-obvious (see Listing 3.3). An example for the
latter principle is the guideline Do Prefer Factories Over Constructors for maximizing
information hiding (see Listing 3.4). A Factory abstracts the object creation process
for API consumers, allowing for specialized semantics and higher degree of control
over an object’s instantiation by the API provider, which supports the keystone to
evolve public APIs without breaking client applications.
Listing 3.3: Documented pre-conditions.
///
///
///
///
///
///
///

<summary>...</summary>
<param name="howOften">
Specifies the number of repetitions.
Value must be greater than 0.
</param>
<remarks>The pipeline must be activated
first <see cref="Activate"/>.</remarks>
public void RunPipeline( int howOften) {...}

Listing 3.4: Recommended factory pattern.
public class Options {
internal Options() {...}
}

public static class OptionsFactory {
static Options CreateOptions() {
return new Options();
}
}

Platform developers must perform an API Design Guidelines training to be certified
for changing public APIs. Guidance is provided in a document-based fashion. With
regard to the guidelines Do Document Pre-Conditions and Do Prefer Factories Over
Constructors, platform architects manually review changed public APIs to check for
compliance.
Consistent Code Quality

For both study systems, involved organizational units agreed on selected high-severity
FxCop code-quality guidelines recommended by Microsoft in order to strive for a
consistent code quality across the ecosystem. An example guideline is the guideline
Static Constructors Should Be Private. Static constructors are called by the system
to initialize types before the first instance of the respective type is created – users
have no control over the actual call. If static constructors are not private, they can be
called by code other than the system, which may result in unexpected behavior. Both
study systems developed a set of custom FxCop code-quality guidelines, too. FxCop is
integrated into the nightly build process to check for guideline compliance. Additional
violations are not allowed. Already existing ones are handled incrementally.
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Finally, there is the need to communicate architectural intentions and imposed guidelines.
The standard that is required regarding the management of technical knowledge is
expectably high in such a decentralized context. Relevant information need to be tailored
and communicated coherently with regard to the varying needs of all organizational units.
However, the vast number of violations that have accumulated over time (more than
100,000 per study system) and the amount of guidelines hamper the efficient identification
of information relevant to handle violations.
For addressing the above mentioned hurdles, consistent and continuous process support
for resolving violations must be provided, seamlessly integrated into employed processes
and tools. To reduce effort, the compliance process should be automated where possible.
As the establishment of processes and tools is time-consuming, an active contribution by
the clients is required.
Finding 6.1:
Organizational units must mutually agree on guidance and governance actions to be
established (10/11). Guidance and governance actions may imply varying efforts and
benefits, resulting in different priorities (9/11).
Heterogeneous tools and methods (10/11), evolving guidelines (11/11), late developer
feedback (10/11), the partial need to collaboratively handle violations (8/11), the
lack of continuous process assistance for resolving violations (10/11), and the huge
amount of information (8/11) implicate high violation-handling effort and result in
an increasing number of violations.

3.3.6.2 Platform Reuse for ISECOs

Within this section, I summarize major hurdles for Compliant Software Development stated
by architects who follow the Platform Reuse for ISECOs approach.
Establishment of Architecture Guidance and Governance Actions

The platform is not explicitly designed for needs of consumer clients. Consequently, as
discussed for the challenges above, they require guidance that is tailored to their specific
development use cases to reuse the platform appropriately. What matters most is not a set
of mutually agreed guidance and governance actions, but the communication of general
architecture concepts. Especially the transfer of tacit knowledge proved difficult. Often,
there are different ways to achieve the same goal. Consumer clients must be aware about
intentions behind the concepts to determine those that are suitable for their purposes
and to apply them correctly. Unintended reuse along with evolutionary activities within
the platform necessitated fundamental architecture refactorings for all consumer clients
of I SECO -A. For instance, there were three different concepts to change data within the
platform, that is extension points, events, and notifications, but the latter one does not
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support the newly added Undo Feature which was not clear to them. Today, they need to
refactor their architecture to leverage the Undo Feature.
It is a learning process that requires both, continuous feedback by consumer clients to
make the keystone understand their needs, and continuous feedback by the keystone to
ensure proper platform usage with regard to their development use cases. As consumer
clients are of lower priority, this process necessitates a considerable degree of own initiative
on the side of consumer clients. This was an essential differentiator among S USAN and
S TEPHEN. Whereas S USAN was committed to seek for and give feedback right from the
beginning S TEPHEN initially tended to develop his application widely independent.
Management of Guidelines and Their Violations

It is the consumer-clients’ responsibility to establish processes and measures in order to
maintain compliance to the specifically-tailored guidance offered by the keystone. In
addition, they require access to the architecture guidance and governance actions that are
offered to core clients, and they need to align them with the needs of their developers.
For all consumer clients, late provision of this guidance and governance led to temporary
deficits in platform usage at the beginning.
Furthermore, there is the need to define roles that are responsible to filter, prioritize,
and mediate support and feature requests of consumer clients. This is essential to
enable effective collaboration within this more decoupled context. For instance, initially
missing contact persons led to development inefficiencies for S TEPHEN, and to increased
expenditure for the keystone to process the number of requests that were submitted
directly over bilateral relations among developers.
Finding 6.2:
Ensuring appropriate platform reuse by consumer clients requires their continuous
commitment to communicate their development use cases (5/5), specifically-tailored
guidance and feedback by the keystone (4/5), access to the architecture guidance and
governance of core clients (3/5), and roles who mediate requests (4/5).

3.3.6.3 Decoupled Product-Line Engineering for ISECOs

As this situation is similar to the collaboration model PLE for ISECOs I dwell on differences
only: Extended core clients have different development landscapes and define, build, test,
and distribute their products autonomously. Within this decoupled context compliance
cannot be conclusively verified across the whole ecosystem, which requires trust among
ecosystem partners and maybe more elaborated mechanisms (e.g., tools) to report on
compliance. If organizational units do not adhere to architecture guidelines it will not be
possible to guarantee that clients will be able to follow the evolution of future core-asset
releases with reasonable effort. Consequently, this situation requires a more decentralized
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compliance process and significantly more strict adherence to guidelines on client side.
Even so, they have varying business cases that partially require to deviate. In terms of
sustainability, there is the strong need to agree upfront on guidance and governance
actions and on consequences for not adhering.
Finding 6.3:
Ensuring compliance requires to overcome the same hurdles as discussed for core
clients (5/5), but demands a more decentralized compliance process (4/5) and significantly more strict adherence to architecture guidelines on client side (5/5).

3.4 Related Contributions to the State of the Art
Within this section, I provide an overview on related contributions, in particular on case
studies and experience reports for industrial software ecosystems, decentralized software
product lines, inner-source software development, collaboration in software engineering,
and open software ecosystems.
3.4.1 Industrial Software Ecosystems

Industrial software ecosystems are large-scale software projects that involve multiple selfcontained organizational units, which is very similar to my notion of ISECOs. Lettner et
al. [LAPG14, LAGP14] conduct an exploratory characteristic study on industrial software
ecosystems. They analyze the relevance of ecosystem characteristics reported in the literature for the domain of industrial automation, and they identify additional characteristics
of industrial-automation software ecosystems not yet reported in the literature [LAPG14].
Furthermore, they apply Buckley et al.’s [BMZ+ 05] framework of software change to
characterize evolution, and they discuss evolution challenges derived from their analysis
[LAGP14].
Based on their study results, they propose feature feeds [LG15], a publish-subscribe
approach to foster the awareness about feature implementations in industrial software
ecosystems. This allows ecosystem partners to manage features that need to be handed
over from client side to the keystone in order to incorporate them into the platform
for reuse. The approach addresses aspects of the Independent Application Development
challenge (see Section 3.3.4), in particular aspects of my Findings 4.1 and 4.3.
3.4.2 Decentralized Software Product Lines

Software product lines proved successful to enable reuse of software within an organization. If products are developed in a decentralized manner, software product lines
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1. PLE for ISECOs

2. Platform Reuse for ISECOs

Platform Openness Dilemma:

Platform Openness Dilemma:

Platform Openness Dilemma:

∗ The platform must be opened to clients

∗ Clients are only slightly involved in plat-

∗ The decoupled context requires a re-

in early development stages.

∗ The dilemma provokes technical debt
that must be managed.

form scope and decisions.

∗ Clients must cope with significantly increased technical risks.

3. Decoupled PLE for ISECOs

strictive opening approach.

∗ Guidance and governance must be established to avoid technical debt.

Technical Integration:

Technical Integration:

Technical Integration:

∗ Clients require deep platform integra-

∗ Clients must cope with increased effort

∗ Clients must be able to integrate core

tion, short integration cycles, and access to the others’ sources.

and tend to shorten integration cycles
despite sacrificing autonomy.

assets with their applications independently with little effort.

Independent Platform Development:

Independent Platform Development:

Independent Platform Development:

∗ The openness dilemma lead to unde-

∗ The platform evolves if required by

∗ The keystone must guide and govern

sired dependencies that block the platform’s evolution capability.

its core business, even if adaptations
break client applications.

dependencies among core assets and
to client applications.

∗ Breaking changes must be mutually

∗ The keystone tries to consider clients,

∗ Breaking changes must be undertaken

agreed, communicated in due time,
and carried out incrementally.

but does usually not know which and
how interfaces are used.

predictably over long periods. Clients
must support the keystone in testing interfaces.

Independent App. Development:

Independent App. Development:

Independent App. Development:

∗ The limited development capacities of

∗ Clients must decouple applications to

∗ The varying business cases require ad-

the keystone limit the innovation capabilities of the ecosystem.

reduce the impact of platform changes.

ditional flexibility, which provokes error
sources to be handled.

∗ Clients develop features with platform

∗ The low priority for feature and change

∗ As for PLE for ISECOs, clients may

impact.
For reuse, they must be
handed over to the keystone or shared
directly among clients.

requests often causes long waiting
times or requires workarounds.

need to develop commonalities by
themselves, in some cases aspiring
joint development across clients.

Qualities:

Qualities:

Qualities:

∗ There is the need to achieve trans-

∗ ISECOs require special attention on

∗ ISECOs require special attention on

parency on the business impact of
internal-quality issues.

measures that increase the developers’ habitability.

measures that increase the developers’ habitability

∗ External qualities must be handled

∗ Clients must cope with increased

∗ With regard to external qualities,

across units. The most crucial ones
are time behavior, memory utilization,
and reliability.

external-quality problems due to their
different business cases.

clients must support the keystone in
architecture-decision making and testing.

Compliant Software Development:

Compliant Software Development:

Compliant Software Development:

∗ Guidance and governance actions

∗ General architecture concepts of the

∗ Guidance and governance actions

may imply varying efforts and benefits,
resulting in different priorities.

platform must be communicated to
clients.

may imply varying efforts and benefits,
resulting in different priorities.

∗ Heterogeneous measures, evolving

∗ Ensuring appropriate platform reuse

∗ Ensuring compliance requires to over-

guidelines, late developer feedback,
the partial need to collaboratively handle violations, the lack of process support, and the amount of information
implicate high violation-handling effort
and result in an increasing number of
violations.

by consumer clients requires their
continuous commitment to communicate their development use cases,
specifically-tailored guidance and feedback by the keystone, and roles who
mediate requests.

come the same hurdles as discussed
for core clients, but demands a more
decentralized compliance process and
significantly more strict adherence to
architecture guidelines on client side.

Table 3.3: A brief summary of my major findings on architecture challenges for internal software ecosystems.
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transition towards internal software ecosystems. Rommes et al. [RW05] discuss architecture, process, and organization aspects of their medical-imaging product line, which
involves a set of independent product groups that are distributed across their organization. They describe its implementation, evolution, and potential risks, based on their
reuse strategy. Van Ommering et al. [OB02] coin the term product population for their
decentralized software product line. They propose a balance between architecture-driven
and component-driven development and a shift from variation to composition to cope
with the increasing diversity of products. Toft et al. [TCO00] present a community-driven
approach that allows to share components across their products without involving a
central platform organizational unit. They outline how product teams are organized
in a software cooperative, examine key roles, and discuss the underlying architecture
and configuration management. Sherrill et al. [SAH01] present a software component
model which encourages intra-organizational reuse across their software product lines.
Bratthall et al. [BvdGH+ 02] outline their software architecture and how it is used to
facilitate integration of independently engineered products. Bosch [Bos01] reports on
four organizational models for software product lines. He discusses their applicability,
advantages, and disadvantages along real-world examples.
All of them investigate projects where the development takes place in several self-contained
organizational units. Based on experience, they discuss challenges they face and approaches that are applied to counter them. However, they do not study multiple distinct
modes of collaboration nor do they relate resulting architecture challenges to them. I
carried out an in-depth case study to this end.

3.4.3 Inner-Source Software Development

Inner source is an approach to collaboratively develop and share software within an organization leveraging open-source practices, which might address aspects of the Independent
Application Development challenge (see Section 3.3.4). Dinkelacker et al. [DGMN02] depict the adoption of open-source practices within their organization. They have designed
a three-tiered development model: Starting from within the organization, to include
partner businesses, and complete open source. Gurbani et al. [GGH06] conduct a case
study on the adoption of open-source methodologies in a commercial project and present
lessons learned. Augustin et al. [ABS02] discuss the principles of collaborative software
development in open-source projects and how they apply to enterprise software development. Wesselius [Wes08] reports on business models and market mechanisms Philips
Healthcare has implemented to establish a flourish intra-organizational market place for
sharing software assets across organizational units. Riehle et al. [REM+ 09] outline their
experiences of using open-source software development practices within SAP. Moreover,
Riehle et al. [RCKH15] conduct an industry case study on challenges and opportunities of
inner-source approaches in decentralized platform-based product engineering. Based on a
literature review, Stol et al. [SAB+ 14] developed a framework comprising nine factors
to be considered when implementing open-source practices within organizations. They
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applied the framework in three large organizations, present their results, and outline
further research directions.
All of them study the adoption of open-source software development tools and methods
within large-scale decentralized industrial environments, referred to as inner-source
software development. Based on experience, they report on best practices, challenges,
and future research directions valuable to explore.
3.4.4 Collaboration in Software Engineering

I study architecture challenges that become particularly crucial due to cross-organizational
collaboration. Further researchers investigate collaboration in software engineering. Grinter et al. [GHP99] study four models that are applied to coordinate geographically
distributed R&D work. They describe the respective benefits and difficulties as well as
general challenges. Based on action research, Bosch et al. [BBS10c, BBS10b] present
architecture, process, and organization challenges as well as success factors of five collaboration models for large global software development. Herbsleb et al. [HG99] conduct a
study on unanticipated events that arise in software engineering and affect coordination
among distributed development teams. Moreover, Herbsleb et al. [HPB05] report on experiences and lessons learned from nine globally-distributed software projects at Siemens,
in particular with regard to project management, coordination, and communication.
While their work focuses on product lines, global development, and open ecosystems, I
focus on intra-organizational projects that involve independent spheres of authority. In
this sense, my investigation on ISECOs complements their work.
3.4.5 Open Software Ecosystems

There are also some studies that investigate the emerging discipline on open software
ecosystems. For example, Hanssen [Han12] studies a software–product-line organization
and its transition towards a software ecosystem. Greiler et al. [GDS12] conduct a study
of testing practices for the Eclipse ecosystem. They identify the need to involve ecosystem
partners in platform testing, which is in line with my Findings 3.3 and 5.3. Jansen et
al. [JBSL12] conduct a case study to evaluate their open software enterprise model,
which supports organizations to establish an appropriate degree of openness. Robbes et al.
[RLR12] analyze the impact of API deprecations on developers within software ecosystems.
Lungu et al. [LLGR10] present a tool that allows to analyze software ecosystems through
interactive visualization and exploration. They studied several ecosystems using the tool
and present lessons learned. Valenca et al. [VAH+ 14] study two software companies
involved in software ecosystems along with their relations to other ecosystem partners
with a particular focus on requirements-engineering practices. Bianco et al. [DBMKR14]
conduct an industrial case study on third-party developer experience, particularly on the
role of platform APIs in exposing the platform architecture and facilitating application
development. These studies investigate open software ecosystems. Frequently, results
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cannot be transferred to ISECOs as these reveal rather different characteristics. Compared
to open ecosystems, ISECOs involve rather a low number of clients that are usually on a
par with the keystone and commonly communicate directly if required.

3.5 Compliant Software Development: The Key Challenge
Compliant Software Development is the key challenge as it relates to all other challenges:
The Platform Openness Dilemma provokes a range of guideline violations that must be
managed. Technical Integration among independently developed applications requires
compliance to the integration architecture. To tackle the Independent Platform Development
challenge guidance must be provided that specifies platform APIs that are intended
for client usage. Governance is required to control adherence. With regard to the
Independent Application Development challenge, varying business cases require flexibility,
which provokes error sources calling for additional architecture guidance and governance.
To address the Qualities challenge, suitable quality patterns must be defined. Developers
must be supported to develop accordingly. These examples illustrate that a well defined
set of architecture guidance and governance actions and the management of guideline
violations are key to tackle multiple aspects of all identified challenges.
For that reason, in Chapter 4 to Chapter 6, I will target the Compliant Software Development
challenge by developing an approach to tackle the hurdles I have identified in the case
study. I will focus on the collaboration models PLE for ISECOs and Decoupled PLE for
ISECOs since those two models involve the strategic core participants of the ecosystem
so that improvement at this point would have the most beneficial effects on the overall
ecosystem. With regard to the Compliant Software Development challenge, both models
differ in that the decoupled one requires a more decentralized and more strict approach
for tackling the hurdles (see Finding 6.3). All identified hurdles relate to the management
of guideline violations, in particular to the lack of process support for resolving them, and
to the establishment of architecture guidance and governance actions, in particular to the
lack of consensus among ecosystem partners. They are summarized in Finding 6.1 and,
to simplify reporting for the remaining thesis, explicitly labeled as follows:
H URDLE 1 – Varying Efforts and Benefits of Guidance and Governance Actions. Organizational units must mutually agree on guidance and governance actions to be
established. Actions may imply varying efforts and benefits, resulting in different
priorities. Hence, building consensus may take significant amounts of time.
H URDLE 2 – Heterogeneity of Violation-Management Tools and Processes. Guideline
documents are spread across repositories. Compliance is checked by heterogeneous
measures at various phases of the development processes, including static-analysis
tools, test frameworks, and manual reviews.
H URDLE 3 – Evolution of Guidelines. Usually, guidelines are not fully defined in initial
project phases, but evolve progressively over time. This requires to deal with a
potentially large set of already existing violations that may overwhelm developers.
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H URDLE 4 – Late Developer Feedback on Added Violations. Late feedback implies additional effort to get familiarized again with already completed tasks. It proved
difficult to resolve added violations that are not handled close to point in time where
code is created.
H URDLE 5 – Lack of Collaboration Mechanisms for Handling Violations. The handling of specific violations may require effective collaboration, partially across units.
This also involves the establishment of responsibilities that support the compliance
process.
H URDLE 6 – Temporally-Dependent Snapshots of Existing Violations. Reports of governance measures depict static snapshots of currently existing violations within
a software system, which makes it difficult to continuously assist the resolution
process of individual violations.
H URDLE 7 – Information Overload by the Amount of Violations and Guidelines. The
huge amount of violations and guidelines hamper the efficient identification of
information relevant to handle violations.
The Platform Reuse for ISECOs model is out of the primary scope of the remaining thesis
since, first, consumer clients are of lower priority compared to the core business and,
second, consumer clients face different hurdles (see Finding 6.2).

3.6 Discussion
In this section, I discuss implications for practitioners and the research community as well
as limitations and the generality of my study results along common validity threats.
3.6.1 Implications

My study results provide valuable insights for both industry and academia. Below, I
outline potential implications for practitioners and researchers.
Implications for Practitioners

Software reuse has been a long standing ambition of the software industry. ISECOs are a
powerful approach to enable intra-organizational reuse across various products developed
by multiple self-contained organizational units. However, they require a range of specific
architectural measures to enable effective software engineering in such a decentralized
environment. Practitioners who follow the identified collaboration models, either adopting
new ISECOs or transforming existing ones, can consider my findings to carefully reason
on suitable architectural measures in advance. For example, practitioners may consider
to establish measures required to manage undesired dependencies between platform
APIs and client applications right from the beginning in order to preserve the evolution
capability of the platform, which tackles the Independent Platform Development challenge.
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As another example, practitioners may consider to proactively establish measures that
enable joint development and reuse of innovations on client side without involving the
keystone organizational unit, which tackles the Independent Application Development
challenge. If they do not, according to my results, it is likely that they will face the
identified challenges later on and need to employ counteractive measures reactively,
which generally results in increased efforts.
Implications for Researchers

Software engineering aims at providing design principles, methods, and tools for improving software development. Research in software engineering is dependent on input from
industry to identify crucial real-world problems worth to explore. I have outlined a broad
field of real-world challenges faced by practitioners in two large-scale software projects
that involve various self-contained organizational units. Some approaches have already
been proposed by the research community that tackle the identified challenges, such as
inner source [RCKH15] or feature feeds [LG15] that tackle hurdles of the Independent
Application Development challenge. Within the remaining thesis, I will develop an approach that tackles the Compliant Software Development challenge. However, many of the
identified challenges are still unresolved and need to be investigated. I hope that this will
also inspire other researchers to address these challenges in order to make large-scale
decentralized software engineering more effective.
3.6.2 Limitations and Generality

In the following, I discuss potential limitations and the generality of my case-study results
along construct, internal, conclusion, and external validity threats.
Construct Validity

Threats to construct validity concern the relation between theory and observation. I mainly
performed interviews that rely on the participants’ statements, which might be subjective.
To limit this effect, I based my findings exclusively on statements that are confirmed by
multiple interviews. Furthermore, interview questions might be interpreted differently
by me and interviewees. To address this, I reflected the notion of decentralized software
engineering to their projects and discussed collaboration at the beginning. Regarding
completeness, I closed each session with open discussions to check if there are challenges
I was not aware of.
Internal Validity

Threats to internal validity concern co-factors that could influence results. In my case,
interviewees might have given answers that do not fully reflect reality as they were
recorded. To address this, I guaranteed anonymity and assured that I will seek for
feedback on conclusions to avoid misunderstandings. In addition, results might be biased
as I only interviewed architects but no other roles. Due to the number of organizational
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units this was necessary to keep the effort manageable. However, all architects were well
experienced, in central positions, and worked closely together with product managers and
developers. I asked them to consider all viewpoints.
Conclusion Validity

Threats to conclusion validity concern the relation between treatment and results. As
this is a qualitative study, data analysis depends on my interpretation. I performed the
main work but results were carefully checked by the second and third researcher. If there
were different opinions, a discussion was brought up to reach an agreement. Additionally,
as described in Section 3.1, I used recommended methods to improve validity, such as
triangulation, study protocols, member checking, and spending sufficient time with the
cases.
External Validity

Threats to external validity concern the generalization of my results. I investigated only
two of the largest ISECOs at Siemens. Hence, there is the possibility that some results
are specific to them. However, my findings stem from characteristics of the respective
collaboration models and do not depend on technologies, programming languages, or
tools. Each finding is confirmed by data of multiple independent organizational units,
and the interviewees’ average professional experience was more than two decades. Thus,
I believe that most of my findings do also hold for other ISECOs that employ similar
collaboration models. At least, they deliver valuable empirical evidence to carefully reason
on architecture measures.

3.7 Chapter Summary
ISECOs require suitable architectural measures instead of detailed managerial orders to
coordinate development. I have presented an in-depth case study on collaboration and
architecture challenges for two of the largest (500 and 950 developers) ISECOs within
Siemens. I have identified three collaboration models among involved organizational units,
ranging from high to low coupling. For each collaboration model, I have outlined a range
of recurring hurdles and I have condensed them to a total of 18 key findings. These allow
practitioners who find themselves in one of the collaboration models to carefully reason
on suitable architectural measures in advance. In addition, they outline a broad field of
real-world challenges that need to be investigated by the research community. I have
identified Compliant Software Development as the key challenge and I have highlighted
seven major hurdles that become particularly crucial for the collaboration models PLE for
ISECOs and Decoupled PLE for ISECOs, labeled as H URDLE 1 to H URDLE 7.
In the following chapter, I will elaborate a set of capabilities to tackle H URDLE 1 to
H URDLE 7. I will outline state-of-the-art software-engineering methods with regard to the
capabilities and I will highlight the need for a new architecture guidance and governance
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framework for ISECOs that implements all capabilities. Design, implementation, and
validation of the framework will be presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
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Architecture Guidance and Governance:
Capabilities, State of the Art, and Framework
In the previous chapter, I have presented a case study on collaboration practices and resulting architecture challenges for ISECOs. I have discussed three collaboration models on a
continuum that ranges from high to low coupling and a classification of architecture challenges along with recurring hurdles. We have learned that Compliant Software Development
is the key challenge for ISECOs. Compliant Software Development targets the establishment of architecture guidance and governance actions to coordinate cross-organizational
development and the management of guideline violations to control software quality. We
have seen seven major hurdles for Compliant Software Development, labeled as H URDLE 1
to H URDLE 7 in Section 3.5.
Within this chapter, based on my case-study results, I propose a set of capabilities to tackle
H URDLE 1 to H URDLE 7, in particular seven violation-management capabilities to support
the management of guideline violations and two action-negotiation capabilities to support
the establishment of guidance and governance actions. The capabilities will be validated
with respect to the hurdles in the remaining thesis. Moreover, within this chapter, I outline
existing software-engineering approaches with regard to the capabilities. We will learn
that none of the existing approaches realize all desired capabilities and that there is the
need for a new architecture guidance and governance framework to tackle the Compliant
Software Development challenge in its entirety.
Parts of this chapter were published at the 13th Working IEEE/IFIP Conference on Software
Architecture [SEL16], in particular the violation-management capabilities.
The chapter is outlined as follows: In Section 4.1, I elaborate the desired violationmanagement and action-negotiation capabilities. In Section 4.2, I outline state-of-the-art
methods and tools. In Section 4.3, I emphasize the need for a new approach and motivate
research questions to be answered in the remaining thesis. In Section 4.4, I discuss the
capabilities’ scope. In Section 4.5, I conclude the chapter.
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4.1 Key Capabilities
Compliant Software Development involves the management of guideline violations and the
establishment of architecture guidance and governance actions. H URDLE 1 to H URDLE 7
relate to the management of violations, in particular to the lack of process support for
resolving them. H URDLE 1 additionally relates to the establishment of actions, in particular
to the lack of consensus among ecosystem partners with regard to actions that imply
varying efforts and benefits. A successful approach must address all hurdles in order to
support both efficient process assistance for managing violations as well as consensus
building for establishing actions. Within this section, I elaborate violation-management
and action-negotiation capabilities to tackle the identified hurdles. I discuss their relevance
for the collaboration models and outline constraints for their realization. In Table 4.1, I
summarize the capabilities, and I relate1 each capability to the hurdle it primarily tackles.
4.1.1 Violation-Management Capabilities

Within this section, I propose seven violation-management capabilities to tackle H URDLE 1
to H URDLE 7 (see Section 3.5). Their main purpose is continuous process support for
resolving violations, aiming to reduce the developers’ effort required to handle violations.
In a nutshell, violation-handling processes are supported by immediately notifying developers about added violations they are responsible for while allowing to handle already
existing ones incrementally on demand. Violations identified by various measures are
handled in the same way, fully integrated into employed development processes and tools.
Developers can request resolution support, violation-fix reviews, and ignore permits with
predefined contacts. Individual, yet agreed violation-handling processes are automatically
triggered according to individual priorities of involved ecosystem partners. Currently,
the lack of process support implicates high violation-handling effort, which results in an
increasing number of additional violations over time, eroding the software.
C APABILITY 1 – Integrated Approach for Managing Violations. In the analyzed ISECOs,
compliance to architecture guidelines is checked automatically by a range of staticanalysis tools (e.g., FxCop [FxC], NDepend [NDe]) and test frameworks (e.g.,
NUnit [NUn]) as well as manually by reviews. Checks are executed at various
phases of the development processes. Guideline documentations and violation
reports are spread across multiple repositories. Efficient violation handling requires
an integrated approach that allows consistent tracking and management of all
architecture violations identified by these heterogeneous governance measures. The
corresponding tooling must be seamlessly integrated into the employed development
environment and infrastructure as well as into existing development processes in
order to enhance the developers’ productivity by reducing required context switches.
(C APABILITY 1 primarily tackles H URDLE 2.)
1 The

capabilities partially depend on each other and can often not be treated strictly separately. A capability
may tackle aspects of multiple hurdles. I relate each capability to the hurdle it primarily tackles.
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Desired Violation-Management Capabilities

Primarily Tackled Hurdles

C APABILITY 1 – Integrated Approach for Managing Violations. Integrate guidelines and employed compliance-checking measures and support consistent violation-resolution processes. Integrate into employed development tools and processes to enhance the developers’ productivity.

H URDLE 2 – Heterogeneity
of Violation-Management
Tools and Processes.

C APABILITY 2 – Traceable Resolution Processes of Violations. Continuously trace violations
through software evolution in order to assist and track the resolution process of each individual violation throughout the life cycle.

H URDLE 6 – TemporallyDependent Snapshots
of Existing Violations.

C APABILITY 3 – Differentiation Between New and Legacy Violations. Incrementally trigger the
resolution of violations that do already exist before adopting a guideline. Instantly trigger the
resolution of violations that are created after adopting a guideline.

H URDLE 3 – Evolution of
Guidelines.

C APABILITY 4 – Individual Plans for Handling Violations. Allow definition of individual violationhandling plans for each organizational unit according to individual capabilities and priorities. Trigger resolution processes accordingly.

H URDLE 1 – Varying Efforts
and Benefits of Guidance
and Governance Actions.

C APABILITY 5 – Early Developer Feedback on Added Violations. Automatically assign resolution
tasks to units and developers for violations that are already published to the version control
system. Provide pre-commit checks on developer machines to avoid violations.

H URDLE 4 – Late Developer
Feedback on Added
Violations.

C APABILITY 6 – Collaborative Handling of Violations. Provide integrated resolution-support,
violation-fix–review, and ignore-permit requests with dedicated contacts. Continuously track and
document collaborative actions.

H URDLE 5 – Lack of Collaboration Mechanisms for
Handling Violations.

C APABILITY 7 – Tailored Dashboards for Handling and Monitoring Violations. Provide customizable dashboards and display only violation and guideline information that are relevant for the
respective developer or architect.

H URDLE 7 – Information
Overload by the Amount of
Violations and Guidelines.

Desired Action-Negotiation Capabilities

Primarily Tackled Hurdles

C APABILITY 8 – Transparency on Efforts and Benefits of Guidance and Governance Actions.
Achieve transparency on efforts and benefits of architecture guidance and governance actions
to all organizational units upfront and agreed.

H URDLE 1 – Varying Efforts
and Benefits of Guidance
and Governance Actions.

C APABILITY 9 – Win-Win Arrangements of Guidance and Governance Actions. Achieve transparency on desired actions and elaborate arrangements that satisfy each partners’ most important preferences while inducing them to compromise with regard to their lower-priority actions.

H URDLE 1 – Varying Efforts
and Benefits of Guidance
and Governance Actions.

Table 4.1: Violation-management and action-negotiation capabilities.

C APABILITY 2 – Traceable Resolution Processes of Violations. Reports of automated
governance measures depict static and temporally-dependent snapshots of currently
existing violations within a software system. They allow creation of status and
trend reports counting violations, which is important to track progress and to take
informed technical-debt removal decisions. However, they do not allow efficient
assistance and explicit tracking of resolution processes of individual violations
throughout the life cycle. As a consequence, there is the need to continuously trace
individual violations through software evolution. (C APABILITY 2 primarily tackles
H URDLE 6.)
C APABILITY 3 – Differentiation Between New and Legacy Violations. The interviewed
architects have reported that, for both ISECOs, guidance and governance actions
generally evolve over time and require to deal with a range of already existing
violations. Resulting effort for resolving these violations may block the acceptance
by affected units. Furthermore, it is difficult to communicate the benefit of avoiding
additional violations when developers are overwhelmed by existing ones. To ap-
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Definition: Legacy Violations

Legacy Violations are defined as violations to architecture guidelines that do already
exist before the point in time when the respective guideline is adopted.

Definition: New Violations

New Violations are defined as violations to architecture guidelines that are created
after the point in time when the respective guideline is adopted.

proach this hurdle, it is essential to explicitly differentiate between violations that do
already exist before adopting a guideline, in the following called Legacy Violations,
and violations that are created after adopting a guideline, in the following called New
Violations. For New Violations resolution processes must be automatically triggered
instantly after their identification. Developers must be notified and supported appropriately. Legacy Violations must be tracked without triggering resolution processes.
Initially, they should be hidden from developers. If desired, their resolution must
be triggered incrementally in a controlled manner. (C APABILITY 3 primarily tackles
H URDLE 3.)
C APABILITY 4 – Individual Plans for Handling Violations. The case study has revealed
that, for both ISECOs, guidance and governance actions may imply varying efforts
and benefits for involved parties, resulting in different priorities. This is a major
hurdle for building consensus on actions to be established but must be considered
for managing guideline violations, too. In particular, there is the need to support
the definition of individual, yet agreed violation-handling strategies per guideline
for each organizational unit according to individual capabilities and priorities.
Individual resolution processes must be triggered for each unit, dependent on
defined violation-handling strategies. (C APABILITY 4 primarily tackles H URDLE 1.)
C APABILITY 5 – Early Developer Feedback on Added Violations. For both ISECOs, late
feedback on architecture violations significantly hampers their resolution. To address this hurdle, developers need to be informed about New Violations close to
point in time where code is created. For that reason, violations must be automatically assigned to organizational units and developers who are best suited to fix
them. Respective developers must be immediately notified. Ideally, violation checks
are executed on developer machines to handle New Violations before publishing
them to the version control system. For already committed ones, developers must
be informed as soon as violation checks were executed. In order to establish a
mindset towards compliance violations need to be handled as integral part of the
development process. (C APABILITY 5 primarily tackles H URDLE 4.)
C APABILITY 6 – Collaborative Handling of Violations. As we have learned from the
case-study results, the resolution of specific violations may require effective col64
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laboration, in some cases, even across organizational units. This also involves the
establishment of responsibilities that support the compliance process. For both study
systems, developers may require resolution support, they need a permit for ignoring
violations, and fixes of manually-identified violations must be reviewed. As a consequence, there is the need to support the collaborative resolution of violations with
dedicated contacts. In terms of transparency, there is the need to continuously track
and document all collaborative actions. (C APABILITY 6 primarily tackles H URDLE 5.)
C APABILITY 7 – Tailored Dashboards for Handling and Monitoring Violations. In the
analyzed ISECOs, project size along with the Platform Openness Dilemma (see
Section 3.3.1) resulted in a vast amount of violations. Guidance required to handle
violations may differ for involved organizational units. For efficiently handling
and monitoring violations, developers and architects must be only informed about
violations relevant for them. Furthermore, displayed information must be tailored
to the respective unit. (C APABILITY 7 primarily tackles H URDLE 7.)
4.1.2 Action-Negotiation Capabilities

Within this section, I propose two action-negotiation capabilities to tackle H URDLE 1 (see
Section 3.5). Organizational units must mutually agree on guidance and governance
actions to be established. Both capabilities intent to support the establishment of actions
that imply varying efforts and benefits. Currently, varying efforts and benefits result in
long negotiation phases among ecosystem partners or actions that are not adopted at all,
eroding the software.
C APABILITY 8 – Transparency on Efforts and Benefits of Guidance and Governance
Actions. As we have learned in the previous chapter, architecture guidance and
governance actions may imply varying efforts and benefits, resulting in different
priorities for involved organizational units. A prerequisite for deciding on actions
to be established is transparency on efforts and benefits to all organizational units
upfront and agreed. The return on investment must be communicable to the product
management of all affected units, which is particularly challenging since costs for
realizing actions are immediate whereas their benefits are frequently vague and
long-term. (C APABILITY 8 primarily tackles H URDLE 1.)
C APABILITY 9 – Win-Win Arrangements of Guidance and Governance Actions. As a
further consequence of varying efforts and benefits, building consensus on actions
to be established may take significant amounts of time. To support consensus
building, mutually agreeable arrangements must be elaborated. This requires
transparency on each organizational-units’ architecture needs in order to create
win-win arrangements that satisfy each partners’ most important preferences while
inducing them to compromise with regard to lower-priority actions. Informed
decision making requires not only transparency on architecture needs, but also
on economic and technical consequences for all partners. (C APABILITY 9 primarily
tackles H URDLE 1.)
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4.1.3 Relevance for the Collaboration Models

H URDLE 1 to H URDLE 7 are relevant for both core clients and extended core clients (see
Section 3.5). With regard to the Compliant Software Development challenge, these two
collaboration models differ in that extended core clients require a more decentralized
compliance process and significantly more strict adherence to architecture guidelines on
client side (see Finding 6.3). C APABILITY 1 to C APABILITY 9 are valid for centralized and
decentralized compliance processes. The different processes rather impose different constraints for realizing the capabilities, discussed in detail in the following section. Strictness
for adhering to guidelines can be adjusted by C APABILITY 4. Hence, all capabilities are
relevant for both core clients and extended core clients.
The most crucial hurdle identified for consumer clients is the lack of communication of
general architecture concepts, calling for continuous commitment by consumer clients
to communicate development use cases as well as for specifically-tailored guidance and
feedback by the keystone (see Finding 6.2). This hurdle is not explicitly addressed by
the capabilities and out of the primary scope of the remaining thesis. Furthermore,
consumer clients have low influence in platform scope and decisions. They are only
slightly involved in deciding on guidance and governance actions to be established for the
core business. Likewise, their own actions are not relevant for core clients and extended
core clients. Hence, the action-negotiation capabilities are only partially relevant for them.
However, consumer clients must also execute guidance and governance, partially the
core-clients’ ones. They must also manage violations facing similar hurdles as core clients
and extended core clients. For that reason, the desired violation-management capabilities
reveal relevance for consumer clients, too.
In conclusion, the capabilities address the hurdles identified for core clients and extended
core clients. In the remaining thesis, I mainly focus on these two collaboration models. The
capabilities are also relevant for consumer clients, in particular the violation-management
capabilities. However, they do not address their key hurdles. Similar to the platform, the
desired guidance and governance framework is designed for core clients and extended
core clients with a high reuse potential for consumer clients.

4.1.4 Realization Constraints

C APABILITY 1 to C APABILITY 9 tackle the hurdles identified for core clients and extended
core clients. Both types of clients collaborate based on a strategic reuse approach. Whereas
core clients develop a set of products with coupled product-release schedules, extended
core clients independently develop products with decoupled product-release schedules.
The capabilities must be realized in the technical context of these two collaboration
models, in particular the violation-management capabilities. For both study systems, the
technical context is characterized by the distribution of organizational units to version
control systems. There are contrary forces that justify a shared version control system or
separated ones.
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On the one hand, a shared version control system allows organizational units to jointly
build and test products, to centrally execute compliance checks as well as to access
the others’ source code. This significantly shortens feedback cycles and, thus, eases
the identification and resolution of conflicts close to point in time were code is created.
Furthermore, the access to the others’ source code significantly simplifies debugging and
increases the overall comprehension.
On the other hand, separated version control systems allow units to decouple release
schedules and to preserve more independence with regard to software-engineering life
cycles and processes. In addition, it facilitates the protection of intellectual property
and confidential information organizational units do not want to share unfiltered among
each other. However, the higher degree of independence requires organizational units to
execute compliance checks in a decentralized manner.
Within both study systems, various compliance-checking measures are executed decentralized per version control system on dedicated branches at various phases of the development processes, analyzing only sources of units that work on the respective version
control system. Dependent on the execution time, checks are executed with different
frequencies. Some checks are executed per commit, others are executed as part of the
nightly build, once a week, or even less.
The realization of the capabilities must support ISECOs that employ a shared version
control system, separated ones, or both. Within both study systems, the keystone and core
clients share a common version control system. On the contrary, extended core clients and
consumer clients have separated ones. Furthermore, the realization must allow integration
of employed governance measures with little effort, ranging from static-analysis tools,
to test frameworks, to manual reviews. Finally, organizational boundaries established
by version control systems must be preserved while allowing units to manage relevant
aspects across the ecosystem.

4.2 State of the Art
Within this section, I outline existing approaches and tools related to the explicit management of architecture violations for improving software quality with a particular focus
on the desired violation-management capabilities. Moreover, I provide an overview on
negotiation practices proposed by the software-engineering community, in particular with
regard to the desired action-negotiation capabilities.
4.2.1 Violation Management

I discuss related work along a use-case–driven categorization of violation-management
tools proposed by Deissenboeck et al. [DJH+ 08], including sensors, system analysis
workbenches, project intelligence platforms, and dashboard toolkits: Sensors comprise
analysis and testing tools that automatically analyze development artifacts for compliance
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to guidelines. System analysis workbenches support experts to interactively analyze the
quality of source code or software architectures considering a system snapshot. Project
intelligence platforms autonomously perform trend and comparative analysis by collecting
and storing metrics. Dashboard toolkits allow users to configure analysis dashboards that
autonomously collect, relate, aggregate, and visualize data of various sensors.
The boundaries among the defined categories are blurred and there may be approaches
for managing architecture violations that belong to more than one category. In the
following, I relate a representative set of approaches to the categories considering the
approaches’ primary use case. For each category, I discuss its relation to the defined
violation-management capabilities.

4.2.1.1 Sensors

Sensors comprise program verification and testing tools that analyze targeted development
artifacts in a fully automated manner with regard to specific quality criteria, typically as
part of the nightly build process or at compile time within IDEs [DJH+ 08].
In the context of my work, sensors represent automated governance measures that are
employed to check for compliance to defined guidelines. Both study systems use a range
of commercial, open source, and homegrown static-analysis tools and test frameworks to
automatically check for static and dynamic compliance, respectively. Several measures
have been developed by industry and the research community. For example, StyleCop
[Sty] statically analyzes C# sources to enforce style and consistency rules. FxCop [FxC]
and Gendarme [Gen] are extensible static-analysis tools to check .NET managed code
assemblies for conformance to both predefined code-quality guidelines as well as custom
guidelines. PMD [PMD], Hammurapi [Ham], and Findbugs [HP04] perform comparable
tasks for Java programs. PC-lint [Pl] and Klocwork [Klo] statically analyze C/C++
programs for security vulnerabilities. JUnit [JUn] and NUnit [NUn] are test frameworks
that automate unit tests for Java and .NET languages, respectively.
These measures find violations to design and implementation guidelines, usually autonomously and fully automatically. Frequently, they provide command-line applications
for build-processes integration, user interfaces integrated into IDEs for developer assistance, and services that generate XML and HTML reports.
According to C APABILITY 1, a guidance and governance framework for ISECOs must be
capable to integrate results of those governance measures. However, governance measures
itself are out of the scope of this thesis.

4.2.1.2 System Analysis Workbenches

System analysis workbenches support experts to analyze quality aspects of software
systems, usually on demand and interactively during inspections or reviews [DJH+ 08].
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With regard to the management of violations, a lot of related work centers around
static architecture compliance checking by means of dependency structure matrices
(DSMs), source-code query languages (SCQLs), and reflexion models (RMs) [PTV+ 10].
All techniques support experts to identify mismatches between the intended architecture
and the implemented architecture, in particular with regard to undesired dependencies.
DSMs are square matrices whose rows and columns denote source-code artifacts and
whose cells are marked if artifacts depend on each other [PTV+ 10]. A prominent tool
for generating DSMs is Lattix’s dependency manager LDM [SJSJ05a, SJSJ05b]. It also
allows experts to define acceptable and unacceptable dependencies and to check for
compliance [SJSJ05a]. SCQLs are widely employed by experts to query software systems
for architecture flaws [VGG08], frequently by means of SQL-like languages such as .QL
[MVH+ 07] or XQuery [EDMS05]. RMs require the expert to define a high-level model of
the intended architecture and to manually map the model to source-code elements in order
to check for architecture compliance [MNS95, MNS01, MN97]. Several tools implement
the RM technique, including SAVE [KP07, DKL09], Bauhaus [RVP06], Sonargraph [Son],
Structure101 [Str], and ConQAT [DHHJ10]. The SAVE tool provides live developer
feedback, too, allowing for prompt removal of violations [KMR08].
Xiao et al. [XCK14a] propose the concept of design rule spaces (DRSpaces) as a new
form of architecture representation. They define DRSpaces as a set of files that are either
structurally related or frequently changed together. Analyzing three open-source projects,
they identified that error-prone files are frequently captured by just a few DRSpaces and
that those DRSpaces show a range of problems that violate commonly accepted design
principles. They provide Titan, a tool that utilizes dependency structure matrices to view
and manipulate DRSpaces [XCK14b] and that supports experts to identify architecture
flaws, such as cyclic class dependencies, improper inheritance, or unstable interfaces
[MCKX15].
There is a range of further related work that studies system analysis workbenches. For
example, Moha et al. [MGDLM10] present DECOR, a method to automate the construction of defect-detection algorithms from specifications written using a domain-specific
language. Tsantalis et al. [TC09] propose a semi-automatic approach to identify movemethod refactoring opportunities. Marinescu [Mar04] presents metrics-based rules that
capture deviations from good design principles, implemented in the tool iPlasma. Langelier et al. [LSP05] propose a visualization framework that supports quality analysis
of large-scale software systems. Dhambri et al. [DSP08] propose a visualization-based
approach to detect design anomalies. Daniel et al. [DWS+ 14] outline Polyptychon, an
interactive visualization designed for incremental exploration of dependency information.
Simon et al. [SSL01] present a set of metrics along with visualization tooling that support
experts to prioritize refactorings to perform.
All these approaches pursue the objective to manage architecture flaws. They support experts to interactively analyze specific quality deficits on demand. In contrast, C APABILITY 1
to C APABILITY 7 target automated resolution-process support throughout the life cycle of
identified violations. In the context of my work, system analysis workbenches are useful
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to support architects and developers to check for compliance to guidelines that cannot
be checked fully automatically. According to C APABILITY 1, a guidance and governance
framework for ISECOs must be capable to track identified violations.
4.2.1.3 Project Intelligence Platforms

Project intelligence platforms autonomously and fully automatically measure and store
product- and process-related metrics from multiple sources in ongoing projects in order to
support quality analysis and project controlling [DJH+ 08].
A prominent example is Hackystat, a service-oriented project intelligence platform from
the university of Hawaii that collects, analyzes, visualizes, interprets, and publishes metrics
from various sources, including IDEs, build systems, and issue tracking systems. Johnson
reports about requirement and design tradeoffs made in the Hackystat system along with
implications for industry and academia [Joh07]. Moreover, Johnson et al. discuss lessons
learned from using Hackystat within a classroom setting [JKA+ 04]. They also investigate
implications of software-project telemetry for managing software projects, illustrated by
applying Hackystat for its own development [JKP+ 05].
Sillitti et al. present PROM [SJSV03], an extendable tool to automatically acquire, analyze,
and visualize software metrics and personal process data. Various studies have been
conducted that analyze data collected by PROM [RSSS05, MSAS06, AMP+ 07, MPSS08,
MAP+ 08]. Coman et al. [CSS09] study the adoption and long-term usage of PROM in an
industrial environment focusing on the adoption process and related challenges.
Ohira et al. outline EPM [OYS+ 04a, OYS+ 04b], a project intelligence platform that
mines, analyzes, and visualizes data from configuration management systems, mailing
list managers, and issue tracking systems. Schlesinger et al. present ElectroCodeoGram
[JS06], a platform that monitors developer activities to discover behavioral programming
patterns, such as copy-paste activities. Nystrom et al. developed SUMS [NUS05], a
tool to observe software development processes in controlled settings in order to better
understand usage of future tools and technologies.
Finally, Microsoft’s Team Foundation Server [Ser] is a commercial platform for collaborative software engineering that collects, analyzes, and stores data from its version control,
build, planning, collaboration, and test-case management services. Team Foundation
Server allows to visualize and publish mined metrics and trends by a set of configurable
reporting services. Both study systems employ these reporting services.
Project intelligence platforms collect code and process metrics from ongoing projects,
usually numerical values that measure the level of compliance to desired qualities. They
support architects and managers to decide on quality improvements to perform, generally
by comparative and trend analysis. In contrast, C APABILITY 1 to C APABILITY 7 track individual violations to guidelines on software-artifact level, tailor corresponding resolution
tasks to developers, and assist resolution processes throughout the life cycle. For my
purposes, software intelligence platforms might support architects to identity and analyze
quality issues for which concrete guidelines should be implemented for.
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4.2.1.4 Dashboard Toolkits

Dashboard toolkits allow users to configure analysis dashboards that autonomously
collect, relate, aggregate, and visualize sensor data on development-artifact level in order
to continuously monitor and analyze a project-specific set of questions [DJH+ 08].
ConQAT [DJH+ 08] is an extendable and configurable open-source toolkit for developing
and executing software quality analysis, including code-clone detection [DHJ+ 08] and
architecture-conformance assessment [DHHJ10]. It provides a custom analysis engine
but also integrates results of existing sensors, such as FxCop or Findbugs. Flexible
dashboards allow users to aggregate, visualize, and analyze trends of determined quality
information. Build upon ConQAT, Teamscale [HHS14] provides early developer feedback
by incrementally analyzing and reporting the quality of each individual commit. It applies
heuristics to trace quality defects trough software evolution and to distinguish between
new and legacy defects. Furthermore, Teamscale provides integration into common IDEs,
version control systems, and issue trackers.
SonarQube [CP13] is an extendable open-source platform to continuously analyze and
measure code quality. Similar to ConQAT, SonarQube provides a custom analysis engine,
allows integration of external sensor data, and provides configurable dashboards to
monitor aggregated quality information. Additionally, quality issues can be displayed
within read-only copies of the source files. Differentiation between new and legacy defects
is partially possible by means of heuristics. If possible, defects can be traced through
software evolution. Moreover, SonarQube provides pre-commit checks integrated into
common IDEs in order to handle defects before publishing them to version control systems.
Finally, technical debt is quantified by a realization of the SQALE method [LI12].
Axivion’s Bauhaus Suite [RVP06] is an integrated solution to tackle software erosion.
It integrates with common application life-cycle management tools for .NET and Java.
Bauhaus Suite provides a range of automated analysis to detect architecture and implementation flaws, including code clones, unused code, cyclic dependencies, and violations
to coding styles. Developers are informed about new defects they are responsible for,
either by e-mail or by dashboards. There are further dashboard toolkits developed by
industry and the research community, including XRadar [XRa, KLB05], QALab [QAL], and
TRACER [SMT+ 14].
This category of violation-management tools is the one that is mostly related to my
work, in particular Teamscale [HHS14] and SonarQube [CP13]. All discussed dashboard
toolkits realize a subset of the defined violation-management capabilities, at least to
some extent. However, none of them realizes all desired capabilities. They do not
consider the involvement of several self-contained organizational units with individual
needs. They are dedicated to continuously analyze and monitor code quality for a
variety of projects, in particular by means of status reports and trend analysis that
aggregate information of various sensors. In contrast, C APABILITY 1 to C APABILITY 7
target integrated, customized, and continuous resolution process support for architecture
violations according to individual capabilities of involved ecosystem partners. Their main
objective is the reduction of violation-handling effort of developers.
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4.2.2 Action Negotiation

Within this section, I outline state-of-the-art software-engineering methods with regard to
the desired action-negotiation capabilities, including methods for achieving transparency
on efforts and benefits of architecture decisions and methods that support win-win
negotiation in a software-engineering context.
4.2.2.1 Transparency on Efforts and Benefits

In reviewing state-of-the-art software-engineering methods for making effort-benefit
decisions based on architecture, I have identified three dominant categories, including
algorithmic estimations, human estimations, and analogy-based estimations: Algorithmic
estimations calculate efforts and benefits through mathematical formulas or models.
Human estimations are based on experience and expertise of experts. Analogy-based
estimations rely on knowledge derived from previous similar cases. Below, I outline a
representative set of state-of-the-art estimation methods along the identified categories.
Algorithmic Estimations

Boehm [Boe84] proposes COCOMO, a model that supports software engineers to understand cost consequences of decisions made in software projects by providing a set of
cost-estimation equations to be tailored with project-specific parameters, for example the
required software reliability. In 1995, Boehm et al. propose COCOMO 2.0 [BCH+ 95], an
updated version tailored to new life-cycle processes and capabilities, including agile and
reuse-driven development approaches. Albrecht et al. [AG83] introduce the concept of
function points to estimate the amount of functionality a software system must implement.
They suggest a two-step effort estimation procedure, first using function points to estimate
the eventual SLOC (source lines of code) of a system, and then using the SLOC to estimate
the work effort. These methods consider only costs but not benefits.
Letouzey et al. [Let12, LI12] present the SQALE method to estimate efforts required
to resolve architecture violations and efforts that may arise later on if violations are
not resolved by multiplying the amount of violations with remediation factors and nonremediation factors, respectively. These factors are defined by experts. Thierry et al.
[CR11] present an instantiation of the SQALE method for assessing the quality of Ada
source code. Similar to the SQALE method, Curtis et al. [CSS12a] present functions
with adjustable parameters to be defined by experts for estimating efforts of architecture
violations. They conducted a case study to evaluate their estimation functions involving
745 business applications from 160 companies [CSS12b].
Nord et al. [NOKGR12] describe an architecture-focused and measurement-based approach to develop a metric for strategically managing technical debt by relatively comparing potential refactoring efforts of different architecture strategies. Refactoring efforts
are determined by analyzing architecture dependencies and the propagation of changes.
Schmid [Sch13] presents a formalization of the concept of technical debt along with a set
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of equations for estimating efforts and benefits of architecture refactorings. He derives
approximations that allow experts to perform estimations in real-world settings.
Kazman et al. [KCM+ 15] propose a technical-debt calculation framework to calculate the
return on investment of architecture refactorings, assuming causality between architecture
flaws and software defects. In contrast to most existing methods that heavily rely on the
analyst’s skills, benefit estimations are performed largely automatically and repeatably by
mining project data from source code, version control system, and issue tracking system.
There are further algorithmic-estimation methods that have been developed by the research community, including [CKO10, LAL15, ZSS11, dGNBV12, NVK11, Eis12].
Human Estimations

Kazman et al. [KAK01, NBC+ 03] developed the Cost Benefit Analysis Method (CBAM)
to quantify efforts and benefits of architecture decisions. The CBAM builds upon the
Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM) [CKK02] in order to additionally trade off
system-quality attributes with resulting efforts and benefits. The CBAM is a manual review
process that involves the selection of architecture strategies, the assessment of quality
attributes, the quantification of the architecture-strategies’ benefits, costs, and schedule
implications, the calculation of the strategies’ desirability, and the actual decision making.
Seaman et al. [SG11, GS11] propose a technical-debt management framework and a
research agenda to develop and validate a comprehensive technical-debt theory that
formalizes the relationship between the concept’s effort and benefit sides. The framework
describes a manual review process that involves the identification of technical-debt
items, effort and benefit estimations for refactoring identified items, and the actual
decision making. All activities are guided by a formalized technical-debt list comprising
all technical-debt items under investigation.
Analogy-Based Estimations

Shepperd et al. [SS97] characterize projects in terms of features, for example the number
of interfaces, the applied development method, or the size of the requirements document.
They store completed projects and efforts that were required for realizing those projects
in a database. For future projects, effort estimations are performed by searching for
completed projects that are most similar to the one for which a prediction is required,
based on the features’ similarity of the projects. The known effort values of the most
similar projects are then used as the basis for the estimation. They provide tool support
and validate their method based on 9 industrial data sets of a total of 275 projects.
4.2.2.2 Win-Win Arrangements

Most related work with regard to win-win negotiation – make everyone a winner – centers
around the discipline of requirements engineering. The key idea of win-win is to determine
each partners’ preferences in order to elaborate arrangements that satisfy each partners’
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most important interests while inducing them to make concessions on lower-priority
topics [Tho98]. Within this section, I outline a representative set of win-win negotiation
approaches proposed by the software-engineering community.
Boehm et al. [BR89] present Theory-W, an approach that supports software-project
managers to make all stakeholders a winner who are involved in software-decision
processes by revealing the stakeholders’ win conditions and reconciling conflicts among
their win conditions. They [BBHL94] consider software requirements as win conditions
to be negotiated and [BBHL95] propose a Theory-W based win-win spiral model to
allow for requirements negotiation and renegotiation in case of incremental requirements
engineering. They [BEK+ 98] report on experiences of using the win-win spiral model
for prototyping, planning, specifying, and building multimedia application, and from
applying win-win practices for quality-requirements negotiation [IBRD01]. Furthermore,
Boehm et al. [BJ06] present a theory of value-based software engineering that combines
Theory-W with utility, decision, dependency, and control theories, they illustrate their
theory of value-based software engineering with an example, and they identify an agenda
for further research.
Grünbacher et al. [GS05] present EasyWinWin, a requirements-negotiation approach that
combines the win-win spiral model [BBHL95] with collaborative knowledge techniques
and groupware tools. EasyWinWin supports stakeholders to capture win conditions, to
identify conflicts, to generate options to resolve conflicts, and to negotiate results. Grünbacher et al. [GB01] report on experiences in surfacing tacit knowledge during requirements negotiation using EasyWinWin, and on lessons learned from developing groupware
tools for supporting EasyWinWin [BGB01]. Based on experience, they [BG02] discuss
how EasyWinWin supports the management of complexity in requirements negotiation,
and they [HBG03] present an economic approach for improving requirements-negotiation
models with inspection. Additionally, Grünbacher et al. [GEM04] discuss the derivation
of software architectures from negotiated requirements using intermediate models.
Kazman et al. [KIC05] propose WinCBAM, a requirements negotiation approach that
combines Boehm’s win-win spiral model [BBHL95] with Kazman’s Cost Benefit Analysis
Method (CBAM) [KAK01, NBC+ 03]. WinCBAM supports architects to evaluate architecture strategies desired for achieving the requirements to be negotiated by eliciting
technical and economic information. This added information and added understanding
supports architects to make informed decisions about their requirements, and to moderate
and resolve conflicts among their requirements [KIC05].
Further researchers developed negotiation approaches that extend Boehm’s win-win
spiral model [BBHL95]: Ruhe et al. [REP02] present Quantitative WinWin, an approach
that adds quantitative methods for determining the stakeholders’ preferences and for
estimating efforts in early stages as a backbone to take informed decisions. Yang et al.
[YWK+ 08] developed WikiWinWin, a wiki-based system for collaborative requirements
negotiation. Kukreja et al. [Kuk12, KB12] propose Winbook, a tool-supported approach
for collaborative requirements negotiation based on social-networking paradigms, similar
to Facebook, and content organization using color-coded labels, similar to Gmail.
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Fricker et al. [FG08] outline a framework for selecting negotiation tactics and methods
for various negotiation constellations that may arise in software organizations. The
constellation that fits most to the context of ISECOs is referred to as Collaborating Group
where negotiation partners have different interests but seek for an agreement that is
satisfactory for every member. The framework provides tactical advice to practitioners
dependent on negotiation constellations and supports them to understand the behavior
of involved partners and how mutually satisfactory solutions may be elaborated. For the
constellation Collaborating Group, EasyWinWin [GS05] is recommended.
Some researchers investigated the negotiation of requirements in software ecosystems.
Based on negotiation and network theory, Fricker [Fri09] proposes a model for analyzing
and designing the flow of requirements through software ecosystems in order to support
strategic-decision making for resolving communication bottlenecks and for increasing
the overall requirements-engineering productivity. He explores concepts for characterizing and reasoning about requirements value chains in software ecosystems in order
to support stakeholder management and requirements engineering [Fri10]. Santos et
al. [PdSRTLW13] present a negotiation extension for their component-reuse infrastructure for software ecosystems in order to improve its social and business mechanisms.
Valenca [Val13] outlines a requirements-negotiation model for software ecosystems to
continuously support negotiation activities and to align them with platform management.

4.3 Architecture Guidance and Governance Framework
In the previous chapter, I have identified seven major hurdles for Compliant Software
Development (see Section 3.5). Within this chapter, I derive seven violation-management
capabilities and two action-negotiation capabilities to tackle the identified hurdles. I
outline state-of-the-art violation-management and negotiation approaches with regard
to the capabilities. None of the existing approaches consider both the management of
violations and the negotiation of actions.
Within the remaining thesis, I will elaborate an integrated guidance and governance framework for ISECOs that supports both the management of violations and the negotiation of
actions (see Figure 4.1): In Chapter 5, I will propose an architecture-violation management
approach that realizes C APABILITY 1 to C APABILITY 7 in order to assist violation-handling
processes according to defined violation-handling strategies. In Chapter 6, I will tailor, apply, and discuss state-of-the-art software-engineering approaches that realize C APABILITY 8
and C APABILITY 9 in order to support the negotiation of actions and violation-handling
strategies. Below, I provide a brief overview and outline research questions to be answered.
4.3.1 Violation-Management Support

Considering the management of violations, related work centers around four categories
of violation-management tools, including sensors to automatically check for compliance,
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Figure 4.1: Architecture guidance and governance framework for ISECOs.

system analysis workbenches to support manual checks, project intelligence platforms to
point out potential quality issues, and dashboard toolkits to continuously monitor and
analyze compliance. Some of them realize a subset of the desired violation-management
capabilities, at least to some extent. However, none of them realize all capabilities.
Moreover, existing approaches are designed for different use cases. They aim to identify,
analyze, or monitor architecture and implementation flaws, either autonomously or interactively. In contrast, C APABILITY 1 to C APABILITY 7 target automated and integrated
resolution-process support according to individual priorities of involved ecosystem partners, aiming to reduce the developers’ violation-handling effort. For that reason, I propose
a new violation-management approach that realizes the desired capabilities. Furthermore,
I present a prototype that implements the violation-management approach. I exemplarily
apply the approach and prototype for I SECO -A and I SECO -B to validate the capabilities.
According to the technology acceptance model [Dav89], the actual acceptance and usage
of a software system depends on the users’ perceived usefulness and usability for performing their job. Usefulness regards the degree to which users believe that the system’s
functionality enhances their job performance, usability describes how well users can
exploit the offered functionality [Dav89]. To this end, no empirical results exist on the
usefulness and usability of violation-management capabilities in real-world settings, in
particular to overcome the identified hurdles. As already discussed in Section 1.2.2, this
raises my following two research questions:
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RQ3: What is the usefulness of the violation-management capabilities to overcome the
identified hurdles of violation management for ISECOs?
RQ4: What is the usability of the violation-management capabilities?
In Chapter 5, I will comprehensively discuss the proposed violation-management approach,
the realization of the violation-management capabilities, a prototype the implements the
approach, and a case study conducted with experts from my study systems to evaluate
the capabilities’ usefulness and usability for ISECOs. The capabilities’ usability will be
assessed as realized within the prototype. Both study systems have to deal with a steadily
increasing amount of violations, which decreases quality and increases maintenance costs
[Par94, EGK+ 01]. An approach that overcomes hurdles for managing violations will have
high impact. Hence, I devote a high priority to the violation-management approach.
4.3.2 Action-Negotiation Support

In Section 4.2.2, I outline state-of-the-art software-engineering methods for estimating
efforts and benefits of architecture decisions and for elaborating mutually agreeable
arrangements using win-win negotiation concepts. Although those methods are not explicitly designed for supporting the establishment of architecture guidance and governance
actions within ISECOs, they realize C APABILITY 8 and C APABILITY 9 for tackling H URDLE 1
reasonably well. Accessing the benefit of a new approach is difficult since negotiations are
influenced by political factors. Moreover, both study systems are already capable to define
actions, although negotiations may take significant amounts of time. For that reason, I do
not intend to develop a new approach. Rather, within Chapter 6, I will tailor, apply, and
discuss selected state-of-the-art methods that realize the action-negotiation capabilities.
I will present a workshop conducted with experts of my study systems to validate the
capabilities’ strengths and weaknesses for tackling the identified hurdle and I will derive
further research directions valuable to explore.

4.4 Discussion
In the previous chapter, I have outlined a set of hurdles for Compliant Software Development
that become particularly crucial due to collaboration. Within this chapter, I derive a set
of capabilities for tackling the identified hurdles. Moreover, I propose a guidance and
governance framework that realizes the desired capabilities.
The list of capabilities is not intended to be definitely exhaustive. Rather, it intends to
tackle those hurdles that turned out to be most crucial for I SECO -A and I SECO -B, in
particular for the collaboration models PLE for ISECOs (see Finding 6.1) and Decoupled
PLE for ISECOs (see Finding 6.3). As discussed in the previous sections, I will validate
derived capabilities with regard to the hurdles in the remaining thesis. My results will
show that, for I SECO -A and I SECO -B, the capabilities are very well suited to address the
hurdles and hold great potential to ease violation management and action negotiation. It
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seems likely that, because of the size and complexity of my ISECOs, the identified hurdles
rather constitute a superset of hurdles expected to appear in other decentralized and other
mid- to large-scale projects. Hence, the elaborated guidance and governance framework
may be of general use also for other projects that face similar hurdles.

4.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I have elaborated seven violation-management capabilities and two actionnegotiation capabilities for tackling the Compliant Software Development challenge. I
have discussed state-of-the-art software-engineering methods and tools with regard to
the capabilities. We have learned that there is the need for a new architecture guidance
and governance framework that realizes all capabilities in order to support both the
management of guideline violations and the negotiation of actions.
The framework will be elaborated in the remaining thesis: Within Chapter 5, I will develop
and validate an approach that realizes the violation-management capabilities to support
the management of guideline violations. In Chapter 6, I will tailor, apply, and validate
selected state-of-the-art methods that realize the action-negotiation capabilities to support
the negotiation of actions. Finally, I will conclude the thesis in Chapter 7.
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Violation-Management Support
In Chapter 3, we have identified Compliant Software Development as the key challenge
for ISECOs. We have seen seven major hurdles for Compliant Software Development. All
hurdles relate to the management of architecture violations, in particular to the lack of
process support for resolving them (see H URDLE 1 to H URDLE 7 in Section 3.5).
In the previous chapter, I have proposed an architecture guidance and governance framework for ISECOs. As part of the framework, I have defined seven violation-management
capabilities (from integrated tool support to automated tracking of violations) that tackle
the identified hurdles (see C APABILITY 1 to C APABILITY 7 in Section 4.1).
In this chapter, I elaborate the Traceable Architecture-Violation Management (T R AV I M) approach. The T R AV I M approach tackles the Compliant Software Development challenge by
realizing C APABILITY 1 to C APABILITY 7. Its main purpose is process support for resolving
detected violations, aiming to reduce the developers’ and architects’ effort required to
handle them. Moreover, I present a prototype that implements the T R AV I M approach. Using the prototype, I conduct an in-depth qualitative case study with experts from my study
systems to validate the capabilities’ usefulness and usability, which addresses Research
Question 3 and Research Question 4 (see Section 4.3.1). The experts expressed that the
capabilities are highly valuable and hold great potential to ease violation management.
The T R AV I M approach was published at the 13th Working IEEE/IFIP Conference on
Software Architecture [SEL16].
The chapter is outlined as follows: In Section 5.1, I provide an overview of the T R AV I M
approach. In Section 5.2, I discuss the capabilities’ conceptual realization and prototypical
implementation. In Section 5.3, I validate the capabilities’ usability and usefulness. In
Section 5.4, I discuss implications, limitations, and the generality of the approach and
study results. In Section 5.5, I conclude the chapter.
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5.1 Introduction
Within this section, I provide an overview of the T R AV I M approach. Moreover, I outline
the reference architecture for its concrete implementation.
5.1.1 Big Picture

I SECO -A and I SECO -B apply static-analysis tools, test frameworks, and manual reviews to
check for architecture compliance at various phases of the development processes (see
Figure 5.1). Compliance checks are executed decentralized per version control system
on dedicated branches. The T R AV I M approach processes detected violations, in case
of automated measures as part of the nightly build. All violations are mapped to a
uniform data structure and stored within a database. From this point in time, they are
handled consistently throughout their life cycle independent of the measures employed
to check for compliance. Current compliance checking results of automated checks are
mapped to already tracked violations to guarantee traceable resolution processes. This
also allows to differentiate between New Violations and Legacy Violations in order to
automatically trigger New-Violation resolution processes as well as to manually trigger
Legacy-Violation processes on demand. Thereby, individual violation-handling approaches
are considered for each organizational unit according to individual capabilities and
priorities. Furthermore, resolution tasks are automatically assigned to organizational
units and developers who are best suited to fix violations. Tailored dashboards allow
developers and architects to monitor and handle assigned violations, to manually track
violations, and to monitor progress on an organizational-unit and ecosystem level. For
each violation, collaborative resolution support and exception handling is possible by
defined contacts. The approach also provides the ability for pre-commit checks in order
handle added violations on developer machines before committing them.
ISECOs may employ multiple version control systems (see Section 4.1.4). Governance
measures are executed decentralized per version control system, considering only sources
of organizational units that work on the respective version control system. In the same
way, the T R AV I M approach manages architecture violations decentralized per version
control system. If necessary, individual violations can be collaboratively handled across
version control systems.
The approach realizes two violation-handling concepts: First, the avoidance of additional
violations by supporting developers to identify and resolve violations within their local
changes before publishing them to the version control system – violations are not tracked.
Second, the management of violations already committed to the version control system in
order to support their resolution throughout the life cycle – violations are tracked.
I developed a prototypical tool that implements the T R AV I M approach for I SECO -A and
I SECO -B. At this point, I want to thank Andreas Vorndran, a student who has written
his master thesis under my supervision, in which he has supported me to implement the
prototypical tool. The prototype is exemplarily applied for both study systems in order to
validate the capabilities’ usability and usefulness. For that reason, the prototype is build
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Figure 5.1: The Traceable Architecture-Violation Management (T R AV I M) approach for ISECOs. Violations
are managed decentralized per VCS, where governance measures are actually executed. If desired,
the T R AV I M cross-VCS violation management allows to handle individual violations across VCSs.

upon Microsoft Visual Studio1 and Microsoft Team Foundation Server2 , as these products
are already employed by both study systems.
The T R AV I M approach realizes the desired violation-management capabilities. Within this
thesis, the capabilities’ realization is tailored to the organizational and product context
of I SECO -A and I SECO -B, in particular their prototypical implementation. While I do not
claim generality of all results, I consider that they can contribute to the development
of violation-management tools, in particular for ISECOs that face similar hurdles. The
T R AV I M approach is intended as framework to develop customized tool support for
individual ISECO settings. Generality is discussed in more detail in Section 5.4.
5.1.2 Reference Architecture

The reference architecture for implementing the T R AV I M approach is shown in Figure 5.2.
Depicted components are briefly explained below. Their prototypical implementation for
I SECO -A and I SECO -B is discussed in the following sections along the capabilities.
1 Visual

Studio is the integrated development environment (IDE) from Microsoft, which allows to develop
applications across all Microsoft platforms (https://www.visualstudio.com/).
2 Team Foundation Server (TFS) is the application life-cycle management hub for Visual Studio, providing
version control, build, agile planning, collaboration, test-case management, and reporting services.
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Figure 5.2: The reference architecture of the T R AV I M approach.

The Version Control System used within the ISECO. There
may be multiple Version Control Systems per ISECO.

Version Control System.

The Database used to store information about violations to be tracked. I apply
one Database per Version Control System.

Database.

The Workflow Engine ensures that tracked violations are handled according to the defined workflow throughout their life cycle.

Workflow Engine.

The History Provider determines the history of violations required
to map current reports to already tracked violations as well as to assign violations.

History Provider.

The Database Manager creates, changes, and finds tracked violations
within the Database.

Database Manager.

The Post-Commit Handler tracks violations already committed to
the Version Control System. The logic is executed on dedicated servers as part of
the nightly build process.

Post-Commit Handler.

The Pre-Commit Handler allows developers to determine violations
within local changes before committing them. The logic is executed on developer
machines.

Pre-Commit Handler.

comprise a pre-commit view to handle violations within local
changes and a post-commit view to monitor, handle, and manually track already
committed ones.

Dashboards. Dashboards

process reports of automated compliance checks and extract information
relevant to track violations. One Parser per compliance-checking measure.

Parser. Parsers

One Trusted Interface per Version Control System. A Trusted
forwards and receives violation information relevant across Version
Control Systems.

Trusted Interface.
Interface

The Trusted Interface Connector serves as a hub for
connecting Trusted Interfaces.

Trusted Interface Connector.
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5.2 Realization of the Violation-Management Capabilities
Within this section, I discuss the conceptual realization of C APABILITY 1 to C APABILITY 7
(see Section 4.1.1) within the T R AV I M approach. Furthermore, I briefly depict their
prototypical implementation for I SECO -A and I SECO -B.
5.2.1 C APABILITY 1 – Integrated Approach for Managing Violations

The integrated-approach capability is twofold: First, the approach must allow integration
of a wide variety of compliance-checking measures already employed within ISECOs.
Second, the approach and the corresponding tooling must be seamlessly integrated into
the existing development infrastructure as well as into existing development processes to
enhance the developers’ productivity by reducing context switches.
5.2.1.1 Integration of Employed Measures

Compliance to architecture guidelines can be checked statically at compile time or dynamically at run time. Both study systems employ a range of commercial as well as
homegrown static-analysis tools (e.g., FxCop [FxC], Gendarme [Gen], NDepend [NDe])
and test frameworks (e.g., NUnit [NUn]) to automatically check for static and dynamic
compliance, respectively. They also apply manual reviews as expert knowledge is often
required. These governance measures are executed at various phases of the development
processes. Efficient violation management requires an integrated approach that allows to
consistently handle all violations identified by these heterogeneous measures.
The T R AV I M approach processes3 violations identified by static-analysis tools, test frameworks, and manual reviews. As part of the post-commit violation management, I convert
violation information to a uniform data format and store them in a database. The underlying data model is illustrated in Figure 5.3. I track all violations committed to the version
control system. I do not track violations identified by pre-commit checks. There are
separate databases for separate version control systems to protect confidential information
organizational units do not want to share unfiltered (see Section 4.1.4). Information
expected from governance measures is reduced to the essentials required to track a
violation:
• The guideline that is violated.
• The item that violates the guideline.
For static-analysis tools and test frameworks this information is extracted from report files
by means of parsing, which allows to extend the approach by developing the respective
parser. For manual reviews, this information must be provided by the user using the
dashboards.
3 The

report-files’ locations of employed measures must be provided in a configuration. I process reports. I
do not execute checks.
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Figure 5.3: A semi-formal data model of items, violations, guidelines, and requirements.

An item is specified dependent on the type of measure that identifies the violation:
• For manual reviews, an item is specified by a file and a line.
• For static-analysis tools, an item is specified by a file and a line.
• For test frameworks, an item is specified by a file or a set of files.
Architecture violations may occur on different abstraction layers, for example they may
concern a single line, a method, a class, a component, or a subsystem. The specification
of an item by a concrete file and line or by a set of files is intended as entry point for
handling a violation, but does not necessarily imply that this specific part of the source
code causes the violation.
Reports of static-analysis tools always include information on violated guidelines. Usually,
they also include information on files and lines assigned to identified violations. If not,
additional data needs to be provided to the parser to determine reasonable entry points
by means of heuristics, such as using the first line of a method if reports provide only
its signature. If entry points cannot be determined, violations are moved to a pool of
violations to be manually handled.
For dynamic compliance checks, each guideline is implemented by a unique test case.
This does not implicate that all test cases implement guidelines. There is the need to
differentiate between testing software and executing governance by means of dedicated
test cases. I only consider test cases that are intended for governance purposes, such as
for the action Behavioral Breaking Changes (see example actions on page 48). Reports
of test frameworks always include information on failed test cases, which represent the
guidelines that are violated. Generally, they do not include information on files that cause
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the violation. For that reason, I use a configuration file that defines the item as well as the
responsible organizational unit and developer for each test case. The latter information is
required to realize further capabilities discussed later on.
5.2.1.2 Integration into Development Infrastructure and Development Processes

I provide dashboards that are seamlessly integrated into the development environment,
comprising a pre-commit view to avoid violations before they are committed to the version
control system and a post-commit view to manage already committed ones. They deliver
a single user interface for developers and architects to handle all violations equivalent
throughout their life cycle. For each identified violation, I provide relevant information
including the item, the guideline, and the developer the resolution task is assigned to.
In addition to violations, the approach also formalizes and integrates corresponding
guidelines and underlying requirements. For guidelines, I provide information such as
descriptions, rationales, priorities, resolution strategies along with code snippets, support
contacts, and benefits.
Items are linked to violations, violations are linked to the corresponding guideline, and
guidelines are linked to requirements (see Figure 5.3). By use of navigation buttons, users
can quickly switch between these artifacts with only one user action and without exiting
their development environment (see Figure 5.4 – annotations E1 and E2 ). As example,
users may directly open a causing source file and line out of the violation representation
by the respective navigation button in order to resolve the violation.
Violation-handling processes are modeled by means of workflows, comprising states
and transitions between states, which is described in more detail in Section 5.2.3. The
workflow-based procedure allows to customize the T R AV I M approach according to the
process needs of individual ISECOs, which is essential to reduce violation-handling effort.
Once violation issues are created, they flow through the workflow taking one of the
defined states. Along the remaining capabilities, I discuss workflows modeled according
to the development processes applied within I SECO -A and I SECO -B. I do not claim that
these workflows are suitable for all ISECOs. However, they may serve as a starting point
for customizing the approach.
5.2.1.3 Prototypical Implementation

My prototype extends the Microsoft Team Foundation Server (TFS), in particular its
integrated workflow-based issue tracker which is already in use within both study systems.
The issue tracker allows to handle different kinds of issues by means of different issue
types, such as bugs and development tasks. A type defines states and transitions of
the workflow as well as relevant information to be tracked. All issues are stored in the
Database of the TFS.
I developed a custom issue type for architecture violations, which defines the workflow
for handling violations as well as the uniform data format for storing violations. By use
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Figure 5.4: The dashboards are integrated into Visual Studio (A). The post-commit view allows to manually
create new violation issues (B), to find tracked ones by predefined and custom queries (C), to display
queried violation issues with guidelines as parent elements (D), and to review and update information
of selected issues while providing violation-handling functionality (E), such as the navigation to
causing source files and lines (E1 ) and violated guidelines (E2 ). The pre-commit view allows to run
compliance checks on developer machines (F) in order to handle violations in local changes (G) – no
violation issues are created. Just as source files, issues can be opened in separate tabs, too (H).
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of the issue tracker, I store identified violations in the Database of the respective TFS.
The Database Manager uses the API offered for extending TFS to programmatically create,
change, and find violation issues. Moreover, I developed custom issue types to integrate
guidelines and requirements. The Database Manager creates links between source files
and violation issues, between violation issues and guideline issues, and between guideline
issues and requirement issues, accordingly.
Furthermore, I developed Dashboards integrated into Visual Studio (see Figure 5.4). The
pre-commit view is realized as Visual Studio plug-in. The post-commit view extends the
user interface of the issue tracker. Both views allow users to handle violations as well as
to navigate to related guidelines, requirements, and source files with specified lines.
For automated compliance checks, I provide a set of Parsers to process reports of the
test framework NUnit [NUn] as well as of the static-analysis tools FxCop [FxC] and
Gendarme [Gen], as these compliance-checking measures are relevant for both study
systems. Furthermore, I developed a Parser to process violation reports generated by a
compiler for a Siemens-internal domain-specific language applied within I SECO -A.
5.2.2 C APABILITY 2 – Traceable Resolution Processes of Violations

Automated compliance checks deliver static snapshots of currently exiting violations. I
want to continuously support and track the resolution of individual violations throughout
the life cycle. For the post-commit violation management, this requires to map current
snapshots to previously identified violations already tracked in the database in order to
create issues for additional violations and to update issues of already tracked ones.
Mapping is necessary for automated checks as they are executed many times, but not for
manual reviews performed only once. It requires to uniquely recognize violations over
time. For test frameworks, violations are uniquely identified by the guideline and the
item that violates the guideline. As discussed above, each guideline is implemented by a
specific test case that either fails or succeeds. For static-analysis tools, I trace violations
through software evolution back to its origin (see Figure 5.5). They are uniquely identified
by the guideline, the commit where the violating item has been changed most recently
before the previous analysis, and the item that has been committed. Violations in current
reports are mapped to those already tracked in the database in the following way:
• For test frameworks: Same guideline and item ⇒ M ATCH
• For static-analysis tools: Same guideline, commit, and committed item ⇒ M ATCH
Information required to map reports of test frameworks are available (see Section 5.2.1).
For each violation identified by static-analysis tools the original commit as well as the
committed item are identified as follows: Based on analysis reports for the current sourcecode version4 I know the violated guideline as well as the file and line that violate the
4 In

the context of this thesis, a software or file version refers to a commit. Commits are uniquely identifiable
as they are consecutively numbered.
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Figure 5.5: An illustration of the algorithm for tracing a violation through software evolution back to its original
commit. The algorithm consists of two steps: First, the history of the branch where the compliance
checks were executed is considered (PATH -A). Second, the merge history across the branching tree
is considered (PATH -B). (Reverse and forward integration are merge concepts of Team Foundation
Server.)

guideline (see Section 5.2.1). Querying the version control system, I trace the file’s history
across branches back to the commit where the given line has been added or edited last.
The core of the underlying algorithm consists of two steps. First, I only consider the
history of the branch where the violation checks were executed in order to identify the
version where the line changed most recently on this particular branch (see Figure 5.5 –
PATH -A). Second, starting from the identified version, I also consider the merge history
across the branching tree to determine the original commit where the change was actually
performed (see Figure 5.5 – PATH -B). Along the descending history, I map the line given
in the current report to the corresponding line of each version in order to check if it was
added or edited. In the process, I ignore white-space changes when comparing versions,
ignore pure merges resulting in new versions, and consider moved and renamed files.
Both study systems employ complex branching trees with more than 200 development
branches each. They need to handle a huge amount of violations identified by staticanalysis tools, actually more than 100,000 each. The execution time of the above discussed
algorithm must not exceed a couple of hours to be executed as part of the nightly build
process. For that reason, I remember already determined commits and items in order
to execute the algorithm only for violations that occur in files that changed since the
previous check. I discuss scalability in Section 5.3.2.
For each file, I remember the version the violation was identified first and the latest version
where the violation did not exist before. I allow users to compare these file versions out
of the violation issue to support the resolution.
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5.2.2.1 Prototypical Implementation

The logic discussed above is implemented in the History Provider. For static-analysis
tools, I use the API offered to extend the Team Foundation Server. In particular, an API to
query the branch history for a given file and version, an API to query the merge history for
a given file and version, and an API to compare two file versions by using the internal diff
engine. As aforementioned, information required to map test cases are already available.
5.2.3 C APABILITY 3 – Differentiation Between New and Legacy Violations

Generally, guidance and governance actions are not completely known in initial project
phases, but evolve progressively over time. This may result in a huge amount of violations
that do already exist when guidelines are adopted. For that reason, I differentiate between
the violation types New Violation and Legacy Violation (see Section 4.1). Legacy Violations
are violations that do already exist before adopting a guideline. New Violations are
violations created after adopting a guideline.
The Boy Scout rule aims to improve software quality by resolving existing defects within
source code that is currently under change [Mar08]. Pre-commit checks are executed
on developer machines, considering local changes only. Applying the Boy Scout rule, all
violations identified by pre-commit checks are considered as New Violations.
For the post-commit violation management the situation is as follows: All violations
identified during the initial run of automated compliance checks are marked as Legacy
Violation. From this point in time, additionally identified violations are marked as New
Violation. As discussed for the previous capability, differentiation between additional
violations and already tracked ones is possible since I map current compliance-checking
reports to violations already tracked in the database. For manually created violation issues,
users define the violation type. On demand, the type is set automatically by determining
the original commit for the declared file and line (see Section 5.2.2) and comparing the
commit date with the date the guideline was adopted. Applying the Boy Scout rule, a
tracked Legacy Violation is marked as New Violation if the specified line changes.
As a consequence of architecture refactorings, a considerable amount of Legacy Violation
issues may be marked as New Violations, for example by splitting a file into multiple files.
For that reason, I allow architects to manually change the type, either for collections of
violation issues or for single ones.
All violations identified by post-commit checks are tracked, which is essential to provide a
profound base for technical-debt removal decisions. Concrete resolution processes are
triggered dependent on the type, discussed below along the violation-handling workflow.
5.2.3.1 Workflow for Violation Issues

Tailored to the development processes of I SECO -A and I SECO -B, violation issues flow
through a workflow taking one of the states described briefly in Table 5.1. As discussed
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Figure 5.6: The manual workflow for violation issues. For simplification, not all possible transitions are
depicted. Dashed transitions can be executed by developers, solid ones by architects.

above, the workflow should be customized according to the individual process needs
of ISECOs. Transitions between states are executed manually through the dashboards
depending on the type of violation and the users’ role as well as automatically by the
system as part of the nightly run. I differentiate between the roles developer and architect.
The manual workflow is illustrated in Figure 5.6. The automated workflow is discussed
separately in Section 5.2.5.3.
The initial state of each violation issue is Identified. Violations are in the state Identified
for the following two reasons: First, a user manually creates a violation issue through
the dashboards. Second, the system automatically creates a violation issue for a not yet
tracked violation identified by automated checks.
Legacy Violations within the state Identified are hidden from developers in order to not
overwhelm them by hundreds of violations. Architects manually trigger their resolution
incrementally in a controlled manner by changing the state to Active, either for bulks of
violations or for single ones. From this point in time, they appear on developer dashboards.
For New Violations, resolution processes are triggered instantly after their identification.
Developers are immediately notified on their dashboards. They must either directly handle
New Violations of state Identified or explicitly confirm them by changing the state to Active.
For the latter one, a rationale must be provided for not handling the violation.
As soon as the state Identified is exited, both violation types follow the same life cycle. In
the following sections, not yet discussed workflow states and transitions are presented
along the remaining capabilities.
5.2.3.2 Prototypical Implementation

As described in Section 5.2.1, I extended the workflow-based issue tracker of the Team
Foundation Server by a custom issue type for architecture violations. Within the issue
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State

Prerequisite for Entering the State

Reachable From

Identified

Violation is manually tracked by architects or developers, or automatically by the system if automated checks detect a not yet
tracked violation.

–

Active

Violation is activated manually by developers or architects, or
automatically by the system if a violation that was (marked as)
resolved is detected by a subsequent analysis.

All states.

Marked Resolved

Developers manually mark the violation as resolved.

Identified, Active, Marked Ignore, Ignore, Support

Resolved

An architect manually confirms the violation’s resolution or the
system automatically sets the state to resolved if automated
checks do not detect the violation anymore.

All states.

Marked Ignore

Developers manually mark the violation as ignore, e.g. for false
positives. They provide a rationale.

Identified, Active, Marked Resolved,
Support

Ignore

An architect manually confirms that the violation can be ignored.

All states.

Support

Developers or architects request resolution support for the violation.

Identified, Active, Marked Resolved,
Marked Ignore, Ignore

Extend Deadline

Architects request a resolution-deadline extension for the violation.

Identified, Active, Support

Table 5.1: States of violation issues.

type, I specified the data structure for violations. Additionally, the issue type allowed me
to define workflow states, transitions associated with team-member roles, and information
a person in the respective role must enter before executing transitions. The Dashboards as
well as the issue-trackers Workflow Engine ensure that violations are handled according
to the defined workflow. The History Provider allows to differentiate between New and
Legacy Violations, as it allows to differentiate between additionally created violations and
already tracked ones. Legacy Violations are hidden from developers by filtering displayed
violations dependent on the state and type.
5.2.4 C APABILITY 4 – Individual Plans for Handling Violations

Guidance and governance actions may imply varying efforts and benefits for involved
organizational units, resulting in long negotiation phases or actions that are not adopted
at all. To support consensus building, I provide individual violation-handling plans for
each business partner. Violation-handling plans define the violation-handling approach
for a specific guideline by New-Violation Reaction Periods and Legacy-Violation Remediation
Objectives. They are specified per guideline for each organizational unit according to
individual capabilities and priorities. Their negotiation involves all organizational units
and is supported by the Staged Negotiation Approach discussed in the following chapter
(see Section 6.1.2). Negotiated violation-handling plans do not represent legally binding
contracts among ecosystem partners. Rather, they are gentleman agreements among
architects that require strong arguments for not adhering later on. This section focuses on
their realization within the T R AV I M approach.
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5.2.4.1 New-Violation Reaction Periods

New-Violation Reaction Periods define the timeframe provided to an organizational unit
to resolve New Violations. For each tracked New Violation, resolution deadlines are set
automatically accordingly. By default, violations are sorted by priority and resolution
deadline on dashboards. I consider the following reaction periods:
Immediate Resolution Required. New Violations are not allowed and must be immediately resolved. The resolution deadline is set to the date of identification.
Temporarily Allowed Until Release. New Violations are temporarily allowed, but must
be resolved before the next release. The resolution deadline equals the release date.
Temporarily Allowed for Timeframe. New Violations are temporarily allowed, but must
be resolved within a defined timeframe. The resolution deadline is set accordingly.
No Resolution Required. New Violations are allowed. No resolution deadline is set, but
violations are tracked to make them explicit.
5.2.4.2 Legacy-Violation Remediation Objectives

Legacy-Violation Remediation Objectives define points along the project timeline along with
selected Legacy Violations to be resolved, or measurable objectives such as performance
improvements to be achieved. By way of example, within I SECO -B, all Legacy Violations to
agreed FxCop code-quality guidelines (see example actions on page 49) of highest priority
must be resolved within the next release by the keystone and all core clients. Resolution
deadlines are set manually by architects when triggering resolution tasks.
5.2.5 C APABILITY 5 – Early Developer Feedback on Added Violations

Developers have the continuous pressure to develop new features. Late feedback implies
additional effort to get familiarized again with already completed tasks. For that reason,
it proved difficult to resolve violations that are not handled close to point in time where
code is created. This is especially the case for efforts without immediate customer benefit,
such as the resolution of maintainability issues.
With regard to the post-commit violation management, I provide early developer feedback
by automatically processing reports of automated compliance checks as part of the
nightly build process. For each measure, the report-files’ location must be provided in
a configuration. Specified locations are checked to include reports newer compared to
the previous run. For all issues of type New Violation, resolution tasks are automatically
assigned to organizational units and developers who are suited to fix them. Developers
are immediately notified about assigned resolution tasks on their dashboards.
Considering the pre-commit violation management, I allow developers to manage violations within their local changes in order to avoid violations even before they are committed
to the version control system.
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5.2.5.1 Automated Assignment of Resolution Tasks

Violation issues are assigned to organizational units by the item and a configuration that
maps directories to units. The heuristic works well for both study systems where each
unit owns a sub tree in the directory structure of the respective project.
For a violation detected by static-analysis tools, I trace the item’s history across branches
back to the commit where the given line has been added or edited last (see Section 5.2.2).
Additionally, I determine the person who made the commit. Thus, I automatically preassign a resolution task to the developer who changed the affected item most recently,
assuming that this developer is familiar with this particular part of the source code. Similarly, I allow users to initiate the assignment of resolution tasks for manually detected
violations.
For test frameworks, suitable developers are determined by a configuration that relates
test cases to items and developers. As described in Section 5.2.1, I only consider test cases
that are intended for governance purposes.
The preassignment allows to automatically trigger resolution processes as soon as New
Violations are tracked. It is based upon the assumption that the developer who changed
a particular item has the proper knowledge to handle the respective violation. If this is
not the case, the developer may either reassign the resolution task or move it to a pool of
resolution tasks to be manually assigned by architects.
Transparency is important but must be granted with deliberation. Automatically assigning
resolution tasks to developers is necessary for automating the process, but may create
the impression to get assessed. For that reason, I only preassign resolution tasks for New
Violations but not for Legacy Violations. This allows to start violation handling in a brown
field. Legacy Violations must be manually assigned by architects. To support architects, I
allow architects to automatically preassign selected ones on demand.
5.2.5.2 Multiple Branches

Both study systems employ complex branching trees with more than 200 development
branches each. The propagation of changes across branches may take significant amounts
of time, about two weeks on average. For the post-commit violation management,
compliance checks are executed on dedicated branches, resulting in a delayed feedback
for additionally created violations.
To shorten developer feedback, I support the execution of compliance checks in multiple
branches, at best within each development branch. For example, within Figure 5.5, compliance checks can be additionally executed in D EVELOPMENT B RANCH -B and D EVELOPMENT
B RANCH -C, which would allow detection of the illustrated violation before its propagation
to D EVELOPMENT B RANCH -A, resulting in earlier feedback. For providing early feedback,
not all development projects need to be checked in all branches. Rather, for each branch,
only those sources that are relevant for developers who work on the respective branch
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need to be considered. To reduce execution time and to ensure scalability, I allow to
configure projects to be included. Scalability is discussed in more detail in Section 5.3.2.
In cases where the same project is checked in different branches the same violation may
be detected multiple times. If so, I create only one issue per violation, but track each
occurrence in order to allow users to monitor propagation of fixes.
5.2.5.3 Automated Workflow

The manual workflow is depicted in Figure 5.6. Within this section, I discuss the automated
workflow. Reports of automated compliance checks are processed as part of the nightly
build process. As discussed in Section 5.2.2, I map current compliance-checking reports of
automated checks to violations already tracked in the database in order to store added
violations and to update already tracked ones. The following state transitions are executed
automatically:
The state of a violation issue is automatically set to Resolved if automated compliance
checks do not detect the violation anymore, considering all reachable branches where the
corresponding check is executed. From this point in time, the violation disappears from
dashboards.
For a violation issue within the states Marked as Resolved or Resolved, the state is set back
to Active if the violation is identified by a subsequent analysis and one of the following
two conditions is true: First, a commit related5 to the violation issue has reached all
connected branches where the respective check is executed. Second, a configurable round
trip time required to propagate changes through the branching tree is expired since the
violation has been marked as resolved. From this point in time, the violation reappears on
dashboards.
5.2.5.4 Pre-Commit Checks

The pre-commit violation management allows to execute automated compliance checks on
the developer machine in order to avoid violations even before they are committed to the
version control system. Developers can configure sources to be checked and measures to be
executed, considering the tradeoff between execution time and completeness. Generated
reports are processed directly on the respective developer machine. The execution is
manually triggered by developers using their dashboards. The pre-commit view provides
a single user interface seamlessly integrated in the development environment to handle
identified pre-commit violations (see Figure 5.4). Related source files, guidelines, and
requirements can be accessed with only one user action. Developers are informed about
violations in their local changes only, having the following three opportunities for action:
Resolve. Developers can review violation and guideline details including a default resolution suggestion. I allow developers to directly jump into the causing source file
5 Within
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and line to resolve the violation. The resolution can be confirmed by rerunning the
checks. No violation issue is created.
Request Support. Developers can request resolution support by predefined contacts. The
underlying concept is discussed in detail in the following section. An e-mail is
generated including the support request and violation details as well as optionally
the local changes and attachments. No violation issue is created.
Explicitly Allow. Developers can decide to explicitly create a violation. Affected files are
committed to the version control system. A violation issue is created and optionally
opened for directly entering additional information.
5.2.5.5 Prototypical Implementation

Automation is key for providing early feedback. The Pre-Commit Handler and the PostCommit Handler are key components that combine the functionality discussed so far.
The Post-Commit Handler implements the logic required for post-commit violation handling: Configured locations are checked to include actual compliance-checking reports. For
each report, all identified violations are mapped to violation-issue objects by the respective
Parser. For each identified violation, information required to map violations to already
tracked ones as well as organizational units and developers suitable for resolving violations are determined by means of the History Provider. The Database Manager allows to
create violation issues for identified not yet tracked violations as well as to update tracked
violations according to the actual reports. The Post-Commit Handler logic is executed
as part of the nightly build process for each branch where compliance-checking reports
should be processed. This does not implicate that all checks are executed every night.
Whereas developer Dashboards contain violations assigned to the respective developer,
architect Dashboards contain violations assigned to the respective organizational unit.
The Pre-Commit Handler implements the above discussed logic required for pre-commit
violation handling: I developed a Visual Studio plug-in that allows developers to manually execute the Pre-Commit Handler on their local machine. Configured projects are
build, configured measures are executed, and developers are immediately notified about
identified violations in their local changes. As the Pre-Commit Handler intents to avoid
violations, no violation issues are create up to the point developers explicitly decide to
commit and track violations.
5.2.6 C APABILITY 6 – Collaborative Handling of Violations

Individual violations may require effective collaboration, in some cases across organizational units. As discussed in Section 5.2.1, the workflow should be tailored to individual
development processes of individual ISECOs. For I SECO -A and I SECO -B, I allow users
to request and provide resolution support with predefined contacts. Furthermore, I support ignore-permit and violation-fix–review requests as well as exception handling for
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violations where negotiated resolution deadlines cannot be adhered to. As discussed in
Section 5.2.2, I guarantee traceable resolution processes for each tracked violation. This
allows to enable collaborative violation handling, to automatically track all collaborative
actions, as well as to provide a full history for each violation. In addition to mandatory
information to be entered in dedicated fields during the workflows, I provide a discussion
section that allows users involved in the resolution of an issue to exchange arbitrary
information.
5.2.6.1 Support Requests

For each organizational unit, I define a default contact responsible for support and
approval requests. I allow architects to overwrite default contacts on guideline level.
The artifact that mediates communication is either the issue for post-commit checks by
changing the state to Support or generated e-mails for pre-commit checks. For each
request, the contact defined for the unit to which the violation is assigned to is preselected
as receiver. Predefined contacts are mainly intended to support users who do not know
suitable ones for their concern. I provide two strategies to change the receiver: First, users
select an organizational unit they want to request support from. The predefined contact is
set. Second, users directly enter a contact. Any person with a valid user account can be
entered. I target the following two main use cases, illustrated along the guideline Do Not
Use Platform-Internal APIs (see example actions on page 48):
• Developers request resolution support for assigned violations, generally from the
architect who is predefined for their organizational unit.
As example, an application developer requires an API declared as platform-internal
API to develop a feature. The developer asks the application architect for an
alternative way of realizing the feature with existing public APIs.
• Architects request resolution support for violations assigned to their organizational
unit, generally from architects of other organizational units.
Continuing the above example, the application architect may not know alternative
APIs and contacts the platform architect to jointly identify suitable ones.
For the post-commit violation management, users are notified on their dashboards about
received support requests. If desired, additional e-mail notifications can be activated.
Issues contain information relevant for providing support, including a full history of
all actions already performed and allowing to directly open the causing file and line.
Resolution support may be provided in the following two ways: First, the receiver
provides a support message and changes the state back to Active. The developer the
violation is assigned to and, if configured, the corresponding architect are notified on their
dashboards. Second, the receiver forwards the support request. An additional request
message may be provided. The selected contact is notified.
For pre-commit checks, users are notified by generated e-mails. These e-mails include
violation details, such as the violated guideline, the item, and the request message. On
demand, files and a copy of the local changes of the respective developer can be attached.
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5.2.6.2 Approval Requests

Within both study systems, fixes of manually-identified violations must be reviewed by
architects. Furthermore, developers require a permit for ignoring violations. Hence,
with regard to the post-commit violation management, developers cannot directly enter
the states Resolved or Ignore. Instead, they can request approvals by entering the states
Marked as Resolved or Marked as Ignore. The latter one requires a rationale. Receiver for
ignore-permit and violation-fix–review requests are selected in the same way as discussed
for support requests.
Approval requests appear on the dashboard of the specified receiver. Developers must link
commits to development tasks and issues, which is common practice within both study
systems. This allows to provide review functionality out of the violation issue, in particular
a comparison of committed files with the previous versions. Architects can confirm the
transition by entering the states Resolved or Ignore. They can reject it by changing the
state back to Active. A rationale may be provided. The respective developer is notified on
his dashboard. For automated checks, violation issues are automatically set to Resolved if
violations are not detected anymore (see Section 5.2.5.3).
5.2.6.3 Resolution-Deadline Extensions

As discussed in Section 5.2.4, deadlines for assigned resolution tasks are set depend on
negotiated violation-handling plans. Although resolution deadlines should be adhered
to, feature and schedule pressure regularly result in violations that cannot be resolved in
time. In order to remedy them incrementally later on, I provide a transparent process that
allows to reschedule resolution deadlines and to document rationales. It is intended to
handle individual violations to guidelines of high priority. As example, within I SECO -B,
New Violations to the guideline Do Not Use Platform-Internal APIs (see example actions on
page 48) are only allowed temporarily upon explicit consultation. It is not intended for
renegotiating violation-handling plans.
Architects are notified about exceeded resolution deadlines of their organizational unit.
If necessary, architects can trigger the process by entering the state Extend Deadline. A
rationale and a new resolution deadline must be provided.
I define a guideline owner for each guideline, generally from the organizational unit
with the main interest in the guideline. The corresponding contact is notified about
deadline-extension requests for this particular guideline. The owner acts as quality guard.
The request can be accepted by changing the state back to Active. The resolution deadline
is updated. If required, a discussion thread can be started.
5.2.6.4 Cross-VCS Violation Management

ISECOs may employ a shared version control system, separated ones, or both (see
Section 4.1.4). Within my study systems, the keystone and core clients share a com-
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mon version control system. Consumer clients and extended core clients have separated
ones. Compliance checks are executed decentralized per version control system, considering only sources of organizational units that work on the respective version control system.
In the same way, the T R AV I M approach targets decentralized violation management
per version control system (see Figure 5.1). However, individual violations may require
collaboration across version control systems. For example, the above discussed supportrequest scenario of the guideline Do Not Use Platform-Internal APIs describes collaboration
practices that take place among the keystone and extended core clients of I SECO -B. I
allow users to request resolution support and deadline extensions across version control
systems. This is mainly relevant for collaboration practices among architects, but not for
developers who primarily interact with the architect of their organizational unit.
Considering the post-commit violation management, issues and attached artifacts are
stored in separate databases per version control system. By default, each database contains
only those violations that have been identified in sources of organizational units that
work on the corresponding version control system. Separate databases allow ecosystem
partners to protect confidential information, but also restrict communication by use of
issues. For that reason, I copy and continuously synchronize selected issues between
databases. Exchange happens by clearly defined interfaces to control access to confidential
data. Thus, I allow users to collaborate uniformly regardless of their distribution to version
control systems, having two limitations: First, only predefined contacts can be set as
receiver if sender and receiver do not share a version control system. Second, violating
items cannot be accessed across version control systems. For that reason, I allow users to
exchange documents attached to issues across version control systems.
5.2.6.5 Prototypical Implementation

As part of the post-commit violation management, violations must be handled according
to the workflows defined by the violation-issue type (see Figure 5.6). Users can initiate a
workflow by entering the corresponding state, for example Support. The Workflow Engine
and the Dashboards guide users through the workflows by highlighting and partially precompleting relevant fields. As example, the contact defined for the organizational unit to
which the violation is assigned to is preselected as receiver. Default contacts are stored
in a configuration, guideline-specific contacts are stored in the guideline issue. Review
functionality is provided by using the internal diff engine of the Team Foundation Server
(TFS). Violation issues are displayed on Dashboards dependent on their attribute values,
such as the state and the specified receiver.
To enable violation management across Version Control Systems, I provide a Trusted
Interface to be installed on each TFS and a Trusted Interface Connector serving as a
hub for connecting TFSs. The Trusted Interface comprises a TFS plug-in serving as
output channel and a WCF6 service serving as input channel. The TFS plug-in subscribes
6 Windows

Communication Foundation (WCF) is Microsoft’s SDK for developing and deploying serviceoriented applications [Low07].
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to TFS events raised for changed violation issues and forwards those to the Trusted
Interface Connector that are relevant across TFSs. The WCF service processes violation
issues received from the Trusted Interface Connector and updates the TFS Database
accordingly. To be accepted as trusted, the interface must be minimal and easy to
understand. The Trusted Interface Connector is realized as WCF service holding a table
to map and accordingly forward violation issues between Trusted Interfaces.
For violations identified by pre-commit checks, users can initiate the generation of supportrequest e-mails by a support button. On demand, local changes are attached using the
shelveset7 mechanism of TFS.
5.2.7 C APABILITY 7 – Tailored Dashboards for Handling and Monitoring Violations

Project size along with the Platform Openness Dilemma (see Section 3.3.1) result in a
range of violations that need to be handled within ISECOs, actually more than 100,000
within each study system. To allow for efficient violation management, users must be
only informed about violations they are responsible for. Additionally, information need to
be tailored to organizational units, in particular benefits, violation-handling plans, and
contacts. Within the post-commit view, I filter displayed violation issues by attributes,
such as the state or the developer the resolution task is assigned to. Within the pre-commit
view, I only consider violations identified in local changes on the respective developer
machine. For both views, guideline information are tailored to the unit violations are
assigned to.
As shown in Figure 5.4 (annotation B and C), the post-commit view allows to find tracked
violation issues by a set of predefined and custom queries. Queried violation issues are
grouped by guidelines. Queries are formulated using a database query language that
allows to filter, group, and order displayed violation issues by attributes. I predefine a
set of queries for architects and developers described briefly below. Their results are not
necessarily disjoint, but deliver different perspectives on violation issues related to the
respective user. In addition, users can define any custom query. If desired, additional
e-mail notifications can be configured.
All predefined developer queries display violations for which resolution tasks are assigned
to the respective developer. I allow developers to narrow them down to those (D1 ) where
resolution processes require a developer action, (D2 ) where the developer requested
resolution support for, (D3 ) where the developer’s resolution-support requests are responded, (D4 ) that are marked as resolved but where the resolution is not yet verified,
or (D5 ) that are not yet resolved. Considering the architect queries, I allow architects
to display violation issues where the respective architect is selected as receiver for (A1 )
resolution-support, (A2 ) violation-fix–review, or (A3 ) ignore-permit requests. Furthermore,
I allow architects to query violations that are assigned to the architect’s unit and (A4 )
where resolution processes require actions, (A5 ) where resolution deadlines are expired,
7 TFS

shelvesets allow sharing of local changes by moving a copy to the server without committing them to
the version control system.
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or (A6 ) that are of the type Legacy Violation and where resolution processes are not yet
triggered.
With regard to the pre-commit violation management, I allow developers to execute
compliance checks directly on their development machine. The pre-commit view (see
Figure 5.4) displays only violations identified in local changes of the respective developer.
Hence, the view is already tailored by the underlying concept.
Guidance and governance actions may imply varying efforts and benefits for organizational
units. For example, the action Platform-Internal APIs implies effort on client-side to
improve maintainability of the platform, in particular the resolution of Legacy Violations
(see example actions on page 48). On the other hand, the actions API Design Guidelines
and Behavioral Breaking Changes imply effort for the keystone but benefit for clients. In
practice, those goal conflicts are addressed by bundling multiple low-consensus actions to
win-win arrangements (see Section 6.1.2). I allow organizational units to formulate their
individual benefit for developing compliant to a specific guideline. Those benefits may
either directly result from the guideline or indirectly stem from a win-win arrangement.
They are handled as first class information on developer dashboards, tailored to the unit
violations are assigned to. Thus, architects can communicate the importance and the
advantage of guidelines to developers, pursuing the objective to foster a mindset towards
compliance within a consensus-based environment where compliance cannot be enforced.
Furthermore, contacts as well as negotiated violation-handling plans along with resulting
resolution deadlines are tailored to the organizational unit violations are assigned to.
The main purpose of the T R AV I M approach is to support the resolution process of each
individual violation throughout the life cycle. Additionally, I allow architects to generate
status and trend reports that count violations on ecosystem or organizational-unit level
grouped by guideline, priority, or other attributes. These overview reports are important
to track progress and deliver a profound base for technical-debt removal decisions.
5.2.7.1 Prototypical Implementation

For the post-commit view, queries are formulated using the issue query language provided
by the Team Foundation Server (TFS). The SQL-like language allows to query programmatically for issues stored in the TFS Database and to filter, group, and order them by
attributes. For the pre-commit view, the Pre-Commit Handler uses the API offered for
extending TFS to determine local changes on developer machines. The pre-commit view
displays only violations identified within those local changes.
Benefits, violation-handling plans, and contacts for all organizational units are stored in
the corresponding guideline issue. Within violation issues, these information are tailored
by the Dashboards to the unit violations are assigned to.
Status and trend reports are generated using TFS reporting services. These reports contain
only information about violation issues stored in the respective TFS. Currently, they need
to be manually shared across TFSs.
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5.3 Validation
Within this section, I validate C APABILITY 1 to C APABILITY 7 using my prototype. The
validation consists of three steps: First, I applied the prototype for its own development.
Second, I conducted a case study to evaluate the capabilities’ usefulness and usability
involving both study systems. Third, technical scalability was measured for these largescale software projects.
Eating your own dog food is a phrase used to describe the procedure where companies
use the software they have developed for its internal operations [Har06], which allows
to validate the quality and the capabilities of products before releasing them to market.
Following the paradigm, I applied my prototype for its own development for receiving
early feedback on potential issues: I set up a Team Foundation Server as application
life-cycle management hub for my project and used Visual Studio as development environment. I installed the static-analysis tools FxCop and Gendarme and selected a set of
default guidelines to be checked. Furthermore, I installed the test framework NUnit and
implemented a set of test cases to be executed as test governance. The prototype was
continuously deployed to the Team Foundation Server and the Visual Studio instances.
The post-commit logic was executed as part of the nightly build process. As the prototype
could not be employed during its initial development phases I had to deal with a range
of Legacy Violations, too. Integrated in the development process, I used the dashboards
to execute the pre-commit checks for avoiding violations as well as to handle violations
identified by the post-commit logic.
In the remaining section, I discuss the validation of the capabilities’ usability, usefulness,
and scalability for I SECO -A and I SECO -B. In total, I investigated both study systems for
a period of about three years, starting with the case study on architecture challenges
(see Chapter 3), continuing with the development of the T R AV I M approach to tackle the
Compliant Software Development challenge, and concluding with this evaluation of the
approach.
5.3.1 Usefulness and Usability

According to technology acceptance model [Dav89], the actual acceptance and usage of a
software system depends on the users’ perceived usefulness and usability for performing
their job. I conducted a qualitative case study to evaluate the capabilities’ usefulness and
usability for I SECO -A and I SECO -B, in particular as realized in my prototype. I developed
a case-study protocol and structured the study based on the guidelines by Runeson and
Höst [RH09] and inspired by the study of Rabiser et al. [RGL12]. The study involves 9
experts from my study systems. Their professional experience ranges from 6-30 years
with an average of about 17 years. They are involved in the study systems for 1-13 years
with an average of about 8 years.
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5.3.1.1 Methodology

In this section, I depict the research setting I have investigated and the research method I
have applied (see Figure 5.7). In a nutshell, I (A) designed the study and (B) set up an
evaluation setting for my participants (C, C’) to execute 8 violation-handling tasks with
the prototype. I (D, D’) observed, surveyed, and interviewed the participants, (E) drew
my conclusions separately per participant, (F) received feedback, and (G) performed a
cross-participant analysis.
Below, each study phase is described in more detail. To increase transparency, I relate
performed tasks to involved researchers: I am the first researcher. The second researcher is
Christoph Elsner, a Senior Key Expert for Architecture Management of Software Ecosystems
at Siemens. The third researcher is Daniel Lohmann, the first supervisor of this thesis.
A) Case Study and Literature Review

I prepared the following questionnaires and the following interview guideline based on
my previous case study (see Chapter 3) and based on a literature review on usefulness
and usability [Dav89, Hol05, Nie93, RGL12]:
Questionnaire on usefulness. For each violation-management capability, I phrased a statement claiming its usefulness to tackle the corresponding hurdle (see Table 4.1). For
example: „Explicit differentiation between New and Legacy Violations is useful to deal
with evolving guidelines that imply a range of already existing violations.“ With regard
to the early-feedback capability, I explicitly differentiate between pre-commit checks and
automated assignments of resolution tasks. Participants were asked to rate statements on
a five point Likert scale, from strongly agree to strongly disagree.
Semi-structured interviews on usefulness. Furthermore, I prepared the following four open
interview questions to assess the capabilities’ usefulness:
• What did you like?
• What did you dislike? What should be improved?
• What are the opportunities when using this tool in daily business?
• What are the risks when using this tool in daily business?
Questionnaire on usability. Finally, I prepared a questionnaire on usability based on
Nielsen’s [Nie93] dimensions of usability: Learnability, Efficiency, Memorability, Errors,
and Satisfaction. Regarding Learnability participants assessed how easy they perceived
learning to perform the given tasks (very easy, easy, hard, very hard). Efficiency relates
to the participants’ perception of the tool’s potential productivity for their daily work
(very efficient, efficient, inefficient, very inefficient). The Errors attribute addresses the
number of errors occurred during task execution (no, some, many, too many). Satisfaction
denotes the degree to which participants liked the system (very good, good, bad, very
bad). Memorability refers to the property that users do not have to learn everything all
over again when they return to the system after some period of not having used it. I
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Figure 5.7: Research method.

did not consider Memorability as participants were only available for a single session. I
additionally considered the attribute Ease of Use, the original interpretation of usability
for the technology acceptance model [Dav89]. Participants rated how easy they perceived
executing the given tasks (very easy, easy, hard, very hard). All attributes were phrased as
questions. For example: „How easy was it to learn performing the given tasks?“
B) Prepare Evaluation Setting

To minimize risks for my study systems, I reduced usage of their productive Team Foundation Servers. I simulate a realistic evaluation environment for a randomly selected set
of violations of I SECO -A, considering the collaboration model PLE for ISECOs: I used all
FxCop reports of the keystone and the core clients of I SECO -A as FxCop is their most employed compliance-checking measure. In addition, I used the compliance-checking reports
generated by a compiler for a Siemens-internal domain-specific language. I randomly
selected 500 source files that contain at least one violation. For each violation within the
500 files, I queried the Team Foundation Server used by the keystone and the core clients
of I SECO -A to determine the commit the violating item changed most recently, the commit
date, and the developer who made the commit. I set up a Team Foundation Server along
with my extensions, committed the selected files, created the corresponding requirement,
guideline, and violation issues, and assigned resolution tasks to the determined units
and developers. Violations for which the item changed most recently within the last five
months were considered as New Violations, all others were considered as Legacy Violations.
For exemplification, I created issues for a set of violations identified by test frameworks
and manual reviews, too. Next, I committed a sub-project of I SECO -A that can be build
separately to evaluate the pre-commit checks, employing FxCop to check for compliance
to the already formalized guidelines. I installed Visual Studio along with my extensions
and FxCop on two laptops, one for the developer perspective and one for the architect
perspective. Each evaluation session targeted a particular unit of I SECO -A. I cover the
keystone and all core clients. Before each session, I selected a set of developers of the
respective unit and reassigned their violations to my developer account.
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Developer Tasks
Pre-Commit Checks

I instructed participants to execute pre-commit checks, to resolve* detected violations, and to confirm their
resolution by rerunning the checks. (In advance, I included violations to the local changes.)

View and Check
Dashboard

I asked participants to view and check assigned violations, corresponding guidelines, and underlying
requirements. This should be the initial use case for developers.

Resolve Violation

I asked participants to select one assigned violation of high priority, to view violation and guideline details,
to resolve* the violation, to commit the fix, and to link the commit to the violation issue.

Request Support

Participants selected one assigned violation, formulated a request message, selected the predefined
contact for their unit as receiver, and submitted the request. (The participant was predefined as contact.)
Architect Tasks

Assign Legacy
Violations

I asked participants to trigger the resolution of their unit’s Legacy Violations with highest priority and to
assign resolution tasks to my developer account. They set a resolution deadline, too.

Provide Support

I instructed participants to open a received support request, to view the request message, to view the
source files, and to provide support. (They answered the request they have previously sent to themselves.)

Review Violation Fix

Participants selected a received violation-fix–review request, viewed violation details, reviewed related
commits, and accepted or rejected the fix. (In advance, I sent a request to the participant.)

Manual Check

I asked participants to review source files, to identify one violation to a given guideline, to manually create
a violation issue, and to assign the issue to the developer who created the violation.
*Participants resolved easy-to-fix violations. Our evaluation targets process support.

Table 5.2: Violation-handling tasks.

C) Task Execution

I contacted 3 of the architects who participated in my previous study (see Chapter 3) and
briefed them on the goal and process of my investigation. I clarified if they feel suitable to
participate again and asked them for further participants. Thus, I got 6 architects for my
main study: 1 keystone architect and 2 client architects of I SECO -A. 2 keystone architects
and 1 client architect of I SECO -B. Half of them started as developer for the study systems,
which was desired as I asked them to consider both perspectives.
I held an individual session with each participant, comprising the following steps: (1) Briefing. I started with a briefing on the objective of the study and introduced my notion
of Compliant Software Development for ISECOs. (2) Discuss Capabilities. I extensively
discussed the capabilities along the hurdles (about 45 minutes), in particular aspects
not completely covered in subsequent tasks. (3) Training. I introduced the evaluation
setting and trained the participant for about 30 minutes. I instructed the participant who
controlled the prototype. For training, I used data from a different unit than used for
performing the tasks. (4) Tasks. Each participant performed 8 violation-handling tasks
(see Table 5.2). First, 4 developer tasks on the developer laptop using my developer
account. Second, 4 architect tasks on the architect laptop using their own architect
account. I used two laptops to support the role play. I instructed the participant to speak
out loud performed actions. Think aloud protocols are a recommended method for testing
usability [Hol05]. With the participant’s consent, I used a screen cast tool to record the
screen including all mouse movements and an audio track. Me and the second researcher
observed the participant and took notes on additional observations not explicitly stated.
The execution of all tasks lasted about 30 minutes on average.
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D) Questionnaires and Interviews

After completing all tasks, the participants completed the usability and usefulness questionnaires. I instructed them to ask for clarification if they do not understand a question to
avoid misunderstandings. In most cases, all questions were clear. Finally, I performed semistructured interviews [RH09] based on the interview guideline. I guided the interviews,
the second researcher took notes and participated in discussions. The interviews lasted
about 30 minutes on average and were digitally recorded with the interviewee’s consent.
By employing observations, interviews, and questionnaires I achieve triangulation, which
improves validity [RH09, Sea99].
C’) Task Execution

On advice of already involved participants, I was invited by the keystone of I SECO -A to
present my work to the lead architect and to 2 integrators responsible for software quality.
Since the session’s procedure was similar as already described for C) Task Execution I
dwell on differences only: I did not hold separate sessions but involved all 3 participants
at once. Participants were not trained and they did not execute tasks. Instead, I presented
the tasks by means of a live tool demo.
D’) Questionnaires and Interviews

The procedure was similar as described for D) Questionnaires and Interviews with the
following differences: Since the participants did not execute tasks by themselves I asked
them to complete the usefulness questionnaire, only. Participants were not interviewed
separately, instead we discussed the interview questions all together for about 45 minutes.
E) Transcribing, Coding, and Concluding

Data analysis was carried out in parallel with data collection, which is recommended
practice to consider new insights [RH09]. I carefully transcribed the screen-cast and
audio recordings. I coded the transcripts, the observer notes, and the interview notes
as described by Seaman [Sea99] and related statements to the violation-management
capabilities. This resulted in a total of 194 think-aloud statements along with observations
and a total of 220 interview statements. Conclusions were drawn and summarized
separately for each participant: This was an iterative process where I searched for patterns
and trends in the coded data, grouped the data accordingly, and merged closely related
statements.
F) Member Checking

Member checking is a recommended method to validate conclusions [Sea99]. I sent the
conclusion summaries (about 1000 words on average) to the respective participant and
sought for feedback. All participants agreed with the conclusions, only minor adaptations
were suggested.
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G) Cross-Participant Analysis

I performed a cross-participant analysis inspired by Eisenhardt [Eis89]. Using the same
technique as above, I coded the conclusion summaries while considering the participants’
feedback. As proposed by Runeson et al. [RH09], I arranged the coded data in a table
where rows represent findings, columns represent participants, and cells are marked if a
finding is confirmed by the respective participant. This technique supported me to identify
cross-cutting findings that are confirmed by multiple data sources, which increases validity
[RH09, Sea99]. The results were carefully reviewed by the other two researchers.

5.3.1.2 Results on the Usefulness of the Violation-Management Capabilities

Within this section, I present key results with regard to the usefulness of the violationmanagement capabilities, considering data from all 9 study participants. In Table 5.3,
I summarize results of the usefulness questionnaires. As discussed above, I phrased
statements claiming the capabilities’ usefulness to overcome the corresponding hurdles
of the Compliant Software Development challenge (see Table 4.1). Participants rated my
claims on a five point Likert scale, from strongly agree to strongly disagree. Overall,
participants rated the violation-management capabilities as very useful to tackle the well
known hurdles they have to deal with in their daily business. I am in ongoing discussions
to productize the prototype for an industrial roll out.
Below, I discuss my main findings derived from the interviews along the interview questions. For each finding, I state the number of participants who confirmed the finding. For
the quantification, I aggregate data of the 3 participants who were involved at once since,
often, those participants agreed on topics that came up, and I do not want to double or
even triple-count their voices. None of the findings is contradicted by any collected data.
Interview Question 1: What Did You Like?

Seven participants commented that important aspects regarding usefulness are the full
integration into the existing development infrastructure, the formalization and integration
of violations and guidelines, and the ability to navigate between source files, violations,
and guidelines. They consider integration as enabler for efficiently managing violations as
developers can complete development tasks without significant interruptions and context
switches. Currently, violation reports and guideline documentations are spread across
various document repositories, which makes it difficult to find relevant information. As
example, participants stated:
„The effort required to handle violations is a decisive factor for developers to
resolve them or not.“
„The approach allows developers to efficiently resolve violations as they can
monitor violations and navigate to related guidelines and source files within their
development environment.“
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SA = Strongly Agree | A = Agree | N = Neutral | D = Disagree | SD = Strongly Disagree

Table 5.3: Usefulness-questionnaire results.

Six participants declared that they regard differentiation between New and Legacy Violations as very useful to deal with evolving guidelines. As example, participants commented:
„There is generally an amount of working legacy code that must not be changed.
Nonetheless, New Violations should be handled.“
„The amount of existing violations is a crucial hurdle for exercising governance.
Differentiation along with violation-handling plans allows to manage them in a
structured and controlled manner.“
Five participants mentioned that automated assignments of resolution tasks as part of
the nightly build process along with immediate notifications of developers are very
important for the tools usefulness. They consider early feedback as basic requirement
for managing violations. Currently, one participant determines additional violations
by manually comparing violation reports every day. He manually identifies suitable
developers and notifies them by e-mails. The participants also consider pre-commit checks
as very useful for avoiding violations, discussed in detail for interview question 3.
Finally, the ability to define individual violation-handling strategies is regarded as very
useful by five participants. In particular for guidelines that are of varying importance for
involved organizational units.
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Interview Question 2: What Did You Dislike? What Should Be Improved?

Within both study systems, developers are arranged in development teams with dedicated
architects. Three participants suggested to preselect the corresponding team architect as
receiver for requests by developers. As example, participants commented:
„Developers must primary interact with their team architect. Generally, issues
can be handled within a team.“
„Only one contact per unit will not be able to handle all requests. This contact
must be only responsible for crucial issues that cannot be handled within teams.“
Actually, the tool allows users to select any receiver, which was apparently unclear.
Participants rather felt obliged to use preselected ones. Hence, developers should be
better supported by preselecting corresponding team architects. This can for instance be
achieved by formalizing and integrating information about development teams, which
might also be useful to realize further improvements discussed below. Two participants
mentioned that they would prefer synchronous communication for requesting resolution
support. All others however liked the asynchronous communication be means of issues.
One participant suggested to document frequently asked support requests along with
solutions within the guideline issue. Finally, one participant commented that experienced
developers should be able to approve violation fixes by peer reviews, too.
Six participants recommended to integrate the pre-commit checks into the commit process
so that they must be mandatorily executed before each commit. The opinion concerning
the handling of identified violations was rather diverse: Three of them suggested to strictly
reject each commit with any New Violation. In doing so, New Violations can be completely
avoided. The other ones preferred a voluntary handling of violations, one of them even
regarded it as very important for practice. He stated:
„The optionality supports developers who see the overall benefit. All others will
find a way to circumvent compliance checks either way, at worst by creating
additional not detectable architecture flaws.“
As discussed above, developers are arranged in teams with dedicated architects, calling
for the integration of team information. Currently, I provide developer and architect dashboards based on the assignment of resolution tasks to developers and units, respectively.
Four participants recommended additional team dashboards by additionally assigning
tasks to teams. Furthermore, three participants regarded it as useful to derive objectives
for teams from the violation-handling plan of the corresponding unit.
Currently, architects must manually trigger resolution processes for Legacy Violations.
Inspired by the Boy Scout rule [Mar08], one participant declared:
„While adhering to defined resolution objectives, it might also be useful to automatically trigger resolution processes for Legacy Violations that exist within
source files under change independent of the lines actually changed.“
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Interview Question 3: What Are the Opportunities When Using This Tool in Daily Business?

Both study systems employ various heterogeneous compliance-checking measures. Seven
participants said that the integration of already employed measures and the consistent
handling of violations saves time and improves efficiency. Currently, developers have to
deal with various tools, if there is tool support anyway. Four participants recommended
a set of static-analysis tools to be additionally integrated. Moreover, four participants
highlighted the opportunity to integrate violations identified by manual reviews. One of
them stated:
„Manually detected flaws are frequently of high severity. They are currently
tracked by multiple measures, often by Excel sheets. The approach would provide
a consistent medium, prioritization, and violation-handling process.“
Again, six participants highlighted that the incremental handling of Legacy Violations on
demand along with the immediate handling of New Violations are a great opportunity to
deal with evolving guidelines and the huge amount of already existing violations.
Five participants commented that the automated assignments of resolution tasks for New
Violations facilitate and accelerate violation handling. Currently, either resolution tasks
are manually triggered by architects or violations are not handled at all. One participant
said:
„The tool would save me up to 30 minutes each day which I spend to trigger
resolution processes for additional violations. Frequently, I have not enough time
to consider all of them.“
Moreover, six participants emphasized the opportunity to prevent the creation of additional
violations by the pre-commit checks that consider local changes only. They commented:
„The pre-commit checks can be easily integrated in the current development
process as they imply only little extra effort.“
„The early feedback would increase the developers’ willingness for resolving
violations. Hence, the establishment of the pre-commit checks would allow to
keep the code base clean.“
For I SECO -A, the project cannot be build in case of any violation to thirteen selected
guidelines of highest priority. One participant highlighted:
„The pre-commit logic would facilitate the prevention of additional violations
to all employed guidelines while already existing violations can be handled
incrementally.“
Finally, two participants commented that the visualization of software defects is a prerequisite for improving software quality and that my dashboards do a quite good job in that
regard.
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Interview Question 4: What are the Risks When Using This Tool in Daily Business?

Five participants said that there is the risk of misusing the achieved transparency, in
particular by the management for over-controlling the project. As example, participants
commented:
„Important architecture decisions may get less priority compared to less important
but automatically detectable issues.“
„The approach is very useful but the organization must be enabled for exercising
the approach so that visualized metrics are used as intended.“
„The transparency reveals shortcomings which is important for the products but
which may not be necessarily desired by all ecosystem partners.“
Three participants considered the optionality of the violation-handling process as risk as
this may result in violations that are not handled. They stated:
„The optional resolution of violations involves the risk that other development
tasks might get higher priority, which is a general issue of optional tools.“
„The management must provide the development resources to developers and
architects required to execute the process. Otherwise, they might not be able to
rigorously pursue the process.“
Furthermore, three participants pointed out that the tool adds an additional layer to
the already complex development infrastructure employed by these large-scale software
projects. Two of them commented that my business logic for ensuring traceability may
result in scalability issues. Scalability is discussed separately in Section 5.3.2.
Finally, two participants commented that developers should not be directly informed
about violations to low-priority guidelines. Rather, effort must be balanced with benefit.
This can be easily achieved by filtering displayed violations.
5.3.1.3 Results on the Usability of the Violation-Management Capabilities

Within this section, I present key results with regard to the usability of the violationmanagement capabilities, in particular as realized within the prototype. For assessing
usability, I consider only data from the 6 participants who actually used the prototype.
In Table 5.4, I summarize the results of the usability questionnaire. Overall, the results
regarding the usability attributes are quite positive. One participant (I SECO -AA3 ) said
that he cannot assess the tool’s potential productivity after only one session. This would
require usage of the tool within the study system for a longer period. Five participants
said there were some errors as usual for a prototype, for example a repainting error within
a custom control of the dashboards. However, the screen casts show that all subjects
were able to complete the assigned tasks. There were no critical errors or other serious
issues. All participants stated that it was easy to learn performing the given tasks, that the
prototype was easy and intuitive to use, and that they like it. Below, I discuss potential
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Subject
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Learnability (very easy – easy – hard – very hard) | Efficiency (very efficient – efficient – inefficient – very inefficient)
Errors (no – some – many – too many) | Satisfaction (very good – good – bad – very bad)
Ease of Use (very easy – easy – hard – very hard)

Table 5.4: Usability-questionnaire results.

usability issues for the post-commit violation management derived from the screen casts,
think aloud statements, and observations.
Violation issues flow through the workflow illustrated in Figure 5.6. For performing use
cases, users must enter the corresponding workflow state, provide mandatory information,
and save the changed violation issue. As example, developers request resolution support
for a violation issue by entering the state Support, providing a request message, selecting
the receiver for the request, and saving the changes. The post-commit view (see Figure 5.4
– annotation E) contains a range of fields that hold information relevant for handling
the violation and that allow users to enter additional information requested during the
workflows. General information fields such as the item, the violated guideline, and
the developer the resolution task is assigned to are directly visible, use-case–specific
information fields are arranged in tabs. Fields to be filled are highlighted after entering
the corresponding workflow state.
All participants stated that the post-commit view holds too many information fields that
are not of main interest for each individual use case, which makes it difficult to figure out
fields that are relevant for a particular use case. Hence, immediately-visible information
fields should be tailored to the use case to perform. As example, while performing the
architect task Provide Support, one participant said:
„I do not want to navigate to the issue tab that contains the request message and
the input field for providing support. These fields should be directly visible when
opening an issue for a received support request.“
The screen casts show that all participants stuck for some time before opening the
corresponding tab. During the architect task Review Violation Fix, another participant said:
„For performing a violation-fix review, I want to see commits related to an issue
without the need to navigate to the respective tab.“
Again, the screen casts show that it took some time for all participants to open related
commits.
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Three participants mentioned that state transitions are not always intuitive, in particular
when returning to the state Active. As example, in architect task Review Violation Fix, one
participant said:
„For rejecting a violation fix, I would expect a state Rejected instead of returning
to the state Active.“
According to the think aloud protocols, two further participants were confused, too.
Two participants declared that they would prefer use-case–specific buttons to initiate and
to complete use cases. Displayed buttons should be tailored to the use case to perform,
too. As example, while performing the developer task Request Support, they commented:
„I would prefer a Request Support button instead of entering the state Support
for requesting resolution support.“
„I would like a Send button instead of the Save button for submitting a request.“
For manual compliance checks, users manually create violation issues (see Figure 5.4
section B). They must manually fill required fields, such as the item and the violated
guideline. While performing the architect task Manual Check, one participants stated:
„I would like to create prefilled issues directly out of the source files while performing reviews, for example by means of a shortcut menu displayed by a right-click
on the line that violates the guideline.“
The screen casts show that two further participants tried to track violations that way.

5.3.2 Excursion: Scalability

Rigorous performance optimization and measurement are out of the scope of this thesis.
However, I want to roughly demonstrate that my prototype scales, at least for one of the
largest software projects at Siemens with more than 200 development branches and more
than 100,000 violations. With regard to the pre-commit checks, developers can configure
target sources and measures to be checked, considering the tradeoff between execution
time and completeness. For the post-commit violation management, all updated violation
reports must be processed, which must not exceed a couple of hours to be executed as
part of the nightly build. The prototype’s performance bottleneck is the communication
with the Team Foundation Server. Local computations are negligible.
I roughly measured scalability for ISECOs, in particular for I SECO -A. My evaluation
strategy is simple, yet effective: First, I measure the average execution time required to
execute the post-commit logic per violation. Second, I estimate the number of violations
for which the post-commit logic must be executed.
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5.3.2.1 Average Execution Time

The post-commit logic (1) maps current compliance-checking reports of automated measures to violations already tracked in the database in order to (2) create new issues
for added violations and to update already tracked ones. Information required to map
reports of test frameworks are available. No further communication with the server is
required. For each violation identified by static-analysis tools, the original commit must be
determined. The underlying algorithm traces the file’s history across branches back to the
commit where the given line was changed or edited last, which necessitates at least one
server call for each version along the file’s descending history (see Section 5.2.2). Creating
new issues or updating existing ones requires one additional server call per violation.
Querying the Team Foundation Server employed by the keystone and the core clients
of I SECO -A, I measured the time required to execute the post-commit logic for each of
the 1210 FxCop violations of my evaluation setting (see Section 5.3.1.1). I executed the
logic for mapping violations but not for creating or updating issues since I had read-only
permissions for the productive Team Foundation Server. One missing server call seems to
be negligible compared to the amount of sever calls necessary for mapping. However, to
compensate for this, I performed one additional dummy call per violation. The average
execution time of the post-commit logic was about 2.1 seconds per violation with a
standard deviation of about 1.8 seconds. The median was about 1.8 seconds.
5.3.2.2 Number of Violations

Files that have not changed since the previous analysis cannot contain added or changed
violations. Hence, I must only execute the post-commit logic for violations that occur
within files that changed since the previous analysis.
Considering a snapshot of the keystone’s and the core-clients’ sources, I determined all files
that were added or changed within a period of one week. Using all static-analysis reports
for this snapshot, I counted the number of violations within the added and changed files,
which were less than 7000 violations. For the post-commit logic, this would imply a total
execution time of less than five hours a week, which is less than one hour a day. This is
acceptable to be executed on selected branches during the nightly build.
To shorten developer feedback, I recommend to execute compliance checks along with
the post-commit logic on multiple branches (see Section 5.2.5). Considering its total
execution time of about one hour, the number of branches where the logic can be executed
on is limited. However, the above discussed estimation considers all sources from the
keystone and all core clients, which is actually not necessary if checks are executed on
multiple branches. Rather, for each branch, only those sources need to be considered that
are relevant for developers who work on the respective branch. For that reason, I allow
to configure sources to be included, which significantly reduces the number of violations
to be processed per branch and, thus, increases the number of branches my logic can be
executed on. All sources should only be considered on the main branch.
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The ability to configure sources to be included also allows to incrementally adopt the
approach. This is highly necessary as, during the initial run, the post-commit logic must
be executed for all violations but not only for those within changed files in order to track
Legacy Violations. This may take significant amounts of time.
5.3.2.3 Caching

Currently, I trace each violation within changed files through software evolution back
to its original commit. For each violation, this requires a plenty of server calls to map
the line given in the current report to the corresponding line of each version along the
file’s descending history back to the version the line was actually added or changed. I
recognized that this is not necessary. Using caching mechanisms, there is only the need to
map lines back to the last version before the previous analysis since, starting from this
version, I already determined the original commit. This would significantly reduce the
amount of required server calls. Hence, for a revised version of the framework, caching
mechanisms should be definitely considered.

5.4 Discussion
Within this section, I discuss implications and recommendations derived from my analysis
as well as limitations and the generality of my study results along common validity threats.
5.4.1 Implications for Improvements and Recommendations

Involving 9 experts from my study systems, the results of the usefulness and usability
assessment overall confirm the importance of the identified capabilities for managing
architecture violations within ISECOs. Based on the participants’ comments and my
analysis, I derive the following implications for improvements and recommendations for
tool developers and researchers. Benefits and drawbacks of the approach along with
implications and recommendations are summarized in Table 5.5.
C APABILITY 1 – Integrated Approach for Managing Violations

The integration of employed guidance and governance measures and the integration into
employed processes and tools were regarded as essential by the participants for both the
tool’s usability and usefulness. My results show that integration reduces violation-handling
effort, which is perceived as decisive factor for developers to resolve violations or not.
Interestingly, participants from different units of I SECO -A devoted different priorities
to the capabilities dependent on already employed processes and practices: Whereas
the keystone emphasized the opportunity to consistently track, prioritize, and handle
manually detected flaws one of the core clients highlighted the automated creation of
issues and assignment of resolution tasks. This shows that even within a single ecosystem
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units may desire customized instantiations of the T R AV I M approach. I conclude that it
is worth the effort to develop and maintain a seamlessly-integrated custom tool. There
clearly exists the tradeoff between integration and reusability across ISECOs. I strongly
recommend to give a higher priority to the quality integration.
C APABILITY 2 – Traceable Resolution Processes of Violations

Traceable resolution processes are a fundamental capability of the T R AV I M approach.
Surprisingly, this capability was least commented on by the participants. I assume as
reason its hidden characteristic, being an enabler for several other capabilities, including
differentiation and automated assignments. I recommend to devote effort to optimize its
time behavior for static-analysis tools, for example by caching mechanisms.
C APABILITY 3 – Differentiation Between New and Legacy Violations

The immediate handling of New Violations along with the incremental on demand handling
of Legacy Violations was regarded as very important by the subjects. Currently, architects
must manually trigger the resolution of Legacy Violations. I recognized that, as alternative
way, it might also be useful to provide mechanisms that automatically trigger resolution
processes according to defined violation-handling plans, for example a realization of the
Boy Scout rule [Mar08].
C APABILITY 4 – Individual Plans for Handling Violations

The ability to define individual violation-handling strategies for each organizational unit
was well received by the participants. However, for supporting team architects, I learned
that it should also be possible to derive objectives for individual development teams.
C APABILITY 5 – Early Developer Feedback on Added Violations

Participants consider the automated assignment of resolution tasks as extremely useful and
prerequisite for efficiently managing violations. I conclude that the automated assignment
is an indispensable feature. As extension, I recognized that it might also be useful to be
able to assign tasks to development teams but not only to developers and units.
The pre-commit checks allow developers to check local changes for New Violations before
committing them to the version control system. Participants suggested to fully integrate
the pre-commit checks into the commit process. While some participants recommended
to strictly reject any commit with New Violations, others considered the optionality of the
violation-handling process as strength. I conclude that it is important to integrate the
checks into the commit process and to allow architects to choose between a setting where
developers must resolve identified violations and a setting where developers are allowed
to commit them.
C APABILITY 6 – Collaborative Handling of Violations

My results indicate that collaborative resolution processes are important for ISECOs.
However, preselecting a person who is defined as default contact for a particular unit or
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Capability

Benefits ( + ) and Drawbacks ( − )

Implications and Recommendations

Integrated Approach
for Managing
Violations

(+) Reduces violation-handling effort, which is cru-

∗ Investigate the effort to develop integrated

cial to encourage developers to resolve violations.
(−) Decreases the tool’s reusability across ISECOs.

custom tools for individual ISECOs.
∗ Avoid additional separate tools.

(+) Allows to continuously assist and track resolu-

∗ Optimize time behavior, for example by

tion processes.
(−) Time behavior for static-analysis tools.

caching mechanisms.

(+) Essential to deal with the amount of already ex-

∗ Provide additional strategies to automati-

isting violations.
(+) Hides complexity from developers.

cally trigger Legacy-Violation resolution processes according to defined objectives.

(+) Define individual objectives for ecosystem part-

∗ Support the derivation of objectives for development teams from the violation-handling
plan of the respective ecosystem partner.

Traceable Resolution Processes of
Violations
Differentiation
Between New and
Legacy Violations
Individual Plans for
Handling Violations

Early Developer Feedback on Added Violations (post-commit)
Early Developer Feedback on Added Violations (pre-commit)

Collaborative Handling
of Violations

Tailored Dashboards
for Handling and
Monitoring Violations

ners according to individual capabilities.
(−) Objectives cannot be broken down to development teams.

(+) Prerequisite for providing early developer feedback.
(+) Eases efficient violation handling.

∗ Additionally assign resolution tasks to development teams.

(+) Lightweight approach to prevent additional viola-

∗ Integrate checks in the commit process to

tions.
(+) Considers local changes only.
(−+) Violations do not need to be resolved before a
commit.

be executed mandatorily.
∗ Allow architects to choose between a setting where violations can be committed and a
setting where violations must be resolved.

(+) Supports and tracks the collaborative resolution

∗ Support representation of team structures

of violations.
(−) Only one default contact per unit or guideline
who is preselected for each request.
(−) Potential work overload of architects.

and set contacts accordingly.
∗ Allow peer reviews by developers.
∗ Copy frequently asked questions to the respective guideline.

(+) Display only violations that are relevant for the

∗ Employ use-case specific wizards that hide

respective user.
(−) Too many information per violation issue.

irrelevant information.
∗ Provide additional team dashboards.

Table 5.5: Benefits and drawbacks of the T R AV I M approach and derived implications for improvements.

guideline rather confuses users who primary interact with their team members. As lesson
learned, team structures should be integrated and contacts for resolution-support, review,
and ignore requests should be preselected accordingly. Default contacts, who are actually
defined for both study systems, are important for issues that cannot be handled within
development teams but must not be preselected for requests. Furthermore, architects
should be supported in that developers should also be able to peer-review violation fixes.
Moreover, frequently asked questions should be stored in the respective guideline issue.
C APABILITY 7 – Tailored Dashboards for Handling and Monitoring Violations

Users are only informed about violations they are responsible for. Displayed information
are tailored to organizational units. However, the participants commented that it is
difficult to figure out information and input fields that are relevant for specific use cases. I
conclude that immediately-visible content should be tailored to the use case to perform.
I recommend use-case specific wizards for improving user guidance. As example, for
requesting resolution support, there should be a Request Support button for initiating the
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workflow, a form containing the input field for the request message should be displayed,
and the request should be submitted by a Send button. Further information should be
reachable but not directly visible. Additional user input should not be necessary. For
my prototype, states and fields could be set automatically as soon as the workflow is
completed. Thus, violations could be handled more efficiently and potential error sources
are reduced. With regard to the usability attribute Memorability [Nie93], this would also
support users in performing irregular use cases, such as the initiation of resolution tasks
for Legacy Violations.
Currently, I provide developer and architect dashboards. I learned that it might also be useful to provide team dashboards by additionally assigning resolution tasks to development
teams.
5.4.2 Limitations and Generality

In the following, I discuss potential limitations and the generality of my case-study results
along construct, internal, conclusion, and external validity threats.
Construct Validity

A threat to construct validity is the potential bias caused by the selected evaluation setting
that considers only a randomly selected subset of source files and violations of I SECO -A.
However, my study does not focus on ISECO details but on the capabilities’ usefulness
and usability utilizing the setting. According to my study participants, the setting was
representative of I SECO -A and I SECO -B. Furthermore, questions might be interpreted
differently by researchers and participants. To address this, I initially discussed previously
identified hurdles and derived capabilities to overcome them. All hurdles were well known
to the participants who were already involved in the study systems for a couple of years.
Finally, results might be biased as I validated the capabilities using a prototypical tool that
was tailored to my study systems. However, using a prototype was necessary to illustrate
the capabilities. I asked participants to access the capabilities but not the prototype. Most
results abstract from the implementation and relate to the capabilities.
Internal Validity

Threats to internal validity concern co-factors that could influence my results. Participants
might have behaved unnaturally and might have given answers that do not fully reflect
reality, in particular as they were recorded. To address this, I guaranteed anonymity
and assured that I will seek for feedback on conclusions to avoid misunderstandings. In
addition, results might be biased as I did not involve developers. However, all participants
were well experienced and in central positions. They worked closely together with
developers and half of them even started as developer within the study systems. I asked
them to consider all viewpoints. Also the number of participants may seem relatively
small. However, each session lasted about 3 hours and after 9 participants hardly any new
insights were gained. Hence, I neared „theoretical saturation“ [RH09, Eis89].
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Conclusion Validity

Threats to conclusion validity concern the relation between treatment and results. I
present a qualitative study to evaluate the capabilities’ usefulness and usability. Hence,
data analysis depends on my interpretation. The main work was performed by me
but results were carefully checked by the other two researchers. Additionally, I used
recommended methods to improve validity, such as triangulation, member checking, and
spending sufficient time with the cases (see Section 5.3.1.1).
External Validity

Threats to external validity concern the generalization of my results. I investigate only
two of the largest ISECOs at Siemens. Hence, there is the possibility that some results are
specific to them. In the previous chapters, I have identified a set of hurdles for managing
violations and I have derived a set of capabilities to tackle them. The capabilities are conceptually realized by the T R AV I M approach and implemented by my prototype. Using the
prototype, I validate the capabilities’ usefulness and usability from the perspective of industrial end users. The approach and prototype are tailored to the organizational and product
context of my study systems. However, the capabilities and many of the implications
derived from my analysis, which basically outline requirements for violation-management
tools, can be of general use also for other projects that face similar hurdles. The T R AV I M
approach may serve as a starting point to develop customized violation-management
tools for ISECOs, which is considered as very important according to my study results.
Moreover, some of the capabilities are common in other violation-management tools, too
(see Section 4.2.1). Hence, my results may also to contribute to the development and
improvement of violation-management tools in general.

5.5 Chapter Summary
My study systems have to deal with thousands of architecture violations, that have accumulated over time, which results in substantially increased development and maintenance
costs. Architecture violations must be explicitly managed, including both the management
of existing violations and the prevention of future violations. However, the decentralized
development results in various formidable violation-management hurdles. In the previous
chapter, I have proposed a set of violation-management capabilities (C APABILITY 1 to
C APABILITY 7) that tackle the hurdles of violation management for ISECOs.
Within this chapter, I have presented the T R AV I M approach. The T R AV I M approach
realizes the desired violation-management capabilities. I have depicted its reference
architecture, I have discussed the capabilities’ realization, and I have outlined a prototype
that implements the approach for I SECO -A and I SECO -B. Furthermore, I have presented a
thorough case study on the capabilities’ usability and usefulness from the perspective of
practitioners. The practitioners expressed that the capabilities are highly valuable and
hold great potential to ease violation management for large-scale software engineering.
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Based on my analysis and the practitioners’ comments, I have derived implications for
improvements and recommendations for tool developers and researchers.
In the following chapter, I will tailor, apply, and validate selected state-of-the-art softwareengineering methods that realizes the desired action-negotiation capabilities.
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In Chapter 3, we have learned that a major hurdle for establishing architecture guidance
and governance actions are varying efforts and benefits for involved ecosystem partners,
which may result in different priorities and long negotiation phases (defined as H URDLE 1).
In Chapter 4, I have proposed an architecture guidance and governance framework for
ISECOs. As part of the framework, I have defined two action-negotiation capabilities to
tackle H URDLE 1. First, efforts and benefits must be transparent to all partners upfront
and agreed (defined as C APABILITY 8). Second, mutually agreeable win-win arrangements that satisfy each partners’ most important interests must be elaborated (defined
as C APABILITY 9). Furthermore, I have outlined state-of-the-art methods proposed by the
software-engineering community to realize those two capabilities.
Within this chapter, I carefully select some of the presented state-of-the-art methods and I
tailor and apply those methods for my study systems in order to investigate their suitability
for ISECOs, in particular their suitability to deal with varying efforts and benefits. In other
words, I apply existing methods that realize C APABILITY 8 and C APABILITY 9 in order to
analyze how well those methods tackle H URDLE 1. I present results from a workshop
conducted with architects of my study systems to assess the methods’ strengths and
weaknesses for ISECOs, guided by results from the methods’ application. We will learn
that the presented methods are very well suited to tackle H URDLE 1. However, we will
also learn that the Achilles’ heel of the presented methods is their reliance on estimates,
and we will see a set of research directions that should be investigated to mitigate the
degree of uncertainty associated with estimates.
The chapter is outlined as follows: In Section 6.1, I tailor, apply, and discuss selected
state-of-the-art software-engineering methods for achieving transparency on efforts and
benefits and for elaborating win-win arrangements. In Section 6.2, I assess the methods’
strengths and weaknesses for ISECOs and explore future research directions valuable to
investigate. In Section 6.3, I discuss potential limitations and the generality of my results.
In Section 6.4, I conclude the chapter.
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6.1 Instantiation of the Action-Negotiation Capabilities
Within this section, I tailor, apply, and discuss selected state-of-the-art software-engineering
methods for my study systems. I do not claim to develop new methods. In Section 6.1.1,
I instantiate the SQALE method [Let12, LI12] and Kazman’s technical-debt calculation
framework [KCM+ 15] in order to analyze how well these approaches achieve transparency
on efforts and benefits. In Section 6.1.2, I present the Staged Negotiation Approach that
combines win-win negotiation concepts from EasyWinWin [BGB01, GB01, SG01, BG02,
HBG03, GEM04] and WinCBAM [KIC05], underpinned by tactics from a standard negotiation textbook [Tho98], aiming to support the elaboration of win-win arrangements.
The Staged Negotiation Approach leverages effort-benefit–estimation methods, such as
the SQALE method and Kazman’s framework, since transparency on economic consequences are a prerequisite for taking informed decisions and for reconciling conflicts
among the needs and expectations of negotiation partners. The selection of the concrete
methods – SQALE, Kazman’s framework, EasyWinWin, and WinCBAM – will be reasoned
in the respective sections.
6.1.1 C APABILITY 8 – Transparency on Efforts and Benefits of
Guidance and Governance Actions

Architecture guidance and governance actions may imply varying efforts and benefits
for involved organizational units, resulting in different priorities. As a prerequisite for
deciding on actions to be established, efforts and benefits need to be transparent upfront
and agreed. The return on investment must be argued to the product management of
all affected organizational units, which has proven to be particularly challenging for
actions that do not imply immediately-visible customer benefit, such as the resolution of
undesired dependencies. In Section 4.2, I have outlined several approaches that have
been proposed to measure the return on investment of architecture decisions. Within
this section, I discuss the instantiation of two of these approaches for my study systems,
in particular the SQALE method [Let12, LI12] for I SECO -B and Kazman’s technical-debt
calculation framework [KCM+ 15] for I SECO -A.
The SQALE method calculates efforts and benefits based on expert estimates. It has
been selected for my investigation because it was already in use by the lead architects
of I SECO -B, which allowed me to reuse the required estimates and which allowed my
workshop participants to assess the method based on real experience of applying the
method. Unfortunately, for I SECO -B, the produced evidence was not compelling to the
product mangers, in particular due to the high degree of uncertainty associated with the
expert estimates. For that reason, I additionally selected Kazman’s framework. In contrast
to most existing methods, Kazman’s framework does not solely rely on expert expertise.
Instead, benefits are determined largely automatically by mining project data from source
code, version control system, and issue tracking system. I applied the method for I SECO -A
because, due to organizational constraints, I had only access to the source code, version
control system, and issue tracking system of I SECO -A.
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Id

Guideline

Priority

Subcharacteristic

Characteristic

...

...

...

...

...

0098

Do Not Use Platform-Internal APIs: The need to open the
platform in early phases led to undesired dependencies
between client applications and platform APIs. Over time,
the keystone marked APIs that are intended for client usage as public. APIs are marked as public directly within
the source code using a flag in the APIs’ documentation
comments. Clients must only use APIs that are explicitly
declared as pubic. Violations are detected by FxCop.

high

Modifiability

Maintainability

...

...

...

...

...

Table 6.1: A brief illustration of the SQALE quality model [Let12, LI12] for I SECO -B.

6.1.1.1 SQALE Method

The SQALE method comprises a quality model to formulate and organize requirements
that relate to code quality and an analysis model to normalize code-quality measures and
to aggregate the normalized values by use of the quality model. Below, I briefly describe
the SQALE quality and analysis models according to Letouzey et al. [Let12, LI12] along
with their tailored application for I SECO -B.
Quality Model

The SQALE quality model [Let12, LI12] is organized in three hierarchical levels: The first
level is composed of the ISO/IEC 25010 quality characteristics [ISO], such as reliability,
performance efficiency, and maintainability. The second level is composed of the ISO/IEC
25010 subcharacteristics, such as modularity, reusability, and modifiability for the characteristic maintainability. The third level comprises the actual architecture guidelines, which
are prioritized based on a five point Likert scale, from very high to very low. Guidelines
are linked to exactly one subcharacteristic and subcharacteristics are linked to exactly one
characteristic. The quality model for I SECO -B is briefly sketched in Table 6.1.
Analysis Model

The SQALE analysis model [Let12, LI12] comprises remediation functions and nonremediation functions to normalize violation reports by transforming them into efforts.
Remediation functions are defined on guideline level from a technical point of view. They
use a remediation factor that corresponds to the average effort required to resolve one
violation. Effort is estimated in development hours. For I SECO -B, remediation factors
were jointly defined by all lead architects, depend on the invasiveness of the required
resolution activities. They range from 0 hours for violations that require no resolution
at all to 16 hours for violations whose resolution requires a system-wide change and
test. Non-remediation functions are defined on guideline level, too, but from a business
perspective. They use a non-remediation factor associated with effort that may result
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Do Not Use Platform-Internal APIs
Organizational Unit

# Violations

Rem. Factor

Rem. Efforts

Non-Rem. Factor

20

0.5 h

10 h

50 h

1,000 h

546

0.5 h

273 h

40 h

21,840 h

C LIENT-B2

3,038

0.5 h

1,519 h

40 h

121,520 h

C LIENT-B3

286

0.5 h

143 h

40 h

11,440 h

K EYSTONE -B
C LIENT-B1 (D ONNIE)

Non-Rem. Efforts

Consistent Code Quality (Highest Priority Only)
Organizational Unit
K EYSTONE -B
C LIENT-B1 (D ONNIE)

# Violations

Rem. Factor

Rem. Efforts

Non-Rem. Factor

Non-Rem. Efforts

1,768

0.5 h

884 h

280 h

495,040 h

68

0.5 h

34 h

160 h

10,880 h

C LIENT-B2

210

0.5 h

105 h

160 h

33,600 h

C LIENT-B3

32

0.5 h

16 h

160 h

5,120 h

Table 6.2: SQALE effort estimations for the guideline Do Not Use Platform-Internal APIs and for the
guidelines Consistent Code Quality of highest priority.

from not resolving a violation, such as increased maintenance efforts, considering the
expected life cycle of a software product. For I SECO -B, their definition involved all lead
architects, supported by their product mangers. Their values range from 0 hours for
violations with no business impact to 280 hours for violations with major business impact
due to reliability issues or safety concerns, expecting a product life cycle of 10 years.
Moreover, the SQALE analysis model [Let12, LI12] comprises aggregation rules that
aggregate efforts by additions. To determine the total remediation or non-remediation
efforts for a guideline, the corresponding remediation or non-remediation factor is multiplied with the number of existing violations. By use of the quality model, efforts for a
characteristic or a subcharacteristic can be estimated by adding the efforts of all related
violations. In the same way, efforts for all guidelines that relate to a particular guidance
and governance action can be aggregated.
In Table 6.2, I outline calculated remediation and non-remediation efforts for the guideline
Do Not Use Platform-Internal APIs as well as for the guidelines Consistent Code Quality
of highest priority (see example actions on pages 48 and 49), considering the keystone
and the core clients of I SECO -B. As mentioned above, remediation and non-remediation
factors were defined by the lead architects and product mangers of I SECO -B.
In summary, the SQALE method estimates efforts for resolving violations and efforts
that may arise later on if violations are not resolved by applying remediation and nonremediation factors, respectively. Factors are defined on a guideline level and may differ
for each organizational unit. Calculated estimates support experts to decide on and to
prioritize violation-resolution activities. However, required factors are defined by experts,
which is a difficult task and requires involvement of all relevant stakeholders. Defined
factors may be subjective and biased and are always fraught with uncertainty, in particular
with regard to the non-remediation factors. This was a major reason why the produced
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evidence was not compelling to the product mangers of I SECO -B, who could hardly be
convinced to invest in the resolution of existing violations. For that reason, a more reliable
method for calculating the return on investment for resolving violations is required – a
method that does not rely that much on estimations.
6.1.1.2 Kazman’s Technical-Debt Calculation Framework

Kazman et al. [KCM+ 15] propose a technical-debt calculation framework to calculate
the economic consequences of architecture flaws, in particular to calculate the predicted
return on investment for refactoring these flaws. In contrast to most existing methods
(such as the SQALE method) that heavily depend on the analyst’s skills, estimations are
performed largely automatically and repeatable by mining project data from source code,
version control system, and issue tracking system, which was a major reason for me to
investigate the approach. Below, I briefly describe the framework as proposed by Kazman
et al. [KCM+ 15] along its tailored application for I SECO -A.
In a nutshell, I executed a set of design guidelines and located violation hotspots, determined the number of bugs handled within a period of two months, and correlated
violation-prone files with bug-prone files in order to calculate the return on investment
for resolving violations, based on the effort required to handle related bugs. The data
collected for the keystone and the core clients of I SECO -A and the analysis of this data
are shown in Table 6.3. Below, I will refer to this table repeatedly while explaining the
calculations. The analysis requires a considerable amount of data. To minimize risks for
the productive Team Foundation Server of I SECO -A, I collected a representative set of
data for the keystone and the core clients as a whole but not for each unit in separate,
which is sufficient to illustrate the framework’s application for my purposes.
Kazman et al. consider an architecture hotspot as a set of files where involved files
violate commonly-accepted design principles, such as modularity and interface stability
[MCKX15]. They employ their tool Titan [XCK14a] to identify these architecture hotspots.
Mapped to my context, I consider a hotspot as a set of files where each file contains at
least one violation to a specified set of architecture guidelines. The actual architecture
guidelines to be considered for including a file to a hotspot must be defined by architects,
which allows architects to apply the framework according to their needs for their most
important architecture concerns, such as specific guidance and governance actions.
To illustrate the framework, I selected a predefined set of FxCop design guidelines
recommended by Microsoft to improve maintainability. FxCop assigns different levels
of severity to guideline violations, including Critical Error, Error, Critical Warning, and
Warning. I leverage these levels of severity to assign violation-prone files to hotspots. A
hotspot involves all files that contain at least one violation of the respective severity. For
I SECO -A, the hotspot Critical Error contains 1,206 files with a total of 4,980 violations
(see Table 6.3). In the following, I use this hotspot as running example. Hotspots are
overlapping since files may contain violations to multiple guidelines and these guidelines
may be relevant for different hotspots. Similar to Kazman, I do not want to multi-count
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Two Months
Violations
& Efforts

Hotspots
Severity

#Files

Critical Error

1,206

Error

5,164

Critical Warning
Warning

Norm.
#Files

Current
Bugs

Current
Changes

Exp.
Savings

Exp. ROI

Norm.
#LOC

Norm.
#PMs

Norm.
%

#Viol.

#PMs

#Bugs

Norm.
#Bugs

680.3

4,980

15.6

388

219

8,495

4,792

2,055

4.6

177%

3,879.1

15,082

47.1

777

584

17,765

13,345

11,715

2.7

34%

#LOC

Norm.
#LOC

First Year
Exp.
Changes

1,130

678.9

2,474

7.7

404

243

10,410

6,254

2,050

7.0

545%

11,777

10,214.7

43,738

136.7

2,423

2,102

57,805

50,137

30,848

32.1

141%

Base Bug Rate per File

0.15

Base Change Rate per File

3.02

LOC per PM

600

Hours per PM

160.0 h

Efforts per Critical Error

0.5 h

Efforts per Error

0.5 h

Efforts per Critical Warning

0.5 h

Efforts per Warning

0.5 h

Table 6.3: Kazman’s technical-debt calculation framework [KCM+ 15] for I SECO -A.

the impact of files that participate in more than one hotspot. To normalize the size of
1
hotspots, any file that is included in multiple hotspots is counted as multiple
a file for each
hotspot. The normalized size of the hotspot Critical Error is 680.3 files.
Similar to the SQALE method, the effort for resolving violations is estimated by experts.
Experts of my study systems defined the effort as 0.5 development hours for each violation,
independent of the level of severity. For the hotspot Critical Error, this would imply a total
effort of about 15.6 person months (PMs) for resolving all 4,980 violations.
Next, I queried the Team Foundation Server of I SECO -A to count the number of bugs that
were handled within a period of two months and where hotspot files were involved in
the resolution, which was possible since commits are linked to bugs. A total of 388 bugs
were related to files of the hotspot Critical Error. However, I do not want to count bugs
several times that are associated with files that appear in more than one hotspot. Similar
to Kazman, I normalize the number of bugs by multiplying the raw bug count with the
normalized hotspot size divided by the actual hotspot size, which implies a normalized
bug count of about 219 for the hotspot Critical Error. Furthermore, I counted the number
of lines that were changed or added within the hotspot files to fix related bugs, and I
normalized the number of lines as I normalized the number bugs. For the hotspot Critical
Error, the raw number of lines is 8,495 and the normalized value is about 4,792.
Moreover, I calculated the base bug rate and the base change rate for the average file of
I SECO -A. To get rid of matured files, I considered only those that changed within the last
6 months, which were 31,288 files. For my investigation period of two months, these files
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were related to 4,652 bugs that entailed a total of 94,415 changed or added lines. Hence,
the average file of I SECO -A was related to 0.15 bugs and 3.02 lines needed to be changed
or added to fix the bugs.
According to the technical-debt calculation framework, I make the assumption that the
refactoring of architecture-flawed hotspots would bring the corresponding files down to
the project average. Following the assumption, the resolution of all Critical Errors would
imply that the current hotspot files would only be related to 102 bugs instead of 219
bugs. Furthermore, these bugs would only entail a normalized number of 2,055 instead of
4,792 changed or added lines. Experts of my study systems stated that developers produce
about 600 lines of source code per month. Using this efficiency factor, the decrease in the
change rate for handling bugs would imply about 4.6 saved person months, considering
the investigation period of two months only.
Finally, I calculated the expected return on investment for resolving all Critical Errors. So
far, I calculated the benefit, which is the difference between the current and the expected
number of lines to be changed or added for handling bugs. I SECO -A can expect to save
4.6 person months within 2 months, which implies 27.6 saved person months per year.
Moreover, I calculated the costs for resolving all Critical Errors, which are 15.6 person
months. This implicates that the investment in refactoring is paid off in less than 7
months. Since violations must be resolved only once, the project experiences a net benefit
afterwards. In other words, I SECO -A can expect a 177% return on investment in the first
year alone.
As outlined in Table 6.3, my results show that, compared to the other hotspots, the hotspot
Critical Warning can be refactored with little effort while experiencing a comparatively
high benefit. Thus, the framework does not only calculate the return on investment for
refactoring architecture-guideline violations, but also indicates which guidelines should be
considered first. The framework allows architects to compare the economic consequences
of architecture guidance and governance actions and provides a profound knowledge
base to argue them to the product management, which has been identified as a major
challenge in my previous study (see Section 3.3).
There are some limitations that need to be considered: First, similar to the SQALE method,
efforts for resolving violations are based on estimations, which may be biased and are
fraught with uncertainty. Second, the causality between guideline violations and bugs is
not obvious and needs to be validated, for example by expert reviews. Third, Kazman’s
framework as well as the SQALE method consider only Legacy Violations but neglect the
additional effort required to avoid New Violations. However, combined with the T R AV I M
approach (see Chapter 5), the effort for avoiding New Violations should be minimal.
6.1.2 C APABILITY 9 – Win-Win Arrangements of
Guidance and Governance Actions

Guidance and governance actions may imply varying efforts and benefits for involved
organizational units. To support consensus building on actions to be established, mutually-
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agreeable arrangements must be elaborated. Moreover, architects need to convince
product managers to invest in the actions’ realization. This turned out to be particularly
challenging since costs for realizing actions are immediate whereas their benefits are
frequently vague and long-term [KCM+ 15, SEL14]. Within this section, I propose the
Staged Negotiation Approach. The approach supports software architects to analyze
economic and technical consequences of actions, to elaborate win-win arrangements, to
defer management involvement, and to strongly push actions forward if management
involvement is necessary. The approach combines state-of-the-art win-win negotiation
concepts1 proposed by the software-engineering community, in particular concepts from
WinCBAM [KIC05] and EasyWinWin [GB01], underpinned by tactics from a standard
negotiation textbook [Tho98]. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, win-win negotiation in
software engineering centers around the discipline of requirements engineering. I selected
WinCBAM since the approach does not only consider the negotiation of requirements but
also the evaluation of architecture strategies for realizing the requirements. I selected
EasyWinWin due to the large body of research around the method, including [SG01,
BGB01, GB01, BG02, HBG03, GEM04]. Moreover, according to Fricker et al. [FG08],
EasyWinWin is recommend for negotiation constellations that involve partners with
different interests but the willingness to elaborate mutually-satisfactory agreements,
which is the case for ISECOs. The proposed Staged Negotiation Approach comprises three
stages that are briefly outlined below and discussed in detail in the following sections.
S TAGE -A: Create Guidance and Governance Actions. Within this stage, architects of all
units commonly define, discuss, and elaborate architecture-significant requirements,
derived guidance and governance actions, desired violation-handling plans, and
economic and technical implications. Each action is considered separately. Actions
with a high degree of consensus among architects are directly agreed on. Agreed
low-effort actions may be directly implemented. Agreed high-effort actions are fed
into S TAGE -C. Low-consensus actions are fed into S TAGE -B.
S TAGE -B: Achieve Pre-Arrangements. Based on win-win negotiation practices, architects of all units commonly bundle multiple low-consensus actions to agreeable
win-win pre-arrangements. This involves the construction of offerings, the identification of conflicts, the generation of adjusted or new offerings to resolve these conflicts,
and negotiation to build consensus among architects. Low-effort pre-arrangements
may be directly implemented. High-effort pre-arrangements are fed into S TAGE -C.
S TAGE -C: Get Management Attention. High-effort tasks need to be approved by the
management. This stage allows architects to feed agreed high-effort actions and
agreed high-effort pre-arrangements into the release-scoping process2 . The actions’ detailed elaboration within S TAGE -A and the agreed pre-arrangements within
1 Compared

to the community, I use a slightly adjusted win-win terminology that is optimally aligned with the
terminology already used in my study systems to support the approach’s communication in the workshop:
I consider requirements and guidance and governance actions as win conditions, low-consensus actions as
issues, win-win offerings as options, and high-consensus actions and pre-arrangements as agreements.
2 Both study systems employ a cross-organizational scoping process where the product managers of all units
negotiate cross-cutting features and quality improvements for the next release.
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S TAGE -B provide a profound base to make informed decisions and support architects
to strongly push actions forward in order to balance them with feature development
appropriately.
Win-win negotiation practices will not resolve all conflict situations, but generally increase
the stakeholders’ levels of cooperation and trust [KIC05, BEK+ 98, IBRD01]. The Staged
Negotiation Approach leverages win-win practices and provides a framework for architects
to achieve transparency on architecture needs and their costs and benefits, which allows
handling of conflicts in an informed manner. Moreover, the approach supports architects
to convince their product managers to invest in high-effort guidance and governance
actions. To increase the architects scope of action without management involvement, a
defined percentage of the overall budget should be reserved for technical-debt removal
activities, which is common practice within I SECO -A.
As a result of the Staged Negotiation Approach, violation-handling plans should be defined
for each organizational unit. The concept of violation-handling plans has already been
introduced in Section 5.2.4. In a nutshell, they allow to capture individual violationhandling strategies per guideline for each unit according to individual capabilities and
priorities. By defining violation-handling plans, guideline violations can be managed by
the T R AV I M approach that has been elaborated in the previous chapter.
6.1.2.1 S TAGE -A: Create Guidance and Governance Actions

As defined in Section 3.3.6, an architecture guidance and governance action comprises
architecture guidance along with corresponding architecture governance necessary to
achieve a particular requirement. For my study systems, additional requirements are
negotiated about once a year prior to the next release cycle. However, guidance and
governance actions evolve progressively over time and should be implemented as soon as
possible to prevent the accumulation of additional technical debt. For that reason, actions
can be initiated at any time. They are defined, discussed, and elaborated in isolation of
other actions, pushed by the lead architect of the organizational unit with the biggest
stake in the action, in the following referred to as action owner.
Within this stage, architects do not negotiate. They share goals and expectations on
technical requirements, which is comparable to EasyWinWin’s and WinCBAM’s initial
steps for gathering and prioritizing win conditions. Moreover, inspired by WinCBAM,
they evaluate architecture guidance and governance actions desired for achieving the
requirements by eliciting technical and economic information. This added information and
added understanding supports architects to make better decisions about their requirements
[KIC05]. In contrast to EasyWinWin and WinCBAM that rather intend to negotiate most
win conditions at once, win conditions (requirements and derived actions) are considered
separately in this stage to allow for rapid implementation of high-consensus actions, as
motivated above.
Once an architect wants to initiate the creation of an action the architect becomes the
action owner and starts with classifying the action based on a taxonomy of quality
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requirements, which is in line with EasyWinWin. The taxonomy allows to organize actions
and to derive a quality model as proposed by the SQALE method (see Section 6.1.1.1).
The action owner elaborates and documents the underlying requirement, the guidance
and governance action, and violation-handling plans for all units desired for achieving the
requirement (see Table 6.4). Results are jointly reviewed by the lead architects of all units
in order to build a common understanding, to craft an unambiguous documentation, and
to capture potential risks and architecture alternatives. Architects are encouraged to not
negotiate, but to understand the needs of their ecosystem partners and to provide expertise.
Finally, efforts and benefits are estimated for each unit according to the action-owner’s
desired violation-handling plans, for example by applying CBAM [KAK01, NBC+ 03] as
WinCBAM, a multi-criteria polling tool [BG02] as EasyWinWin, Kazman’s technical-debt
calculation framework [KCM+ 15], or the SQALE method [Let12, LI12] (see Section 6.1.1).
Actions that imply similar efforts and benefits for involved units are considered as highconsensus actions architects may directly agree on. Agreed low-effort actions – actions
that do not require management involvement – may be directly implemented. Agreed
high-effort actions – actions that need to be approved by the management – are fed into
S TAGE -C. Actions that imply varying efforts and benefits are considered as low-consensus
actions that may require further negotiation. All actions architects do not directly agree
on are fed into S TAGE -B.
Similar to EasyWinWin, actions are labeled with the following priority tags: Low Hanging
Fruits (high benefit, low effort), Important With Hurdles (high benefit, high effort), Maybe
Later (low benefit, low effort), and Forget Them (low benefit, high effort). Low-consensus
actions are labeled with multiple priority tags that reveal the action’s varying implications
for involved ecosystem partners to support further negotiation.

6.1.2.2 S TAGE -B: Achieve Pre-Arrangements

According to Thompson [Tho98], the possibility to achieve win-win arrangements increases with the number of topics to be negotiated and the partners’ diversity of preferences across those topics. The key idea of win-win negotiation is to determine each
partners’ preferences in order to create a solution that satisfies each partners’ most important interests while inducing them to make concessions on lower-priority topics [Tho98].
Within this stage, architects apply win-win negotiation practices to bundle multiple individually low-consensus actions created in S TAGE -A to agreeable win-win pre-arrangements.
The negotiation of pre-arrangements can be initiated at any time as soon as enough
low-consensus actions exist. Similar to EasyWinWin and WinCBAM, this involves the
identification of conflicts among the architects’ win conditions, the creation of options
to reconcile identified conflicts, and negotiation to build consensus. In contrast to EasyWinWin and WinCBAM, not all actions need to be agreed on at once, rather only those
are considered that are relevant for achieving the pre-arrangements of interest, again, to
allow for rapid implementation.
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Requirement
Client applications must not depend on platform-internal APIs to preserve the platform’s evolution capability.
Derived Guidance and Governance Action
The need to open the platform in early phases led to undesired dependencies between client applications and platform APIs.
Over time, the keystone marked APIs that are intended for client usage as public. APIs are marked as public directly within the
source code using a flag in the APIs’ documentation comments. Clients must only use APIs that are explicitly declared as pubic.
Violations are detected by a custom FxCop guideline.
Desired Violation-Handling Plans to Achieve the Requirement
New-Violation
Reaction Periods

Additional dependencies between client applications and platform-internal APIs are not allowed and
must be immediately resolved.

Legacy-Violation
Remediation Objectives

Already existing dependencies must be handled. If there is an alternative way to achieve the desired
use case with existing public APIs, then clients must change their code to depend only on public APIs.
The keystone supports clients to find alternative APIs. If there is not yet an alternative way to achieve
the use case with public APIs, then needed APIs are jointly defined by the keystone and the respective
client in order to eliminate undesired dependencies.

Table 6.4: A sketched documentation for the action Platform-Internal APIs.

Architects are encouraged to construct win-win offerings by bundling low-consensus
actions that are of high priority for them with further low-consensus actions that are of
high priority for their ecosystem partners. As example, the action Platform-Internal APIs
(see example actions on page 48 and Table 6.4) improves the platform’s evolvability but
requires clients to eliminate unsupported dependencies instead of developing features
their customers request, which implies a high priority for the keystone but a low priority on
client side. In contrast, the actions Behavioral Breaking Changes and API Design Guidelines
(see example actions on pages 48 and 49) require the keystone to establish and execute
a set of guidance and governance measures for maintaining public platform interfaces
stable, which implies a pure benefit and high priority on client side. As a possible offering
of the keystone, these actions could be bundled to a pre-arrangement in order to satisfy
each partners’ most important needs. Moreover, violation-handling plans can be adjusted
to increase the offering’s attractiveness for ecosystem partners by reducing resulting effort.
As example, for to the action Platform-Internal APIs, the keystone could reduce effort on
client side by claiming the resolution of Legacy Violations only for selected high-priority
interfaces while New Violations must be resolved with regard to all non-public interfaces.
Once an offering is proposed, the lead architects of involved units negotiate the offering.
Due to the actions’ detailed analysis within S TAGE -A, this negotiation will be informed
and not just a matter of opinion [KIC05]. Efforts, benefits, and risks are transparent and
communicated in due time. Created offerings consider needs of all business partners,
which increases the possibility to build consensus [Tho98]. However, win-win negotiation
practices will not resolve all conflicts. Architects may still disagree, but they will do it
based on a profound base of facts and those disagreements are more easily to moderate
and resolve than arguments that are just based upon opinions [KIC05]. Moreover, there
is the possibility that architects may knowingly lie with regard to the effort and benefit
estimations in order to improve their bargaining position, which is, as we will see in
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Section 6.2.2.2, considered as a risk by the experts of my study systems. Agreed low-effort
pre-arrangements may be directly implemented. Agreed high-effort pre-arrangements are
fed into S TAGE -C to get them approved by the management.
6.1.2.3 S TAGE -C: Get Management Attention

High-effort tasks need to be approved by the management. For my study systems, this
stage allows architects to feed agreed high-effort actions and agreed high-effort prearrangement into the yearly cross-organizational scoping process where the product
managers of all units negotiate cross-cutting features and quality improvements for the
next release. Architects may also inject remaining low-consensus but high-priority actions
to resume their negotiation on management level.
Architects must convince their product managers to invest in the actions’ realization, which
is universally challenging since efforts for realizing actions are immediate whereas benefits
are long-term and vague [KCM+ 15, SEL14]. Usually, product manager devote a higher
priority to features and bug fixes their customers pay for. However, the actions’ detailed
elaboration within S TAGE -A and the created pre-arrangements within S TAGE -B provide a
profound knowledge base to take informed decisions, which supports architects to strongly
push actions forward. Relevant lead architects should join final negotiations to ensure
that desired actions and further internal-quality improvements are balanced with feature
development appropriately, which is common practice for my study systems. However, the
proposed negotiation approach is a not a panacea for all concerns of architects. Product
managers may still devote a higher priority to features and bugs, but they will do it
informed based on estimated efforts and benefits. As discussed above, I recommend a
defined refactoring budget to increase the architects’ scope of action without management
involvement, which may accelerate the overall process and improves software quality.

6.2 Strengths, Weaknesses, and Research Directions
In the previous section, I tailor and apply selected state-of-the-art methods that realize
C APABILITY 8 and C APABILITY 9. Based on gained insights, I conducted a workshop with
5 architects of my study systems to analyze the methods’ strengths and weaknesses for
dealing with guidance and governance actions that imply varying efforts and benefits
(defined as H URDLE 1 in Section 3.5) as well as to derive future research directions
valuable to explore. Within this section, I present the applied research method and key
results of the workshop.
6.2.1 Methodology

I conducted a workshop with 5 architects of my study systems: 3 architects of I SECO -A
and 2 architects of I SECO -B. Their professional experience ranges from 4-20 years with
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an average of about 13 years. They are involved in the study systems for 3-10 years
with an average of about 7 years. 4 of them participated already in my study on the
usefulness and usability of the violation-management capabilities (see Section 5.3). 2
of them participated also in my study on collaboration and architecture challenges for
ISECOs (see Chapter 3). The workshop comprised a presentation and a brainwriting
phase, described in detail below.
6.2.1.1 Presentation

The presentation phase lasted about 90 minutes and was structured as follows: (1) Briefing. I started with a short briefing on the structure and objective of the workshop and
introduced the hurdle of varying efforts and benefits. The hurdle was well known to
the participants who were involved in the study systems for many years. I outlined the
derived capabilities for tackling the hurdle – the need to achieve transparency on efforts
and benefits and the need to elaborate win-win arrangements. (2) Transparency on Efforts
and Benefits. I presented key results from applying the SQALE method for I SECO -B and
from applying Kazman’s technical-debt calculation framework for I SECO -A. (3) Win-Win
Arrangements. Finally, I outlined the Staged Negotiation Approach. Within the presentation
phase, participants were encouraged to ask comprehension questions, only. They were
asked to not assess the methods strengths and weaknesses.
6.2.1.2 Brainwriting

Brainwriting is a creativity technique that supports rapid creation of many ideas in a group
[AG05]. After the presentation phase, I moderated two brainwriting sessions (lasting
about 45 minutes each) to assess the methods’ strengths and weaknesses for dealing with
varying efforts and benefits and to derive future research directions valuable to explore.
Within the first session, the participants assessed the SQALE method and Kazman’s
technical-debt calculation framework. Within the second session, the participants assessed
the Staged Negotiation Approach. Each session was structured as follows: (1) Introduction.
The objective of the session was clarified, aiming to build a common understanding within
the group. (2) Creation of Ideas. Participants wrote strengths on green cards, weaknesses
on red cards, and future research directions on blue cards. Each card contained exactly
one idea. Written cards were passed face down to the right neighbor. After 5 minutes,
participants read the cards of their neighbor to stimulate the creation of new ideas.
Participants were asked to not comment cards of their neighbor but to create new cards.
Again, newly generated ideas as well as the previously received cards were passed face
down to the right neighbor. I collected all written cards after 5 idea-creation rounds of 5
minutes each. (3) Consolidation of Ideas. Elaborated strengths, weaknesses, and research
directions were jointly discussed and thematically grouped on pin boards. Participants
commented their cards and answered comprehension questions. With the participants
consent, the complete discussion was audio recorded. (4) Prioritization of Ideas. Finally,
each participant received three green, three red, and three blue tags to prioritize strengths,
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weaknesses, and research directions, respectively. They were asked to stick the tags on
the grouped cards according to their priority.
6.2.2 Results

Within this section, I present key results of the workshop. Participants evaluated strengths
and weaknesses of the presented methods and derived research directions they would like
to see investigated. Since the methods are tailored to my research context of guidance
and governance actions, results are valid for their tailored application only but not for the
methods as presented by the original authors.
I carefully transcribed the audio recording of the workshop and annotated the thematically
grouped cards with the participants’ comments. I defined a title for each group of cards
and aggregated the corresponding prioritization tags. Below, I use the notation (x/y) to
denote that a group received x out of y priority tags. I only report on findings with at least
one priority tag.
6.2.2.1 C APABILITY 8 – Transparency on Efforts and Benefits of
Guidance and Governance Actions

In the presentation phase, I presented key results from tailoring and applying the SQALE
method and Kazman’s technical-debt calculation framework for achieving transparency
on efforts and benefits. Both methods estimate efforts based on expert expertise. The
SQALE method estimates benefits based on expert expertise, too. Kazman’s framework
determines benefits largely automatically by mining project data from source code, version
control system, and issue tracking system, assuming causality between architecture flaws
and bugs. Below, I present identified strengths and weakness of the methods as well as
derived research directions.
Strengths

Quantify Technical Debt (6/15). Participants emphasized that both methods translate
technical debt into financial terms that are, compared to technical requirements, more
plausible for managers. They stated that the quantification of technical debt supports
architects to convince the management to invest in its refactoring, although estimated
values are frequently doubted by the management.
Easy to Use (6/15). Furthermore, participants highlighted that both methods are easy to
use and allow to perform estimations with reasonable effort. Once instantiated, they allow
to automatically and continuously quantify technical debt, which was considered as very
useful by the participants, too.
Provide a Structured Approach (2/15). Moreover, participants commented that the methods
provide a structured approach for managing technical debt. They guide ecosystem partners
to consistently estimate efforts and benefits, which was perceived as a prerequisite for
negotiating guidance and governance actions.
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Increase Transparency (1/15). Finally, one participant emphasized that both methods
increase transparency with regard to the amount of architecture violations.
Weaknesses

Lacks Causality (6/15). Kazman’s technical-debt calculation framework correlates architecture-flawed files with bug-prone files, assuming that refactoring the architecture flaws
will bring the files’ bug-rate down to the project average. Participants commented that
the framework lacks a validation of the causality between architecture flaws and bugs.
They stated that bugs do not necessarily result from architecture violations and that the
resolution of those violations does not necessarily decrease the amount of bugs.
Rely on Estimations (5/15). Both methods estimate future efforts and benefits. Participants
commented that those estimations are always difficult, largely based on experience,
and fraught with uncertainty. They stated that a long-term past analysis could improve
estimations, for example by measuring previous efforts required to resolve violations
instead purely estimating efforts.
Estimate Efforts by Additions (2/15). Both methods estimate efforts by additions. Participants stated that this procedure is not always valid for software development. If a
developer resolves multiple similar violations the developer will be much faster on an
average compared to a developer who resolves such a violation the first time. If there
are thousands of violations it might be even favorable to automate the resolution with a
dedicated tooling.
Assumes Wrong Level of Granularity (2/15). Kazman’s framework determines hotspots by
considering files as the most basic unit of analysis. With regard to its tailored application,
participants stated the relation between an architecture violation and a hotspot is not
clear as violations are frequently more fine grained, for example on a method level.
Research Directions

Which Guidelines Correlate With Which Non-Functional Requirements (5/15)? Considering
Kazman’s framework, participants suggested to research a framework extension that
correlates guidelines with non-functional requirements and that allows to evaluate the
assumed causality between guideline violations, violation fixes, and bug rates.
How to Realize and Adopt an Approach That Iteratively Replaces Effort Estimations With Measurements (4/15)? Considering both methods, participants recommended to investigate
an iterative approach that allows to incrementally replace vague effort estimations with
more realistic quantitative measurements, for example by measuring the time required to
resolve violations. Moreover, they would like to see research on how such an approach
could be adopted in an ISECO setting without conveying developers the impression to get
assessed.
Conduct a Case Study to Evaluate the Causality Between Guideline Violations and Bugs (3/15).
With regard to Kazman’s framework, participants suggested to conduct a longitudinal case
study on the causality between guideline violations and bugs. They would like to measure
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if the resolution of violations really decreases the bug rate and for which architecture
guidelines the bug rate decreases most.
Which Granularity is Most Suited for Defining Violation Hotspots (3/15)? Considering
Kazman’s framework, participants recommended to research and compare different levels
of granularity for assigning violations to hotspots and for correlating violations with bugs,
ranging from components to files to methods to single lines.
6.2.2.2 C APABILITY 9 – Win-Win Arrangements of Guidance and Governance Actions

In the presentation phase, I presented the Staged Negotiation Approach that combines stateof-the-art win-win negotiation concepts proposed by the software-engineering community.
Below, I present identified strengths and weakness of the approach as well as derived
research directions the participants would like to investigate.
Strengths

Increases Transparency (10/15). Participants overall confirmed that the Staged Negotiation
Approach increases transparency on architecture needs and economic and technical
implications, which supports the elaboration of win-win outcomes. They stated that the
detailed elaboration of actions creates a good wording and a common understanding
over the different ecosystem partners. Furthermore, they commented that the explicit
estimation step requires all partners to reveal and reason resulting efforts and benefits,
which was perceived as prerequisite to establish trust and to take informed decisions.
Participants also stated that the approach supports partners to understand the others’
needs allowing for better acceptance of negotiated results. Finally, the mutual negotiation
of multiple actions in S TAGE -B was considered as essential to keep the big picture of all
architecture needs in mind.
Increases Level of Trust (2/15). Participants highlighted that the approach supports ecosystem partners to establish trust among each other, in particular if first negotiations are
going well. They recommended to start with low-hanging fruits to build up trust necessary
for future more difficult negotiations.
Compensates Lack of Social Skills (2/15). Moreover, participants commented that the
proposed win-win negotiation practices increase the possibility to build consensus among
ecosystem partners due to their self-interest in achieving agreements, even if partners are
lacking social skills.
Increases Focus (1/15). Finally, one participant stated that the consideration of multiple
actions in S TAGE -B supports ecosystem partners to focus on those that are really important.
Weaknesses

Depends on Estimations (4/15). Participants stated that the actual negotiation is strongly
influenced by effort and benefit estimations. Those estimations are difficult to perform,
depend on the quality of available input data, and are always fraught with uncertainty,
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which was considered as a major risk by the participants since ecosystem partners may
block actions by doubting the estimations’ quality.
Requires Trust (4/15). Participants commented that the negotiation approach can only
work in an environment of trust. This requires ecosystem partners to build trust, first.
Requires Honesty (3/15). Moreover, participants highlighted that ecosystem partners may
knowingly lie with regard to the effort and benefit estimations to improve their bargaining
position, calling not only for an environment of trust but also for an environment of
honesty.
Requires Transparency on Additional Efforts (3/15). Participants stated that the elaboration
and negotiation of actions implies additional efforts for ecosystem partners. This may
block the approach’s acceptance and requires transparency on extra efforts compared to
the status quo.
Requires social skills (1/15). Finally, one participant stated that the negotiation approach
requires social skills of all ecosystem partner, which are not always present.
Research Directions

How to Adjust Estimations With Reliable Measurements in an Agile Context (6/15)? Participants suggested to research approaches that continuously measure efforts and benefits
based on ongoing project data in order to feed results back into the negotiation process for
adjusting vague estimations with real data. For example, the time that is actually required
to resolve a violation should be measured in order to replace or adjust the previously
estimated value accordingly.
How to Leverage Game-Theory Models to Build Trust Among Ecosystem Partners (5/15)?
Participants stated that the approach requires trust among ecosystem partners who may lie
to improve their bargaining position. Game theory is a study of mathematical models for
analyzing situations in which multiple individuals make decisions that will influence one
another’s welfare [Mye13]. Participants recommended to investigate if and how gametheory models can be used to ensure that lying does not improve bargaining positions.
How to Iteratively Adjust Negotiation Results in Case of Wrong Estimations (3/15)? Negotiations strongly depend on effort and benefit estimations that are vague and fraught with
uncertainty. Participants would like to see research on a process for readjusting negotiation
results in case of wrong estimations or change, in particular in agile environments.
What Means Win for Ecosystem Partners (1/15)? One participant would like to see investigated a categorization of win-win outcomes for ecosystem partners along with concrete
examples in order to train and support ecosystem partners to identify possible win-win
outcomes in real-world conflict situations.

6.3 Discussion
In the following, I discuss potential limitations and the generality of my results along
construct, internal, conclusion, and external validity threats.
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Construct Validity

I considered only selected methods, which is a potential threat to construct validity.
With regard to C APABILITY 8, I selected the SQALE method because it was already in
use by the lead architects of I SECO -B, which allowed me to reuse real-world expert
estimates and experience from applying the method. I selected Kazman’s framework
because, compared to most existing methods, estimations do not solely rely on expert
expertise – the SQALE-method’s reliance on expert expertise was a major reason for
the product managers of I SECO -B to not accept the produced evidence. With regard
to C APABILITY 9, I selected WinCBAM because, compared to most existing approaches,
WinCBAM does not only consider the negotiation of requirements but also the evaluation
of architecture strategies for realizing requirements. I selected EasyWinWin according to
Fricker’s [FG08] framework and because of the large body of research that exists around
the method. The selected methods severed as base for guiding the workshop, aiming to
stimulate the participants’ thinking. While many of my results refer to general issues with
regard to estimation and negotiation (e.g., uncertainty of estimations), they can, from a
methodological perspective, only be considered valid for the tailored application of the
selected methods as they have been presented in this thesis.
Internal Validity

Threats to internal validity concern co-factors that could influence my results. In my case,
workshop participants might have behaved unnaturally and might have given answers
that do not fully reflect reality, in particular as they were recorded. To address this, I
guaranteed anonymity. In addition, results might be biased as the workshop participants
did not apply the methods by themselves. However, this was necessary to keep the effort
manageable. To limit the effect, I spent considerable time to present and discuss results
from applying the methods. Moreover, the SQALE method was already known to most
participants, as it was already in use for I SECO -B.
Conclusion Validity

Regarding conclusion validity, there is the threat that data analysis depends on my
interpretation, which is a general issue for qualitative analysis. For that reason, as
described in Section 6.2.1, I used recommended methods for conducting workshops. I
acted as moderator, but the workshop participants formulated, discussed, grouped, and
prioritized the actual results. Within this thesis, I have exclusively presented findings with
at least one priority tag.
External Validity

Above, I discussed that my results can only be considered valid for the selected methods
as they were presented in the workshop. Threats to external validity concern the generalization of my results for other projects. I have tailored, applied, and assessed the selected
methods for only two of the largest ISECOs at Siemens. Hence, there is the possibility
that some results are specific to my study systems. However, most results refer to general
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software-engineering issues, such as the mitigation of uncertainty in estimations, which
is universally difficult. The participants professional experience was about 13 years on
average. They regularly need to estimate efforts and benefits of architecture decisions,
and they need to negotiate those decisions with further stakeholders. Hence, most of
my results reveal high potential to be valid also for other mid- to large-scale and other
decentralized projects.

6.4 Chapter Summary
A crucial hurdle for establishing guidance and governance actions are varying efforts
and benefits for ecosystem partners, which has been defined as H URDLE 1 in Section 3.5.
In Chapter 4, I have proposed two action-negotiation capabilities to tackle H URDLE 1.
First, the need to achieve transparency on efforts and benefits (labeled as C APABILITY 8).
Second, the need to elaborate win-win arrangements (labeled as C APABILITY 9).
In this chapter, I have tailored and applied selected state-of-the-art software-engineering
methods that implement C APABILITY 8 and C APABILITY 9. I have conducted a workshop
with architects of my study systems to evaluate how well those methods tackle H URDLE 1
and to derive research directions valuable to investigate. We have learned that the
presented methods hold great potential to support the establishment of guidance and
governance actions. However, we have also learned that the high degree of uncertainty
associated with estimations is a major risk for successfully adopting the methods, and
we have seen a set of research directions practitioners would like to see investigated for
mitigating uncertainty.
In the following chapter, I will conclude this thesis, I will summarize its contributions, and
I will provide an outlook on further research directions.
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Large-scale intra-organizational, yet decentralized software projects that involve multiple
self-contained organizational units – defined as internal software ecosystems (ISECOs) –
require suitable architectural measures rather than detailed managerial orders to coordinate development. In this thesis, I have presented two major contributions: First, I have
conducted an in-depth case study that provides strong empirical evidence on collaboration
practices and resulting architecture challenges for ISECOs. Second, I have elaborated and
validated an approach for managing architecture violations in ISECOs. Within this chapter,
I complete this thesis by providing a conclusion and giving an outlook on on-going and
future work.
The chapter is outlined as follows: In Section 7.1, I conclude this thesis along its central
research questions. In Section 7.2, I outline on-going and future work I have planned as
well as further research directions that should be investigated by the community.
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7.1 Conclusion
Within this section, I conclude this thesis along its central research questions and I restate
its major contributions. First, for my case study on collaboration and architecture challenges. Second, for my proposed guidance and governance framework with a particular
focus on the violation-management approach.
7.1.1 Empirical Evidence on Collaboration and Architecture Challenges

ISECOs require suitable architectural measures to enable effective collaboration. However,
in order to make informed architecture decisions applied modes of collaboration and
resulting architecture challenges must be understood in detail. So far, neither collaboration
practices for ISECOs nor resulting architecture challenges have been addressed sufficiently
by the research community. To fill this significant gap in literature, I have investigated the
following two research questions:
RQ1: How do organizational units collaborate in internal software ecosystems? Are there
common collaboration models?
RQ2: Which architecture challenges become particularly crucial due to collaboration? Can I
relate them to collaboration models?
To that end, I have conducted an in-depth case study on collaboration and architecture
challenges for two of the largest ISECOs at Siemens. In a nutshell, I have performed a
total of 46 hours of semi-structured interviews with 17 leading software architects.
My case-study results have revealed three collaboration models on a continuum that
ranges from high to low coupling, which answers Research Question 1. The analyzed
ISECOs comprise a keystone unit that provides a platform and multiple client units that
build applications upon it. The identified collaboration models are defined by the type of
client: The model PLE for ISECOs involves clients that follow a strategic reuse approach
with high process and architecture coupling. The model Decoupled PLE for ISECOs involves
clients that apply a strategic, yet decoupled and composition-oriented reuse approach.
Finally, the model Platform Reuse for ISECOs involves clients that collaborate based on a
platform reuse approach without strong strategic coupling.
Moreover, I have classified architecture challenges that become particularly crucial due to
collaboration, and I have outlined recurring hurdles along each challenge and collaboration model, which answers Research Question 2. The identified architecture challenges
can be summarized as follows: The Platform Openness Dilemma is about selecting an
appropriate point in time where the platform should be opened to clients, considering
the tradeoff between platform maturity and business pressure. The Technical Integration challenge is concerned with processes and architecture measures that need to be
applied to enable clients to integrate their applications into the platform. The Independent
Platform Development challenge targets the keystone’s capability to evolve the platform
independently, which involves the management of dependencies and breaking changes.
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Similarly, the Independent Application Development challenge relates to the clients’ aim at
preserving their independence for being able to optimally achieve their objectives. The
Qualities challenge is concerned with the need to guarantee software qualities across the
ecosystem. Finally, as the key challenge for ISECOs, the Compliant Software Development
challenge targets the management of architecture violations and the establishment of
architecture guidance and governance actions.
The identified collaboration models, the classification of architecture challenges, and the
qualitative and quantitative exposure of the identified recurring hurdles along each challenge
and collaboration model constitute the first major contribution of this thesis.
The contribution is valuable for both industry and academia: Practitioners who follow
the identified collaboration models can consider my study results to carefully reason
on suitable architectural measures in advance. If they do not, according to my results,
it is likely that they will face the identified challenges later on and need to employ
counteractive measures reactively. In addition, my study results outline a broad field of
real-world challenges that need to be investigated by the research community.
7.1.2 Architecture Guidance and Governance Framework

In my case study on collaboration and architecture challenges, I have identified Compliant
Software Development as the key challenge for ISECOs, and I have outlined a set recurring
hurdles for Compliant Software Development that become particularly crucial due to collaboration. All identified hurdles relate to the management of architecture violations and to
the establishment of architecture guidance and governance actions. In this thesis, I have
elaborated an architecture guidance and governance framework for ISECOs that tackles
the identified hurdles. The framework supports both the management of architecture
violations and the negotiation of actions.
7.1.2.1 Violation-Management Support

Feature and schedule pressure regularly result in intentional and unintentional architecture
violations, that accumulate over time, which results in substantially increased development
and maintenance costs. Architecture violations must be explicitly managed, including
both the management of existing violations and the prevention of future violations.
However, the decentralized development context results in various formidable violationmanagement hurdles that imply high violation-handling effort. High effort, in turn, results
in even more violations that are not handled.
Within this thesis, I have elaborated seven violation-management capabilities that tackle
the hurdles of violation management for ISECOs. The capabilities’ main purpose is
process support for resolving architecture violations, aiming to reduce the architects’ and
developers’ effort required to handle them. In a nutshell, the capabilities provide seamless
integration of already employed violation-handling practices and tools, automated tracking
of violations, and consequent tool support for handling violations tailored to practical
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applicability in large-scale software development with significant amount of legacy and
new violations. Moreover, I have presented the T R AV I M approach, which constitutes a
practical realization of the capabilities, and I have developed a prototype that implements
the approach for two of the largest ISECOs at Siemens.
According to the technology acceptance model [Dav89], the actual acceptance and usage of a software system depends on the users’ perceived usefulness and usability for
performing their job, which has raised my following two research questions:
RQ3: What is the usefulness of the violation-management capabilities to overcome the
identified hurdles of violation management for ISECOs?
RQ4: What is the usability of the violation-management capabilities?
To answer Research Question 3 and Research Question 4, I have conducted an in-depth
qualitative case study involving 9 experts from my ISECOs. In a nutshell, they have used
the prototype to perform violation-management tasks, and I have observed, surveyed, and
interviewed them to understand the capabilities’ usefulness and usability. The experts
have expressed that the capabilities are both useful and usable, and that the capabilities
hold great potential to ease violation management for large-scale software engineering.
Based on my investigation, I have derived implications for improvements, such as the
mandatory execution of pre-commit checks to avoid violations.
The elaborated violation-management capabilities for ISECOs, the capabilities’ practical
realization for two of the largest ISECOs at Siemens, and the capabilities’ validation from the
perspective of practitioners constitute the second major contribution of this thesis.
The contribution is valuable for both industry and academia: The capabilities and many
of my study results outline requirements for violation-management tools that can be
of general use also for other projects that face similar hurdles. The T R AV I M approach
provides a practical realization of the capabilities, which may serve as a starting point
for practitioners to develop customized violation-management tools for their ISECOs. In
addition, the outlined requirements should be investigated by the research community to
make violation management in large-scale software engineering more effective.
7.1.2.2 Action-Negotiation Support

A crucial hurdle for establishing architecture guidance and governance actions are varying
efforts and benefits for involved ecosystem partners, which may result in different priorities
and, thus, in long negotiation phases where violations are not managed.
In this thesis, I have formulated two action-negotiation capabilities to support the establishment of actions that imply varying efforts and benefits. The capabilities target
effort-benefit estimations and win-win–negotiation concepts for elaborating mutually
agreeable arrangements. I have tailored and applied selected state-of-the-art softwareengineering methods that realize the desired capabilities, and I have conducted a workshop
with 5 experts from my study systems to assess the methods’ strengths and weaknesses
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in order to derive further research directions valuable to explore. We have learned that
there is the need for further research that investigates methods for mitigating the high
degree of uncertainty associated with effort-benefit decisions based on architecture.

7.2 On-Going and Future Work
Investigate the Remaining Architecture Challenges

I have outlined a broad field of real-world architecture challenges for ISECOs, including
Platform Openness Dilemma, Technical Integration, Independent Platform Development, Independent Application Development, Qualities, and Compliant Software Development. Within
this thesis, I have tackled the Compliant Software Development challenge. However, there
is still the need to address the other challenges. Although approaches have been proposed
that tackle hurdles of the other challenges, such as inner source [RCKH15] or feature
feeds [LG15] that tackle hurdles of the Independent Application Development challenge,
many hurdles of those challenges are still unresolved and need to be investigated. I hope
that this thesis will also inspire other researchers to address the remaining challenges in
order to make large-scale software engineering more effective.
Industrial Roll Out of the Violation-Management Approach

In this thesis, I have conducted a thorough case study to validate the violation-management
capabilities, involving 9 experts from two of the largest ISECOs at Siemens. The validation
revealed high interest of both ISECOs to productize the prototype for an industrial roll
out. We (me and the ecosystem research group at Siemens I am involved in) are currently
planning next steps: First, we will stabilize the prototype to achieve product quality.
Second, we will realize the identified implications for improvements, such as the provision
of team dashboards, the usage of use-case–specific wizards to improve user guidance, and
the mandatory execution of pre-commit checks to avoid violations. Third, we will field the
approach in both ISECOs. Fourth, after the roll out, we plan a follow-on longitudinal study
to investigate long-term usage and impact of the approach in two real-world settings.
Moreover, we plan to complement the approach with recommendation mechanisms that
support developers to resolve violations, for example by mining and providing proven
fixes of similar violations.
Investigate Methods that Mitigate Uncertainty of Effort-Benefit Estimations

A prerequisite for deciding on architecture guidance and governance actions to be established is transparency on efforts and benefits to all ecosystem partners upfront and agreed.
In this thesis, I have tailored and applied state-of-the-art methods for estimating efforts
and benefits of architecture decisions, and I have outlined a set of research directions
practitioners would like to see investigated in this regard. In a nutshell, the practitioners
have perceived the high degree of uncertainty associated with estimates as a major risk
for building consensus among ecosystem partners. They would like to see research on
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methods that reduce the amount of uncertainty, for example by iteratively adjusting
estimates with more reliable measurements based on ongoing project data. Moreover,
they would like to see in-depth case studies that validate assumptions made by estimation
methods, which will decrease uncertainty, too. Dealing with uncertainty is an universally
known issue in software engineering, which becomes even more challenging in a context
where multiple self-contained business are involved in architecture-decision making. The
provision and validation of solid methods for mitigating uncertainty is an important task
for the research community.

Software ecosystems leverage partner networks to generate revenue that no single
player could achieve stand-alone, governing cross-organizational development by
architectural measures. Even within a single organization, this paradigm can be
of high value for software projects that involve various internal, yet self-contained
organizational units. In this thesis, I have investigated two of these large-scale
software projects at Siemens from a software-architecture perspective, which
provides valuable insights to make collaboration and software engineering in
such intra-organizational decentralized environments more effective.
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